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TUNNEL TIME

“What is TUNNEL TIME ,” you ask. Well I tell you friend; it not‟s
like anything you know or could probably imagine. It is a way to
learn—an enlightening.
Oh, you have a pretty good imaginatio n , you say. It may me
“pretty good” but I doubt it will match TUNNEL TIME.” There‟s
nothing like passing through the TUNNEL and reaching TREDEGAR
COVE with all its r iches and wealth, you see as you will see more
still.
No, not gol d and other such valu ables, not real ly. The “riches
and wealth” in COVE have more to do w ith lear ning and loving , not
holding and hoarding; it has to do more with intr insic value and not
material or monetary value —more to do with what really matt ers
most for the soul l ike you , living and life .
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TREDEGAR COVE
You want knowledge , do you? Why not; we all want knowledge,
but the issue or question is how willing we are to work at it —how
much we year n to lear n.
If you really want knowledge, to get the wealth and riches of
COVE, you‟ve go t to be wil ling to learn.
“Is that all?” No, there‟s more to TUNNEL TIME than being
willing .... You‟ve also got to have a little faith. Yes, that‟s right;
you‟ve got to believe without necessarily knowing.

I guess your

right: you can‟t find kno wledge until you believe that it exists, and
you can‟t get knowledge u ntil you ‟re ready to lea r n.
No, I‟m not making this up. Yes, I do get a little creative
sometimes—even imaginative —but this is all true, real , solid stuff .
“What about my name?” Oh, I see. You‟re implying that “TALL
TELL S” is just like tale tell s—that I‟m prone to exaggeration and,
occasionally, stretching the truth beyond its elasticity , am I r ight?
Believe w hat you want to . If one “L” means nothing to you, that‟s
your problem.

If the difference between “TALL” and “tale” is not

evident, that‟s not my fault. All I‟m trying to say is that I, TALL
TELL S, have grown to b e tall and lear ned to tel l—and that‟s all
there is to it.
What kind of name is “so ul” anyway ? Oh, it‟s not your name, but
what you are? Okay, I can live with that.
What is your name then? “Sojourner,” you s ay. Well, Sojourner ,
what do say we go on a j ourney through TUNNEL T IME; the greatest
opportunity for learning that‟s ever been ?
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Oh, “not yet,” you say, “Want more information on the COVE,” do
you? Not quite ready; w ant to make sure you know what you‟re
getting into. I can see that; it‟s smart to ask q uestions . But just
remember that you still have to have a little faith. Now, hit me.
Why the T UNNEL? You want to know why the TUNNEL is the onl y
way to get to the COVE. I see; well it really not just the T UNNEL;
again, you‟ve got to have faith. Bu t as to the “real world”, why does
soul have to pass through this o ne and only one? Hmmm, I, well I,
don‟t rightly know.

I guess you will just have to believe TALL

TELLS and leave it at that. Next question, if you please.
The faith; you want know why a l ittle faith is needed? Another
tough one; now let‟s see, let me think —real har d like. It‟s
because...I believe it:

I believe that faith a l ittl e faith is needed

because we can never been absolutely sure about anyt hing, this
side of the TUNNEL.
“Is doesn‟t make sense to you” that you have to “believe in
believing” ?

Yah, I see you point; it doesn‟t that reasonable to

believe. But I will tell you this; without faith, you‟re not going to
make it to the COVE.
This is a sore po int for you, is it: having to have faith?
what; “Illogical” ?

It‟s

Hmmm, I‟m not famil iar that one. Time to turn

once again to JOHNSO N‟S DICTIONARY ; o kay, here we go: in a
manner contrary to the laws of argument .

O h yeah, that helps,

continue; next ....
You‟re concer ned about “creatures”. Well, we‟re all created; you,
me, them. What‟s that; o h, those that mean to do harm. Well, let me
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see. I can think of one right off. “Who is it?” This name shoul d be
easy to remember ; it‟s C OVE CREATURE. Cant‟ tel l you much more
at this time; you‟ll have to wait and figure it out l ater.
The TUNNEL; you‟re co ncerned about whether it is sound,
strong?

It is ho ned-o ut of a stone hill, for med with RICK‟S

BRICKS—durable , strong, built to last and last, and....
“Who is RICK‟S BRICKS?” Obviously, it‟s the source for all
structural projects, like the TUNNEL. More, you want more? BRICKS
are the best, and RICK‟S is too —that‟s about I can say for now.
Cant‟ tell you much more at this time; you‟ll have to wait and figure
it out later .
“Is RICK‟S BRIC KS stro ng enough to stop COVE CREATURE?

I

don‟t know. Let‟s wait. ..l ater and see what happens. If one doesn‟t
work, maybe the other wil l.
“What do I mean by „other‟?” You do n‟t miss much, do you?
There are others, besid es myself and RIC K‟S.
“Who are they” By name, with a brief, they are: HO RACE HELPER,
COOTER BROWN, JILL BEAL , ROY TOY, and SPIDER WEBB; other
voices in TRED EGAR —interesting every one —that you meet, no
doubt. But before you start probing again, I‟ll just l et you know to
wait until then, got it?
No, not faith again; you still want to talk about faith? Okay, for
the recor d, you have to have a little faith to pass through the
TUNNEL and, once in the COVE, faith to believe.... No, no more; that‟s
all I‟ve go t to say.
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“Other things of interest; you want to know about other things?
Well, there‟s FLATTIRE RIM —the perfect example of wh at happens
when faith ru ns short. “ What‟s FLATTIRE
still do ing in the COVE”, then? A good one;
yeah, you‟ll to wait o n that too .
Then there‟s BOOZER BANK; a real
fixer, if there ever was one. “What does
BOOZER do?” Oh please, you don‟t want to
know, trust me on that o ne. What ‟s that, you insist to know? All I
can say is that the BANK may qual ify as a “creature” —sneakier
than COV E CREATURE , if that is possible.

Oh, and just remember

one other thing about BO OZER: the easiest way to rob a bank is own
one.
“Does the COVE have things to eat?” Of course it does. All coves
have water , wildl ife and such; but you know all that, don‟t you.
There‟s a lot of water: the COVE and river; and then there‟s
DANVIEW D AM, the very r eason that the COVE is —
“Is it strong?” D ANVIEW DAM is, like the TUNNEL, built strong
and durable. I mean, think about all that pressur e and force from
the river . Th ink about what might happen if the D AM broke; a small
crack can propagate quickly —the results profound.
“What

does

„propagate‟

mean?”

Here;

here‟s

JOHNSON‟S

DICTIONARY. You look it u p: “ P, R, O.” What, it‟s not in there ? Well, I
tell you, propagate means to spread or grow. And wh en a crack
grows in a DAM, it‟s l ike, SPRING ACTION —fast and furious. Don‟t
want to be on the re when the crack propagates , cl ear enough?
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One thing you will notice right off is the color. You see, color
isn‟t the same; it‟s not al l the variety as here. The COVE is NESBITT
ORANGE. Yah, it may seem plain, but with such mono -color comes
lots of details; things you may not have seen before. There is black
& white, sepia and other s, but ORANGE is an or iginal . So you might
well get use t o it—even though you haven‟t seen it yet. It just the
way it is in TREDEGAR.
Wow, you ask a lot of questions! With this per sistence, you
might want to think about law enforcement, an investigator ,
inspector or interrogator . I think you would do well at it .
What‟s that? Oh, you already have; you thi nk you want to be a
lawyer or attor ney. Why...? T hat‟s alright, don‟t tel l me! You know, I
probably wouldn‟t bel ieve it anyway.
“Does TREDEGAR have l aw?” Why yes,
we have the HUSLE Y H USTLE . “What is it?”
It‟s HUSLEY; and yeah, when you ‟re in the
COVE you‟ve got to do the HUSTLE, of else.
“Or else what...?” Objection you HUSLEY!
Look soul, I mean Sojourner; the l aw is the law , right?
You want to know if HUSLEY HUSTLE is just and fair. Well, to tell
you the tru th and nothing but the truth, I don‟t think I‟ve thought
about that. You see, I haven‟t had any real encounters with the
HUSTLE . Sure, I danced around it a time or tw o; but I‟ve never
actually gone to the dance, so to speak . Let‟s save that question for
those more familiar with it —that has sol id stuff —like GRAY‟S
SHADES.
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Oh, I didn‟t mention GRAY‟S SH ADES? Well, I told you all about
the original orange, but on reflection, I failed to mention GRAY‟S.
Not everything in TREDEGAR is NESBITT ORANGE; sometimes things
can tur n shades of gr ay, or GRAY‟S SH ADES —which means that
behind every orange clou d there is some gray l ining. Ah, you don‟t
get it? I‟m saying that things are not always oranges and cream;
sometimes things get a little sour and smelly too. What can I say;
we have our faults.
What gave that impression?

No, of course the COVE is not

perfect. I mean, just look at the DAM, the BANK, and all those high
& mighty at the SADDLE CLUB . “What about the SADDLE CLUB?” Oh
soul, don‟t get me started on that one. Every time I think about I
start to breakout with a serious case of the CARPENT ER‟S ANGST.
No, it is not perfect —but we‟re working on it.
On the orange side of life, there is: the fabulous LAKESIDE
LOVE-IN, and the pristine CED AR WOODS. Yes, these t hings really
add to the whole ambiance of the COVE. Look it up, “ A, M, B, I, A, N,
C, E.”

But before we set -out, you need to understand that this
journey is the ROAD LESS TRAVELED; it is not easy—believing
in belief is not an easy thing to do. You will be helped, but you
will also be hindered. Just because you pass through the
TUNNEL does not mean that everything will be all NESBITT.
You‟ll have to accept the GRAY‟S with the ORANGES —just like
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here—the good with the bad. Are you ready for some TUNNEL
TIME?
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Did you here me , Sojourner? Are you ready?
“TREDEGAR ON,” came the surety of a serious s oul. Well good
then; and remember , you ‟ve got to believe in bel ief —that‟s the only
way to make the passing.
“And when you get to other side, I‟ll be there w aiti ng for—,”
echoed the l ast words of TALL T ELLS in the distant yonder .
I was alone; no sound —complete silence except for the rhythm
of my heart beating at li ght speed as though I had just run har d.
TALL said he would meet me there. Now I just have to believe. “I
believe,” I said aloud.
Maybe he was just telling tales, I thought; but in that moment, I
hear d a faint sound coming from the deep in the tunnel . Steadily
and speedily the sou nd grew. Peering into the tunnel, I coul d see a
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faint light; first the size of a pinhead and, like the sound, growing
until it was big and brilliant.
I couldn‟t move, but stood there at the face, fixated on the light,
overcome by the reso nating sou nd. My mind said “m ove, now”; but
my body would not answer. I should have been scared, but I was
strangely at peace. Both the light and sound engulfed and th en
absorbed me. Nothing w as within my
control.
The deafening sound came to an
abrupt end and my heartbeat returned.
I was floating, I thought; seemingly
weightless,

hover ing

above

the

ground—unafr aid of the flight , unmo ved by the motion. This is
strange and wonderful , I thought.
Weightless, I lost all sense of my bo dy somew hat like floating,
drifting in water but without any bobbing. Meanwhile, my mind
began to wonder about all things orange in origin or other . Why
orange, I first wondered, only to remember what TALL TELLS has
said: everything is NESBITT in the COVE, mono -chr ome in nature.
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An object drifted towar d me, just as the light had; first small
and indistinguishable, then increasing and ob vious. It was a car, but
not just any; this was a Batsu n 240Z, like the model I had built. It
was sunburst orange and s howroom perfect. Someone was driving
it, though it floated as I did. Who is that, I thought, only to realize
it was me; I was driving it or at
least

sitting

behind

the

wheel ,

listening to a favor ite tune on the
radio. This was not a memory, but a
dream. I had dreame d of dr iving
the model I built.
Other objects came and went. Some I did not recognize or
recall, but all were or ange. I watched from inside the car , cruising
and listening to some cou ntry song called “Orange Blossom Special”.
“Hum, not my kind,” I said to myself; and tur ning the knob, another
came booming out. “Oh yeah, that‟s more like it; Orange Grove .”
It was a great ride , no b umps or traffic; it was more like flying
or floating. “Flying in my 240Z, if my fr iends coul d see me now ,” I
told mysel f. “I wish they were me, traveling in TUNNEL TIME.
Wonder w hat they‟re doing now.”
Summer fun was nothing li ke this, I thought. I could have never
dreamed anything like this, no matter how good my imagination.
Sure, the other side was my life and, yeah, orange was around; but
somehow, I can‟t think ab out a single thing that matched this. TALL
TELLS was right.
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Shoes, small shoes were there, in the seat beside me. Those
look famil iar , but then, they looked much l ike any pair of basic
tennis shoes. I picked them up and, I as did, I heard voices; it my
father talking to me. “Soj ourner, do you want to learn how to tie you
shoes,” he asks as beg an to tie them o nce more. “Now, that‟s how
you do it,” as he descr ibed each step. “I like to double-knot them.” I
didn‟t remember having orange shoes, but I did seem to remember
that moment with him. It‟s funny how a memory ca n lie silent and
then, for no particular r eason, come forth with a distinct voice, a
detailed description.
Looking down, I could see the top s of TREDEGAR COVE; some of
the features that T ALL TELLS had described. “That looks like
BOOZER

BANK.”

It

was

sizea ble

spread that co vered an entire block
on

the

square.

T hat‟s

right,

I

remembered; the BANK was originally
called T REDEGAR.
On the square was a big gar den
with a fountain. Lar ge, blooming sunflowers covered the area ,
giving-off a sweet fragr ance, even thi s high above. All floral and
things naturally gave off an orange tint with a similar effect of a
photo filter . Details of such were more apparent than usual, l ike
looking intently at a black & white w here mood shines through.
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The skyline and space was li kewise
orange—not

unlike

tho se

early

morning

sunrises or similar sunsets where all var iety
of orange streams throu gh the air. The sun
was as it always is, or w as, reminding me of
the earl ier light that bl inded me and held
me captive. As all this came to vi ew, I
realized that seeing is indeed, believing.
And still the images kept coming; those
that had been frequent just moments ago
(or was it hours). “Is that another sun,” but
as the object spun I could see it was b illiar d ball . Five is my lucky
number, I thought, remembering that it won me some stuff.
Terms ran through my mind:
Orange juice
A Clockwork Orange
Agent Orange
Orange and blue
I could explain or understand some of them. What is „agent orange‟,
I thought; a spy of some sort —posing as one, but yet another?
And still the images.... “What‟s that; a picture of whom? It was
pale, orange bear ded. And then another term or phrase came with a
name, probably one in the same: “ T here is no blue without yellow
and without or ange. ” Vincent Van Gogh , an artist, I thought, not
realizing how I knew this.

“No blue...it‟s true.”
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What did this mean; “no b lue”? Could it mean that we must have
the rain with the sun, night with day, the goo d with the bad or the
orange with the gray ? Fo r blue made me think of bei ng sad, down
or in the darkness. But still, let me TREDEGAR ON, no matter the
days, the ways or the plays put upon me. Let
me say to the gray : “Do your worst, for I will
do mine! T hen the fates will know you as we
know you.” So were the courageous words o f
someone named Alex; Alexander Dumas —a
name I seem to remember from a favorite
story my father read me.
How and why such thoughts came is beyond my understanding.
Was it the images, TUNNEL TIME, or something that had heretofore
been silent —I do no t kno w. All I say right now is that it is.
“A Clockwork Orange; w hat was that?” Something about friends,
a gang, something called Droogs . A different dialect, a Slavic slang;
a film about those in the darkness; Clockwork Orange w as a film.
“Oh where have you go ne Billy Boy, Billy B oy, I have gone to pick a
fight, hurt each one with all my might, I‟m too young, I cannot do no
other.”
“It‟s funny how the colors of the real world onl y seem really
real when you view them on a screen,” and a s though waking from
a dream, my immediate thought was that, whatever “Clockwork
Orange” was , it was w eird thanks to someone named Stanley
Kubrick. “It ‟s exactly like being asleep; you have no sense of time.
The only difference is that you do n‟t dream.” But was I dreaming,
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or was I dreaming about dreaming? “I do not know. All I know is
that I do not know —I do not get it, yet.”
And then I hear d the sou nd of an engine; not a train engine, but
something more like a pl ane or jet. It got louder and deafening —
like that in the TUNNEL —but was soon drow ned out by an explosion
that shook the car and rattled me. I was stunned, as before, but
still afraid of what it meant, for me.
Smoke filled the car and everything about me. I could not see
anything, even myself; but was once again caught in a state of
silence and still ness —unsure of where I was or who I am. T here
were screaming and sho uting that, like the smoke, covered every
corner both outside and inside ; and images of damage and
destruction, burning bright . “It won't hurt you. It's just to kill
plants. It's called Agent Orange...and it won't bother humans,” from
a voice called Karl Mar lantes. All the orange plants w ill die, I
thought. “Agent Orange kills the orange su nflowers.” But no sooner
had the smoke come did it go; it dissipated in a split second
returning me to my self , sight and sense.
“What darkness that was,” I murmured to myself. May I never
have to see th is—not now, not ever —but o nly orange and some
occasional blue or gray, I said with all that I could or should
believe.
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With the smoke cleared, the skyline was welcomed back . Down
below, I could see something bigger than the BO OZER BANK; a big
orange bowl, the size of a stadium. As it sparked my interest, loud
voices could be heard —the bowl acting l ike some sort of mammoth
megaphone. What are they saying, I wondered as the shouting took
on a kind a r hythm, like a song or chant? Then I heard: “Orange,” a
pause, then “Blue” ; back and forth it went,
each episode with greater intensity and
volume. Coming closer to the bowl, the
inter ior had a big open space surrounded
by all the shouting and chanting. One side
of the space was orange, the other blue; in
the space, something or someone was
running frantically. In detail, it looked like a pig r unning about w ith
others in chase. Some one seemed to catch the pig and run with it
or—believe it or not —hu rl it toward another. Yes, that‟s right; the
Cove had flying pigs. And still, the cadence continued: “Orange,” a
pause, then “ Blue”. “Can‟t they make u p their mind,” I ask myself.
Amid the throngs of onl ookers dressed in orange and blue , I
could see—thanks to a handy pair of binoculars —a group standing
up and shouting something else. Others behind them shouted back,
“Sit down you boozer!”

What, was this

the o ne, BOOZER BANK, that T ALL TELLS
has mentioned.

Seemingly unaware of

the shouts, the boozer just kept on
standing , and swaying in concert with the chants. All in all, the
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boozer—the whole lot of them —looked like they w ere having a good
time, no matt er the cho ice of orange or blue, the pig in fl ight or on
the ground. It was all go od for the boozer.
For those directly behind them where , by this time, done with
the shouting; and l ike a wrecking ball , came
flying down—directly into the mass of the
boozer—busting-u p their celebration in one
clean sweep. “What are they doing? It was
too much—even more ridiculous than flying ,
frantic, fleeing pigs. Finally, the pig crossed
over some line and everyone stopped to watch —even the wrecking
ball. “I don‟t get it; all this to see pigs fly?”
Putting the binoculars aside, I had not noticed until now that
someone was sitting in the seat beside me.

“Who are you; where

did you come from?”
“I am Jill . I live here in the COVE.”
“Yeah alright, but how did get here, in the Datsun?”
“Oh that was easy; I just showed-up like the shoes and
binoculars. You don‟t these do you —a bit too small, even for you,”
she remarked as she tossed them out the door window .
“Hey, I liked those shoes; they reminded me of —”
“You‟ll get over it soon enough. Say, w here are y ou headed?”
“I‟m headed your way, to the COVE.”
“Perfect; then you don‟t mind if I go along for the ride?”
“Do I have a choice?”
“Sure, you have a choice —if that‟s what you believe.”
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For one awkward moment there was silence. Good, maybe Jill
has spoke n the last—
“Nice wheels. What is this machine?”
“It‟s a vintage 240 Z, earl y „70s I think.”
“Well whatever , I l ike the style, the ride.”
“Me too,” I said as I begin to warm to the company.
“But I‟m better,” she added.
“Better; better at what,” I had t o asks.
“I have more style and I‟m definitely a better ride,‟ she said
with surety.
Confused by the remar k, I said nothing in return; but once
again endured the awkw ard silence.
“Do you like sweet things?”
“It depends,” I said with some caution. “It de pends on what you
mean by sweet.”
“I mean jillibeans; do you like jill ibeans?”
“Don‟t you mean jellybeans?”
“No; here in the COVE, they‟re jill ibeans. Try some,” and before I
could turn her down, she popped one in my mouth.
“Come on soul, bite dow n —it won‟t hurt you.”
“You could have waited,” I tried to say, as I
chewed on the gummy thing. “This is good, very good,” I could now
say with clarity as my mo uth exploded with delight.
“How did you know I‟m so ul?”
“Oh that was simple; you have a pimple.”
“A pimple,” I ask reluctantly. “Thanks for the notice.”
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“I kind of l ike it soul. It gives you a real youthful l ook.”
“And that‟s good?”
“Well, it coul d be worse. You could have lots of pimples.”
“Good point,” I said with some concer n still .
“Looks like you making the approach into the COVE.”
“What,” I said with sur prise.

“Happy landing, enjoy your stay, watch out for CREATURE
COVE and all those others. ”
“Where are you going?”
“Oh, I can‟t stick around. TALL TELLS says that I‟m not
comfortable to

be around. I guess that

appreciate sweet things.”
“I guess not?”
“And what about you soul; do you?”
“Do I, what,” but JILL was gone.
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TREDEGAR COVE
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BOOZER BANK

“Welcome to the COVE. It‟ s good to see you again,”
“And you too; more than you know,” I replied to T ALL T ELLS w ho
seemed more relaxed no w.
“How was the passing? Did you lear n anything?”
“I saw and hear d more —more than I can remember right now
though.”
“No worry Sojourner. It will come back to you, believe me, and
when you‟re ready to share....”
“I believe you. But I‟m not sure about anything right now. I
just—”
“You look tired. Get some rest and, after that, I‟ll show you
around T RED EGAR. We‟ll learn more, believe me ; and maybe just
maybe, you‟ll believe still more.”
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As in the passing, time had no bearing; and to add to this
stillness was that here, the skyl ine was always orange, bright and
beautiful —or so I thou ght. For I forgotten some of what TALL had
tried to tell before; that even on this side of T UNNEL TIME, things
could get gr ay, GRAY‟S SH AD ES.
And w hen I woke I was, at first, angry and
disoriented; not sure of where I was or how I got
here. All I knew was that I didn‟t like it —I wanted
to go back, now. But somehow, TALL TELLS new this
and, w ith that, was waiting just as was w hen I arrived.
“Do not worry Sojourner. Your feelings will pass soon; this is
always the case when a soul first arrives. You‟ve been through a
strange and wonderful experience. You can‟t fly forever.”
“Yeah, I know that; but right now I feel like I‟ve cr ashed.”
“Well, let‟s try to pick -up the pieces and go with it. Today, you
begin the T RED EGAR tour.”
And off we went, first to the prominent BOOZER BANK.
“I

saw

this

structure

from

way

up

there,

and

knew

immediately —“
“Yes, BOO ZER is quite the fixture here —much like the BANK can
be on the other side.”
“Do you think I‟ll get to meet him?”
“Yes; and if he‟s sober enough, he might even remember it.”
“Sober, you say,” with so me doubt in my vo ice.
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“Yes, it‟s more of GRAY‟S SHADES. What you experienced when
you woke is no t unusual —even for those who make their home
here. BOOZER likes COOT ER BROWN.”
“And what‟s wro ng with that,” I ask, co nfused.
“That‟s right, I didn‟t really explain who or what COOTER is, did
I? It‟s not really who COOTER is as much as what; you see, it‟ s a
beverage...that I think yo u would call alco hol.”
“So BOOZER likes to booze?”
“That‟s it; the big b anker is a boozer .”
“Well that explains a scene that I saw at the stadium; ah, the
orange bowl where they chase pigs.”
“Oh yeah; plenty of boozers ther e—but don‟t ask me why.”
“So it‟s COOTER BROWN.”
“Yes, and you see it; it is —”
“In an orange bottle,” I said with less than a guess.
“That‟s r ight, NESBITT ORANGE.”
“Wow, what a building! Very impressive,” I said as we approach
the city block.”
“Finest one around, I believe. So tell something Sojourner: Why
is that banks are usual the finest buildings around?”
“Well, constructio n costs and, I guess, the bank has a lot of
wealth and riches.”
“Yes, that is what I use to think too —it makes sense —but I
have since for found ou t differently, at least for institutions like
the bank.”
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“Is there where I begin learning and knowing,” I ask, referring
to something TALL had to ld me some time back.
“It could be, but I think your learning began the moment you
decided to TREDEGAR ON.”
“So if they don‟t have wealth and riches, how do they build such
a structure?”
“It‟s complicated for me to understand, but since I‟ve let the cat
out of the bag, I might as well try to expl ain albeit with some
unintended error.”
We entered the BANK; it was equally as opulent as the exterior
but, to my surprise, was sparse, nearly empty of life and activity.
“Not a going concer n, it appears,” I said with some wry.
“Yes, it‟s what is sometimes called a zomb ie bank —at least as it
appears right now .”
“Zombie,” I said with some surprise.
“Yes; you do know what zombies are, do n‟t you?
“Who couldn‟t; you would have live in a cave not to know about
zombies. I was just sur prised, that‟s all. And besides, I didn‟t think
the story writer w as going to allow zombies, vampires and such.”
“Well excuse me „Mr. Author‟; I‟ll try not to mention the word
again, though the subject is everyw here...beyo nd the cave.”
“So the bank is l iving dead?”
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“Simply put, you ‟re right Sojourner. The BANK has don e some
real damage —deliberately —that has been covered -up or coveredover. It‟s barbaric; basically l ending lots of riches that they don‟t
really have and incurring a lot of risks in the process.”
“But from where I stand, all seems fabulous.”
“Yes, such a setting has that affect —the impression that all is
well. But don‟t be fooled by what you see —it‟s a s hell game. Pay
attention; there‟s always more than meets the eye.”
“You‟re starting to sou nd like my father .”
“And do you listen to him?”
“Sometimes, but then—,” I started to say with a small dose of
shame.
“I see. Well maybe that is something you have to learn too.
Anyway, the BANK gets away with a lot of tricks & treats; they‟re
sneaky, and sketchy too.”
“That reminds me of a b ook my father was read ing: The Best

Way to Rob a Bank is to Own One .”
“And did he try to share this book w ith you?”
“Yes, but I really didn‟t —”
“You really didn‟t p ay attentio n. Well if you had, listened, we
wouldn‟t be having this conversatio n.”
“So this buil ding is built o n,” I followed.
“It‟s built on make -believe wealth and
riches—conjured up as creatures, like
COVE CREATURE.”
“It doesn‟t look dangerou s.”
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“Neither does COVE CREATURE at times —but looks can be
deceiving.”
As he continued to cautio n me, I coul d hear a ruckus near the
rear, beside the entrance to the vault.
“Where‟s the gol d,” I heard a shout that echoed through the
BANK with amazing reso nance.
“Looks like we found BO OZER,” TALL whispered as he moved in
that direction.
“He‟s lost some gol d?”
“Not really; he only claims so right now. Remember soul, it‟s a —
”
“Shell game,” I responded, recalling what he told me moments
ago.
“And to add insult to inj ury, BOOZER has probabl y been hitting
the COOTER BROWN.”
“What‟s with gol d, anyw ay?”
“You really shoul d start listening to your father. But any how,
gold is a hard asset —which means that it‟s real wealth and riches,
unlike the T REDEGAR notes. BANK needs har d assets, like property
and precious metals, so that the notes are worth something.”
“And if the notes are not, then—,” I
had to ask.
“Then

you

might

as

well

have

Monopoly mo ney, and ow n make -bel ieve
properties like Park Place.”
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“Another game,” I ask.
“BANK has a problem o f banking o n such games. You would
think that they would l earn too; but that woul d only with some
suffering and sacrifice. At it is however .”
“As it is, BANK is u nderwritten by something else?”
“Now you‟re getting it soul. And that too is a game, but with
serious consequences.”
“Did no one hear me , Where is the gold?” But a s before, BOOZER
got no answer. Looking in our directio n, he yelled with equal volume,
“Who are you?”
“BOOZER, this soul is Sojo urner.”
“Do you know what happened to the gold?”
“Ah, no; I‟m—”
“BOOZER, you do n‟t any gold,” TALL told him.
“I know that TALL.”
“No, what I mean is that your gold has been long gone and,
what‟s more, you know that.”
BOOZER was already blown -up but,
with this comment, was now ballistic.
“What do you know, Mr . TALL TELLS?
Why, who‟s going to bel ieve you anyway?”
And with that, TALL tu rned and
headed toward the exit.
“And make yourself useful; tell COOTER that the check is in the
mail,” BOOZER shouted to our backs.
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“You tell COOTER,” TALL shouted b ack.
“I did, but he didn‟t believe me.”
“I wonder why?”
“Another game,” I said to TA LL
“Yes; and another piece to puzzle too.”
I left BOOZER BANK feeling less gray, oddly enough.
“What did you think?”
“I think I‟ve got a lot to learn; more so than if I had been
listening to my father all along.”
“Well good, but don‟t feel alone; most of us think we know it all
at one time or another or, more likely, we just don‟t give a —”
“DAM; there‟s the DANVIEW DAM,” I interrupted, pointing my
finger toward the river . “What a project!”
“I agree; it took a long time and a lot of wealth and riches to get
that one done —but it‟s been worth
it, I can tell you as a fact.”
“Did BOOZER have anything to do
with it?

Coincidently, yes, he did;

the BANK sometimes does right for
right, if you know what I mean.”
I could see the COVE, the r iver feeding the DAM. “What a
beautiful pl ace.”
“Yes, it‟s the wonderful part, nature and all .”
“So the D AM supplies you r power?”
“Yes, just as on the other side, the DAM suppl ies hydro -electric
energy. Some is used in TREDEGAR, some sol d to other pl aces.”
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“There are ot her places o n this side of the T UNNEL?”
“I know I wasn‟t specific before, but there are other pl aces
too.”
As I stood there taking it all in, I coul d hear the putter of what
sounded like, “It couldn‟t be,” I whispered to mysel f.
“Yeah, an ol d air -cooled Rombi-van,” if
that‟s what you mean.
“Is that what you call them here,
„Romb i‟?”
“Yes, and you ,” TALL responded.
“Several , but usually just a bus,” I said
as it pass e d by with a trail with a trail of smoke following behind.
“Yeah, that won‟t last for too much lo nger.”
“What won‟t l ast?”
“The smoke; HUSLEY HUSSLE has enacted a new law limiting
carbon emissions.”
“HUSELY HUSSLE; oh yeah, your laws,‟ I said putting the two
together .
“That‟s too bad. I lo ve vintage cars; it would be a shame to —”
“Around here, we do n‟t j ust through things away —especially if
something still has worth. “No , the bus will be converted to all
electric—and EV.”
“All electric; it‟s electrifying,” I shouted.
“So you get a charge out of electricity, do you?”
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“This is good ,” I said as I took a sip of COOTER BROWN.
“I agree, but maybe too much.”
“What do you mean; „too much‟?”
“I‟m speaking more of abuse; that when something is too easy
or convenient, it becomes abused.”
“Like BOOZER,” I offered.
“Good example; o ne that you‟ve seen already. Yes, BOOZER
abuses a lot of things, but one of them is definitely COOTER
BROWN.”
Turning our directio n fr om the DAM, we headed toward the
famous brewery and bottl ing plant.
”So tell me TALL; are you against such beverages?”
“No, I‟m not; matter of fact, I l ike some of them; or least, my
appetite does. No, it‟s not that absolute for me.”
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“It‟s the abuse isn‟t it; w hen the thing is taken advantage of —
something taken for granted?”
“That‟s it Sojour ner. COO TER BROWN is a delightful be verage; I
know, having grown up with it. But I have seen some abuse as
well—even from some w hom I never would have thought possible.
We each have our weaknesses; I have mine —a tendency to
sometimes stretch the truth —but my concern is not from
judgment, but rather, lo ve.”
TALL T ELLS was very thorough on this point, his position.
Evidently he had been deeply affected.
“I might as well tell you the truth; after al l, withhol ding
something can be a lie to o,” he said in a somber speech. “I have a
history myse lf; it has something to do with my reputation for
twisting the truth.”
“I see. Well like you said, „we each
have our weaknesses.‟”
“Yes, and I believe that is good; it
keeps us humble, do n‟t you think?”
“I

guess

if

being

humble

is

an

advantage.”
“Oh, it is; I know this too. But to
clarify, you must know that I don‟t mean we shouldn‟t be proud of
something or someone. What I mean is that being humble is being
real; it is accepting that we each do have weaknesses.”
Again, T ALL TELLS was expressive; but th en, he wants me to
learn and grow and —if don‟t u nderstand —how can you do it?
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“Here it is,” he said as we rounded a corner
I had picked-up an order , “Yeah, this is the smell .” The building
was brick, resembling many of the early 1900‟s structures that
once populated my pl ace, the other side of the TUNNEL.
Going in, we were met by a cordial host and given a grand tour
of operations.
“Impressive. I had no idea that brewing was such a science.
You say it all begins with barley? ”
“Yes; barley and other key ingredients .
There is a soaking to begin germination... ,”
the host explained.
“So I‟ve hear d,” I repl ied while walking
adjacent to several conveyor lines. “Wow,
you must produce volumes based o n this speed,” I added.
“We export much of our product; COOTE R BROWN is
has a broad market -b ase.
“So it seems.”
“What a pl ant,” I repeated as we exited the building.
“I thought you would find it interesting w ithout
sounding contr ary.”
“Oh I know; you l ike the plant because it‟s a fine - tuned machine
and business.”
“Yeah, BROWN has been around for the ages; indeed, it was, for
a long time, a safe way to stay hydrated —water being impure and
downright dangerous. Back in the days of yore, sail ors depended on
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beer and rum at sea: water could not be safely stowed; fer mented
beverages would stave -o ff any bacteria or other dangerous growth.
In a days travel , a sailo r could down u p to nine pints of beer or
ale.”
For someone who tells tales, TALL sure seemed to store an
endless amount of inter esting informatio n. “TALL, ar e you sure
you‟re not a teacher , certified?”
He laughed, “Well, I thought about
once or twice; in fact, I did a little
teaching here and there —just to see
whether I would like it or not. Basically, I
like to learn and grow and, with that,
teach too. T he best way to learn something is to teach it, right?”
He was right once again. I could recall in my own limited
lifetime, the same thing; l earning w hile preparing to teach. “ I agree
totally; still, I‟m not a goo d stu dent.”
“That‟s a lesson or two, as well, ” T ALL repl ied. “You have to
learn how to learn; what works and what doesn‟t —it‟s a process
too,” as he continued to coach me. “A multitu de of factors play on
our effectiveness to lear n; attitu de, aptitude, academy and so on.”
“Maybe that‟s been my pr oble m.”
“One, or all of them,” he ask for clarification.
“I can say with certainty. Give me some time on that,” I said as
TALL continued to challenge meet at every cor ner, literally.
“Where next on the agenda,” I ask, breaking the sil ence.
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“I thought we w ould take a walk in CED AR WOODS to the end
today‟s lesson; ah mean, tour.”
“CEDAR WOODS; “did I see that during TUNNEL TIME?‟
“Most likely, although yo u wouldn‟t have known it was CEDA R.
You see, CED AR has a distinct smell; an acrid but somewhat airy
smell.”
“I

think

I‟ve

smelled

that

before,

walking through Pine gr oves —or maybe it
was some sort of similar prickly -needled
species.”
“Sounds about right; anyway, you couldn‟t have smelled CED AR
at that distance.”
“Oh yeah, well my senses sure tasted the sw eetness of
jillibeans.”
“You ate some of those in your passing? How‟d that happened?”
“I met someone named Jil l; she gave me o ne.”
“JILL; you met JILL BEAL?”
“Yes, Jill just showed -u p; she appeared in the passenger seat
of the Datsun.”
“Why that sne aky little —,” TALL retorted.
“Jillibeans are just great,” I continued, “although Jill was little
pushy; she through a pair of shoes out of the window.”
“What kind of shoes,” TALL inquired.
“Orange ones,” I replied with an air of annoyance.
“Yes—I know that—but what kind; were they boots, thongs...?”
“Sneakers, if it really matters?”
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“Sure it matters,” he argu ed, “ Shoes are important.”
“No big deal , really; we‟ll work it out with JILL BEAL when the
time comes, okay?”
“Now listen here Sojou rner. Nob ody works anything out with
JILL—BEAL will get the b etter of you.”
“So what should I do ?”
“Are you not l istening; do n‟t do it —just let it go.”
“Yeah, that was my first thought too. It was you that started to
loose your grip .”
“You‟re r ight; I did ju mp t he gun. It‟s just that JILL is
dangerous.”
“More than COVE CREATURE,” I ask for clarity.
“Well, in some ways; but I‟m just not sure you‟re ready, that‟ s
all,” he expl ained as he lo oked me in the eyes. “Then again, you did
make the passing.”
“What should I do if JILL shows up again?”
“If it happens again, do n‟t wait for her to do the throwing. Make
for a window and ju mp —you‟d be better off.”
“Wow, that bad,” I said with some doubt.
“You don‟t want to know , soul.”
“But I thought I was here for that ver y reason.”
“I thought you were a poor student; but sure, since you‟ve
evidently been hanging o n my every word; you‟ re here to learn and
grow,” he expounded with growing frustr atio n.
“It goes back to w hat you said: ju dgment versus love , r ight?”
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“Yes, that‟s right. I just trying to look out for you, believe me.
There are some things that best be co vered in the future, if you
understand that.”
“How long; I mean, how lo ng should I w ait?”
“Until the sky is no longer orange, per haps —but I‟m not really
sure.”
“That could be a lo ng time.”
“What‟s time when you‟re in T RED EGAR?”
“So you‟re saying that time is irrelevant, is
that it?”
“Get the JOHNSON‟S DICTONARY and look -up
irrelevant, if you please.”
“I don‟t have to —I know the meaning.”
“Okay smart soul , give it to me.”
“It means; having no applicatio n or significance.”
“And where do you lear n that o ne?”
“From my father; he would say to me: „T he dog eating your
homework is irrelevant Sojourner —since you don‟t have a dog.‟”
“On which I would say to him:

„I didn‟t mention whose dog it

was—but only that the dog ate my work.‟” After which he would
just nod his head in frustration and wal k away.
“Yes, I know the feeling, exactly.”
I could smell the C ED AR that T ALL had described. “Wow, you
were right again: acr id and airy.”
We continued on a trail that bor dered the WOOD S. Peering in, I
couldn‟t see much due to the dense u ndergrowth and thick cover.
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“Sure is dark in there,” I whispered for some reason.
“Dark in more ways than one, I‟m afraid.”
“CREAT URE COVE; is that what you mean?”
“CREAT URE and still other s; the WOOD S is wild and untamed. You
really have to be on to p o f it; else, it will take you under .”
“Under ; under where,” I had to ask.
“Under here, under ther e; under, is what I‟m saying.” T ALL
began. “ Remember, there are other times
and places.”
“And this one, the under; what is it?”
“In time Sojourner; but right now,
let‟s lighten the subject while we walk,
how‟s that?”
And on we went, following the trail, the fragrance of CED AR
accenting the l ight co nversation.
“What about the C REATURE; it‟s been heavy on my mind.”
“We all think about the C REATURE. Who wouldn‟t?”
“So I can talk about C REATURE. What do you want to know?” And
so TALL went on in the same manner as before; methodically going
through the details: “CREATURE comes in a variety of other forms;
it‟s not just a monster bu t it can certainly appear as one.”
“And you‟ve seen CREATURE COVE?” He confirmed it, adding
some detail with each episode.
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“You may think this Medieval , but CREATURE can be a dragon—
or a leviathan as some say.”
“A dr agon,” I said with some doubt.
“I‟m not telling tales soul; it‟s for real; a lar ge, sweeping,
reptilian-like monster with bat wings, and a lo ng - powerful tail.”
“Does it breathe fire?”
“I don‟t know; maybe, but I‟ve never seen it —at least not yet.”
“And did it reign-dow n terror on TRDEGAR?”
“It‟s not funny; this is not some myth from King Arthur . Just
wait soul; you‟ll see, and when you see —
”
“I want believe it, r ight?”
“On the co ntrary; it will m ake a
believer out of you .”
“That‟s good, since believing is how I
got here in the first place.”
I knew that TALL was telling the truth in spite of my pl ay. In
truth, I was afr aid; not ju st of CREATURE

, but the others —the

silent and the deep, the hidden and that under , them and even me.
A sudden chill came over me , as though winter had arrived and
I was unprepared; naked, without a blanket or shel ter to cover me.
CEDAR WOODS was wicked; not that I knew it, but that I felt it;
so much so, that I was weak at the knees bordering on nausea and
a headache.
“What‟s wrong soul ? ” FALL looked o n with concern.
“It‟s just, the gray is coming on, I guess.”
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“All this conversatio n; be careful that your imagination doesn‟t
get the best of you; else you‟ll wither -u p like a flower and die.”
As he cautioned me, my imagination was already at work; small
goblins danced about me like flies around a carcass —taunting me
with their voices and vile gestures.
“Just my imaginatio n,” I murmured, as TALL
grabbed me.
“Did you not see the CED AR?”
“What,” as I fl inched and broke from the horror.
“The CEDAR; you nearly ran right into it,‟ he r epeated. “Pay
attention.”
“Oh yeah, I‟m sorry.”
“No reason to apologize; it was you who would have been
hurting.”
“I don‟t know; I‟m pret ty tough.”
“Still, CED AR is har d,” TALL said as he tapped me on the head.
“Are you ready for a meal and some rest?”
“That would do me well.”
“How about some bird; there‟s this local species, a bit strange
looking, but tasty ”
“How strange,” I said with a sudden loss of appetite.
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“How was your rest; feel better?”
“Much, thank you ; but I had a weir d dream. I‟ve got to stop
watching so much science -fictio n,” thinking of one particular film ,
The Exterminator, that may have inspired t he nightmare. “It
featured huge ants; the size of elephants. They roamed the land,
destroying everything in their path from plant to person —
everything!”
“Ants,” TALL repeated.
“Yeah; a l ittle insect -l ike creatures that builds mounds the size
of boulders, bites like a beast, and bores wood faster than a
Titanium-tipped drill b it. From the fire type to the carpenter, these
creatures can do some damage.
“Do they have a purpose; something useful ?”
“If they do, I can‟t tell you. Just wait till you bitten; y ou‟ll cuss
like a sailor and burn l ike welding torch.
“Sounds like a mother.”
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“It‟s a mother and, well, a grandmother too.”
“So you have your own fierce creatures on the other side?
“Oh yes, from microscopic to monstrosities; creatures come in
all sizes and species.”
“So this film; what was it about,” TALL inquired as we set out on
the day‟s lessons.
“Exterminator; well, it was about an android that assaults ants
and other ...,” I began to explain as we made our way along
FLATTIRE RIM. “And in the end, the exterminator guarantee d that he
would be back—for a ro utine inspection as part of the bond , that
is.”
“Sounds exciting,” T ALL said with half interest.
“Yeah, the film had a happy ending —unl ike my dr eam.”
“Why ants,” TALL asks.
“Why not; I mean, that walk around CED AR WOODS had me all
freaked-out—don‟t you r emember?”
“You‟re right; you were acting strange,” he agreed as rounded
the RIM.
“So this is FALTTIRE? What‟s the history behind the name; I
mean, who came -up with the o ne?”
“I did. I was much younger then, taking this rim too hard, and
blew a tire. From then o n, it was „FALTTIRE.‟”.
“What kind of vehicle, what car?”
“It was a Porsche co nvertible.”
“Wow, I bet it was fast.”
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“It had good acceleration and handling; you really felt in control
behind the w heel. But o n that day, the handling wasn‟t the problem;
at least, not until the tire blew and then, well, I went into a spin.”
“But you pulled it out?”
“Yeah, by some miracle; I‟d like to
say that it was skill , but I was scared to
death. That blown tire really made a
believer out of me —I mean it! After
that, I watch the RIM with reverence;
and slowed it down alto gether. I couldn‟t stop worrying about. ”
TALL TELLS made it clear that the accident left him an anxious
adolescent; but he seemed to be gl ad about it overall. Had he
continued running that Porsche like a bat -out-of-Hell he may have
never made it; and worst yet, may have ended -up hurting someone
else.
“Fast cars, fast music and fast —,” TALL continued
“JILL BEAL; look, there,” I interr u pted.
“Oh—,” TALL shouted.
“Hit; did you hit anything when you spu n out?”
“Good deal ,” TALL said as BEAL peeled off —leaving the scene
and seemingly relieving angst. “No, just some CED AR WOODS, that‟s
all.”
“Yeah, but that‟s har d wo od, r ight?”
“Of course, but the damage was minor.”
TALL told me more about his wild adventures —what happened
before his spin-out—with all that fast stuff.
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“So how did you fit that tall frame in a small car?”
“Well, I wasn‟t quite this size, but I managed; honestly, the
cockpit fit like a glo ve, l ike it was designed around me.”
“I thought cockpits were for planes.”
“Cars included; those that fly .”
“Speaking of flying, w hat kind of tu nes did you play?”
“Music; you mean types, groups, ” T ALL paused for a moment to
think abou t. “ Let me think , rewind.”
“Folk, rock; what did you play w hen you cruised ?”
“Oh yeah, I remember „Magic C arpet Ride‟; that was a good one,”
TALL nostal gically noted.
“Hey, I‟ve hear d that o ne; it‟s cool.”
“Yeah, there were others, but I dug it. ”
“Dug it, did you ?”
“Yeah, you know; cool, hip, rock -in,” TALL began
as he pulled-u p terms from his past.
“I had idea; you must have been something.”
“What do you mean, „must have been‟.”
“A little sensitive about aging are you ?”
“Listen here; I‟m like a b o ttle of wine, better with age.”
“Okay, alr ight; I dig it. Anyway, why life in the fast lane —
chasing everything and everyone, is what I mean.”
“Since you ask, and my job is to teach you, I‟ll tell you man;
those were anxious times, I‟m here to tell you y ah.”
“Stressful times; you mean the „60 ‟s?”
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“Right-on; we had THE BOMB and so many other creatures of
modern l iving; it was a real trip.”
“You didn‟t mentio n THE BOMB?
“Right, I purposely left that one out. You want to have bad
dreams baby —just start thinking about THE BOMB, that‟ll put you
on a r ide to —”
“Shell; was it a shell game; you know, THE WAR and all that
stuff?”
“Careful there soul, you skipped the record on me.”
“Huh, oh yeah; no, I just want to know if all that stress was for
something real or just imagined, that‟s all.”
“Oh, I get your drift : was it a trick & treat . Did we know what
was really going on o ver there in NAM?”
“Shocking per haps, but we learned —because we wanted to
know and had the means. Remember, lear ning is about attitude,
aptitude, accur acy and accessibility. If you don‟t have access to
accurate information, ho w can you know?” TALL went on to explain
it too a lot of effort. “The dilemma is that the more you learn, the
more you stress; with wisdom comes
much sorrow.”
“So why learn, w hy try, if it all leads
to anxiousness and sorro w?”
“That‟s a class ic questio n Sojour ner ;
one that folks have been asking and
answering for some time now. While not just let it r ide.”
“Yeah, w hy not chill,” I added, as TALL prepared his answe r.
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“There is no one answer —not even for one alone —but is
dependent on time and pl ace; one day, you might say “I don‟t want
to hear it; I don‟t want to know —I don‟t care”; but on another day,
you might be so shar p that you can‟t lear n enough —must have it
all.”
“Is that what the term, „Sock it to me baby‟ meant?”
“That might apply here; yeah, sock it to me —give me whatever
you got!”
“So, some days it‟s all right; other day‟s it‟s a bad trip?”
“That‟s r ight, but it also has to do with age,” TALL added. “ We
were young and naïve; but in an iro nic way, being stupid was
sometimes smart.”
“What;

but

you‟ve

been

telling

me

that

knowledge is important and good.”
“It does sound like a co ntradiction, I know; but
let me expl ain what I mean.”
“THE EST ABLISHMENT w as status quo; leave
things as they are —it‟s alright—don‟t rock the boat , and so on.
Then, there were those who said: „No; it‟s not alright. We don ‟t like
this and, more, we do n‟t want it to go o n —it‟s not right.”

Again,

TALL was thorough; he w ent way out to make to sure I understood
what he meant; this was an important point, he tol d me. “ Sometimes
you don‟t know what‟s in store; how much sacrifice and suffer ing
that you may incur , or go through, to make a statement —to change
things for w hat you bel ieve i s a better time and pl ace.”
“And so you effort paid o ff,” I asks with interest.
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“Hard to say; depends on what you consider as important, payoff. We faced a lot of o ppositio n.”
“From THE EST ABLISHMENT,” I guessed.
“Yes; we showed-up as u ninvited guest , so to speak. We took the
air out of their balloon —busted-up the party and made a lot of
folks angry at us .”
“Maybe it was the way you did it. Maybe if you weren‟t so
revolutionary,” I suggested.
“Maybe; but at times, the „revolutio n‟ was peaceful, passi ve—not
violent or mean-spirited. We just wanted peace —not WAR. I mean;
what sense is it to cause more conflict to end confl ict.”
“So you weren‟t stupid after all?”
“Naïve is more like it; we were mostly young and high -minded—
not set in our ways.”
By now, T ALL and I had made some tracks; we had walked
around the RIM several times —enough to flatten anyone‟ s tire.
“Does this make sense; can you see why we felt the way we
did—did the things we did?”
“To some degree, yes; but I wasn‟t there, so it‟s not
so easy to see either side.”
“I looked at it from both sides, soul; ol d friends
started acting strange —they said I‟d changed and
they no longer liked me. Some sa id I was wrong, my
words a lie,” TALL expl ained. “How do you think I got
pinned with

“TALL TELL S‟?”
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“I see; your cho ice to fight caused you to —”
“Lose; yes, it caused and cost much in my life.”
I felt lucky to be here; to hear TALL TELL S out—the orange and
the gray, the highs and the lows , the gains and the pains .
“Thank you,” I said to b reak th e silence. “I had no idea, your
name and all, but I better for knowing.”
We left the RIM, veering down an alleyway.
“It‟s I w ho should be thankful; you don‟t how good I feel
sharing these things. I‟m glad you ‟ re here to hear me out,” TELL S
said, somber and sincere. “That‟s one reaso n I urged you take the
TUNNEL. You see, I needed someo ne like you; someone who is will ing
to listen—has no presumptio ns and such.”
“So you have no such her e, now?”
“You know how it is; folks get tired of listening —especially
when they think you‟re al l full of lies,” he said w ith real sober ness.
“You don‟t see anyone knocking down my door, do you?”
“I can‟t really say TALL; I haven‟t seen your door or even know
where you live for that matter.”
“Here is where I live,” as he poi nted ahead.
“Just around the corner , I live in a cottage with—”
“An orange door,” I guessed.
As we came into view of the place, I noticed
an orange truck out fro nt and, at the entr ance of
the place, some debris ar ound an o pen doorway.
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“As to the quest ion, it seems that someone is trying to knock
you door down,” I say with surety.
“You‟re right, although this was not really what I meant.”
Those
carpenters
someone

at
who
called

the

door

told
to

us
r eport

were
that
the

damage.
“Know how it happened,” TALL
followed-up, but all they could do
was point us to HUSELY H USSLE .
“Doesn‟t look like a break -in,” HUSLEY began to explain. “More
like meanness if you ask me.”
“Meanness,” TALL repeated.
“Now TALL, we all know that you ‟re not short of unfriendly
folks—to put it mildly,” he began , with some sarcasm of his own.
“As it is, let‟s get the do or repaired and deal with the investigation
later.”
“But aren‟t you going to —”
“TALL, you better calm down or I‟ll have to take a few inches
off the top,” HUSLEY war m ed.
“Inches off the top —I‟d l ike to see you try.”
Looking at me for the fir st time, HUSLEY said: “Soul, why don‟t
you take TALL away befo re something worse happens.”
“Let‟s go TALL; some pl ace where you can cal m down,” I said as
I began to move away.
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“That‟s more like,” HUSLEY had to say just to r ub salt in the
wound. “No more movements or protests,” just to thrown on a little
more.
“What‟s that all about?”
“It‟s about my past; you know, THE EST ABLISHMENT and all .”
“They really can‟t let go , can they ?”
“Not on your life, or mine; they‟ll never forget — and neither will
I.”
“What about peace; refraining from confl ict to stop conflict —
what about forgiveness, l ove and good w ill?”
“Yeah, yeah; I know, someone has to try.”
“Not just try, but sometimes, ma ke the first move —even if
you—”
“Lose; well, I‟m tired of losing —tired of putting up with all this
bad will and bitterness.”
“But that‟s not what yo u‟ve been tell ing me; no, you‟ve been
trying to teach me to believe —to believe in belief, to suffer and
sacrifice, remember ?”
“Well yes, but just because I say it doesn‟t me I believe it.”
“You better believe it; belief is what got me here and belief is
what‟s going to get me b ack,” I shouted.
“Okay, you win; you‟re right of course.”
“No, not me; you —you ‟re the o ne whose right.”
“Your right; I am right...about a lot of things, right?”
“Of course you are. That‟s why I‟m here.”
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“I don‟t know soul; maybe I‟m getting to old for this stuff.
Maybe HUSLEY has a goo d po int, for o nce.”
“I don‟t think so. I thin k HUSLEY is just trying to HUSSLE you;
just trying to push your button, r attle your cage, get your goat.”
“Yep, another sneaky, sketchy sort is HUSKEY.”
“But you‟ve got heart, real heart; you believe, and that‟s w hat
counts.”
“I must be doing a goo d j o b teaching you soul.”
“Why do say that,” I ask.
“Because now you‟re teaching me , instead,” TALL said with some
satisfaction.
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“I think you ready for a trip to CEDAR WOODS,” TALL said to my
surprise.
The WOODS was more of than a str ange and wonderfu l place; it
was very gray or dark, l acking the orange that permeates much of
the COVE, as a foreboding . TALL has purposely deferred this pl ace
for “another day.” Well, that day had apparently come . Though I had
anticipated this day, I was apprehensive , afr aid.
“Are you ready?”
“TREDEGAR ON,” had become my common response. Our venture
would be longer than before: “We may be in the WOODS for awhile,
so I‟ve pack -up us provisions.” Additionally, we would use a small
boat to travel the COVE finding access p oints into the dense WOODS.
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“With the boat, we‟ll locate access; some logging roads are still
evident from the water,” TALL expl ained.
“Are you okay with that,” was the
next questio n.
“Sounds

like

a

good

plan,”

I

confirmed. To this point, our forays at
the WOODS‟ edge gave little information,
the views being block by the dense
underbrush and general , per vading gray. TALL has told me of the
COVE CRETURE; that it took on a variety of forms —even as a
dragon or leviatha n.
“A dragon; you mean as in the days of yore?”
“Strange and unbelievabl e as it is, yes; a dragon that fl ies and
breathes fire and generally wreaks terror on TREDEGAR, ” TALL
explained against my disb elief.
When I took on TUNNEL T IME, I had onl y a brief introduction on
which to go on. The description of drago n, now given, added an
edge of excitement for which I could conceive onl y in the mysticism
of medieval materials. Would we encounter this beast and, if so,
would I take the role of the quested knight? And this point, nothing
of the sort se emed possible —I was frightened to the very core.
Such thoughts floo ded my mind as we navigated along the COVE
shoreline. Scenes that eerily resembled that illustrated in films and
books, water and foliage shrouded in fog, added to the affect, the
anticipation.
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Further ahead was the sign of a logging road; access to the
inter ior.
“We‟ll land there, beach the boat, and sort through our
provisions,” TALL told me. “Make sure you check every item on the
list,” as an indication of his thoroughness.
The angst that I was frequently incurring was somewhat
relieved by continuous co nversatio n —silence being the sure setting
for thoughts going wild.
“Try to relax and take in the beauty,” TALL said more than once ,
as a kinder way of saying , “shu t-up” .
“Are you relaxed,” I had to say. But of course it was impossible
to be relaxed; alertness w as a real asset in such situations.
“Make sure you watch w here you‟re wal king; there is a lot of
loose rock that could pu t you flat on your back or, worse, break
something .”

T he to ne of TALL‟S co nversatio n was understandably

different; sober and serious instructio n had replaced the more
casual form of teaching but this tone was appropriate; I needed to
concentrate and maintain caution with every actual and anticipated
step.
“All this fog,” I said. “Is this common?”
“This may only add to you doubt Sojourner, but legend has it
that this is the CREATURE‟S breath.”
“You mean dr agon breath?” He nodded as though he meant it
but, as well, with the expected response.
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“Tell me more,” I continued. “Should we expect any knights of
the round or, how about damsels in distress,” I ask, adding some
intended levity to the mo ment.
With a looks of annoyance, TALL replied: “ Not that I know of, but
the COVE is —”
“A strange and wonderful place an d time; yes, I know.”
He was right; the rain had washed out the once -graded roads
leaving an endless, inter twined connectio n of ruts and crevices in
the road. It seemed with every step that I was on the cusp of
slipping—as though walking o n ice , mud made by the moisture, the
heavy fog.
“This is a quagmire,” I managed to say between steps.
“I told you; one step away from an injury.”
To add to the challenge, our hike was uphill but, as would l ater
discover, downhill was in a class of its own.
“It‟s very quiet,” I said, unable to
detect any wil dlife in the border ing
WOODS.
“Not unusual,” he expl ained. “The fog
covers more than the visible; it seems to
mute the WOODS too.”
But eventually, the fog would lift and the sounds emerge; a
variety of birds and o ther creatures of this mystic time and place
would conduct a natural concert greatly expected —entertaining
beyond my eeriness.
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In the sorted sou nds of this co ncert was an ever y deep base,
as like the tuba section of a brass brand, w ith every grounding
volume and varied notes.
“Can you hear that,” I ask.
“The droning; yes, that‟s the dr agon. COVE CREATURE likes to
sing too.”
“Really,” I said with sur pr ise.
“Yes, I think the music; it calms the beast, so the saying goes .”
“Let‟s hope the concert l ast.”
“That would be idea, but smell may sto p the music.”
“What do you mean,” I ask , for u nderstanding .
“CREAT URE has a keen sense of smell , l ike a dog; if our scent is
picked-up, the concert co uld be over .”
“So if the music stops, tr ouble is on the way.”
“Something like that,” TALL said as perhaps
another cause for co ncer n .
Nearing

the

to p

of

a

hill ,

the

view

as

spectacul ar: dow n below was the vill age; to the
right, the big orange bowl, and the left, D ANVIEW DAM.
“Wow, what a view!”
“Wonderful, isn‟t it?”
Pockets of fog still sparsely covered the area, thou gh most was
visible and vibrant, teeming with life and living. A sudden breeze
cooled my face, my bo dy relaxed in the presence of such idea
conditions.
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Pointing to a general area on the other side of the point, TALL
directed: “We‟ll continue,” as he explained that ther e was network of
caves.
“Caves; you mean the kind that drago ns l ike?”
“Could be,” he said with some casual ness.
“Well, what if — ,” I respo nded with less casual ness.
“Soul; chances are t hat CREATURE already knows were here, in
the WOODS. T his is a ver y smart and perceptive beast. How do you
think it sur vived this long?”
“Why didn‟t you tell that we were being followed?”
“I didn‟t say we were; I‟m merely describing the certainty that
CREATURE knows our presence, that‟s all.”
TALL‟S intentions were good, as I thought about the alter native;
not telling me what is obviously true.
“I

don‟t

think

I

mentioned

this

before, but the dragon is possibly sore
at me,” T ALL went on.
“What do you me an, „sore‟?”
“I mean that C REATURE may have a
bone to pick. You see, I snuffed -out the fire.”
“The fire,” I ask , still confused.
“CREAT URE‟S fire has been extinguished: my doing in a prior
confrontation.”
“You mean you put -out the fire, single -handedly? Wow, what a
warrior!”
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“I don‟t know about that; in truth, I was scared —”
“Fitness; that‟s w hat is about, being ready and able —and you
apparently were.”
“If I was, I didn‟t kno w it. I‟d call it a modicum of meat
wrapped up in a pou nd o f fat; not appetiz ing or healthy, but it sure
smells good.”
“Speaking of smell , have you noticed that rancid —”
“Odor; it is the drago n‟s breath , once again . Even without a
flame, the breath is lethal —the worse case of halitosis I‟ve ever
come across, it‟s hits you like br icks.”
“Like

RICK‟S

BRIC KS,”

I

said,

referring

to

another

the

establishments in TREDEGAR.
“If you mean, getting hit by a brick,
than yes; RICK‟S would be about the
same as this air emanating from the
mouth of this beast.

And if that isn‟t

bad enough, the other end will practically
do you end.”
“You mean intestinal gas?
“I mean flatus that will fatten you —
or least burn the hair off your head,” he said with the usual ,
unstoppable hilar ity that follows this subject. “So if you hear
rumblings, don‟t mistake it as an earthquake; no, that‟ s probably the
dragon‟s bowels about to unleash a most lethal substance .”
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“What should I do ?”
“Start by holding you no se, your breath if possible with eyes
shut—that‟s about as goo d as it gets.”
“Talk about an indomitable beast.”
“At

least

you

know;

so

when

the

CREATURE makes its appearance —as it
eventually will —you know what you up
against, right?”
“I guess; I mean, it‟s no t like I‟ve got
many choices at this point —or defenses
for that matter .”
“We‟ll just have to beli eve that the CREATURE is having a nice
day,” TALL TELLS tol d me.
“Do dragons have nice days,” I said
rhetorically. “What‟s a „nice day‟ for a
drago n, anyway?”
“I see your point; perhaps a lousy
day then; which means a better day for
us, of course.”
Headi ng down the hill w as even more intense than going up;
slips and slides occurred wi th practically ever other step —leaving
my body about as twisted as my mind at this point.
“We could really use HO RACE H ELPER r ight now .”
“HORACE w ho; I haven‟t heard that name before.”
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“HORACE is a goo d one; always willing to give a hand of hel p —
often unsolicited—the kind you like to have around, especially in
situations l ike this.”
“And what of help coul d H ORACE pro vide?”
“A jack-of-all-trades, an expert in known, HORAC E has sel dom
let me down, left my high & dry,” TALL began to explain, “The
eagerness is half the point; HO RAC E works like—”
“Shell; look, some sea shells,” I interrupted , pointing to the
ground.
“Fascinating isn‟t it But as I was saying, HO RACE can knock
the—”
“Bit; a bit of coral are in the shell ,” I said as I bent down to
examine the ground ‟s co ntent. “Obviously, this hil l was at one time
under the sea.”
“Yeah, under the sea; so what,” T ALL somberly said.
“Don‟t you see, TALL T ELLS; the drago n comes most likely came
from the sea, or so legend has it. It probabl y ended -up here,
somewhat land-based, in the sea‟s subsiding —or something like
that.”
“So when did you beco me an expert o n the environment, the
history and so on?”
“I‟m not an expert —not at all. I‟m just saying that this evide nce
of the salt water is a sign of what o nce was here; that being the
sea.”
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“We do have some similar life here, in the river:

muscles,

crawfish and other cou sins of w hat you see and descr ibe. T hat
much I know,” T ALL went on to described in some detail .
“Yes, as we do w here I co me from, but that‟s not my point.”
“I know, the sea was here, right?”
“Then you agree,” I said.
“I agree that you coul d have something, but bel ieving is seeing.”
“That‟s not what you told me be fore; you said that sometimes
we have to believe short of seeing or experiencing —that‟s what you
said, remember ?”
“Now remember: I‟m the teacher and you ‟re the student, get it?”
“Right, but sometimes yo u have to teach to lear n; didn‟t you say
that too.”
“Oh please C REATURE; come forth
such that I shoul d not have to endure
this lecture any lo nger ,” TALL said with
flair of an ancient dialect. “For my mind
and heart have grown weary; the soul is
simply too much for the both of us.”
“So you want me to sto p, do yah?”
“At least give it a rest o r, in the l angu age of my youth, take a
load off.”
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Our first foray into CEDAR WOODS was, so far, non confrontational —but that was about to change. TALL TELLS
had already said that our presence was known; the dragon ,
with a keen sense of smell, would know that our kind was
present —lurking about the dragon‟s den.
As we steadily made our way down the hill, the thought
occurred to me; what if we don‟t make it, the dragon does us
in? Such angst was not mine alone; even TALL was a little
touched by this re -encounter; for which the dragon, likely
absent a flame, would have a grudge to settle.
“So you think that the CREATURE is still flamed -out?”
“Not sure; but if it is, we‟ll know it soon enough.”
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“So

describe

the

CREATU RE,”

I

ask

with

some

understanding that it could morph into many types or forms.
“As to the dragon, it is orange,” which, by this time, was of
no surprise, “but it has some gray on its head and neck.”
“What‟s that about?”
“What do you think?”
“Well, gray; I guest that GRAY‟S SHADES —a sign for
badness or such?”
“Could be a sign, but I think it‟s charring —blowback from
the flame.”
“You mean the dragon has burned itself?”
“Accidently, of course; but yes, sometimes
during a sudden face wind or inadvertent
inhale, the flame blows-back,” he described
with amusement. “It‟s really funny.”
“And you‟ve see this?”
“Once, a time when the dragon was looming over the
ORANGE BOWL,” he began.
“Like a blimp?”
“Like a what,” TALL stopped to ask.
“A balloon-like flye r used for aerial shots.”
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“Whatever; anyway, the dragon strafed the stadium,
seemingly forgetting the face wind, and wham,” blow -back and
burn-out.”
“What a drag—,” I began to say.
“Chare-broiled and flamed-out; that‟s a piece of work if
there ever was on e,” TALL TELLS said as he smiled.
“So how did the crowd react; all
those watching the pig?”
“I wasn‟t in the bowl at the time;
but for those I spoke with; they
hardly notices and, if they did, didn‟t
seem to care —too tantalized with SPRING ACTION on the turf.
“What is SPRING ACTION?”
“Oh, another of those I haven‟t yet mentioned; but it‟s more
“who” to you. SPRING is a folk hero; a great sportsman with all
the right stuff; speed, size and skill. If anyone can handle the
pig, it‟s SPRING .”
“So SPRING is popular?”
“I‟m surprised you haven‟t heard yet; ACTION is the
word—plain and simple.”
“What does SPRING play?”
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“Have you not been listening soul; SPRINGS plays every
where, any time, all the way,” TALL exclaimed with great
enthusiasm.
“So can I meet ACTION?”
“I‟ll see what I can do; that is, if we make it out of CEDAR
WOODS alive.”
“And if the pigs keep flying.”
“What‟s that‟s mean?”
“You know; when they throw the pig....”
“We call that passing, here in TREDEGAR; it‟s a forward
pass; but if it‟s beh ind, it‟s a pitch.”
“But whether forward or backward, doesn‟t the pig fly?”
“Yes, but only because it likes too,” TALL added. “Fly yes;
it‟s the landing that‟s the —”
“Switch; can we switch subjects. Have to say that this game
seems stupid and ridiculous .”
“I‟m with you; but being stupid is half the reason. Who
wants to go to a game to think; and
besides, when COOTER BROWN comes
round, all reasoning is shot.”
“I noticed that coming in; in the
passing,

while

hovering

TREDEGAR. These boozers were re ally taking a lot of—”
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“Fit; yeah I know what you mean. The boozers wouldn‟t sit
down and folks behind them had a fit, got forceful,” TALL
recollected. “It‟s all in the game; no mind, just fun.”
“Next subject; the caves, of course,” I said as we approach
the entry point.
“Can you hear that,” TALL asks, “Can you smell that; do you
know what that is?”
“It has to be the CREATURE.”
“How did you know that,” TALL ask with some surprise.
“Well, considering the chapter heading and the fact that
we‟re at the cave‟s entrance, I quickly deduced that it must be
the dragon.”
“Yes, way to be aware; anyway, your sharpness in these
matters reflects positively on me, your teacher, master and
teller of all tales true or false.”
“I am not worthy, o‟ master,” I began to chant as I kneltdown.
“Get up soul, and quit acting like a fool; this dragon is
serious—”
“Wrap; I‟m all wrapped up in this
spider‟s WEBB,” I said as I tried
frantically to untangle myself.
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“Relax; it‟s just an orange spider:
potentially

deadly,

fanged -toothed,

a dangerous and

eight-legged

creature

second only to the CREATURE.”
“Thanks, I‟m beginning to unwind already.”
“Actually, this one is part of SPIDER‟S WEBB?”
“Yeah, I know; it‟s a spider‟s web.”
“Pay attention to the dialogue, I said „SPIDER ‟S WEBB, all
upper-case, to signify more than one.”
“Explain

o‟

master

of

infinite

knowledge and boundless wisdom.”
“Ah um, quiet please. SPIDER‟S
WEBB

is

means

of

modern

communication; we call it simple, the
WEBB.”
“How does it work?”
“Well, the actual WEBB acts as a transmitter and receiver;
these little creatures manage the local WEBB, sending and
receiving messages with other partners in and around
TREDEGAR.”
“So you mean that we could send a message to, say,
BOOZER BANK?”
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“That‟s right; assuming t hat BOOZER is sober enough to
take the call or, by chance, someone more competent happens
to be listening.”
“So does that mean—,” I begin to ask.
“Hey TALL TELLS, how‟s it hanging,” came a wee -small
voice. “Got any interesting info to pass -on?”
“Well, I‟ll be—,” I began.
“DAM; the DANVIEW DAM is undergoing some significant
repairs to stave-off cracks,” TALL responded.
“Already got the goods ; more like preventive, routine
maintenance, if you should want to know . Got it straight
from the engineer.” said SPIDER.
“Any messages for me,” ask TALL.
“None that you‟d be interested in —unless, of course, you
want more humiliat ion,” the SPIDER squeaked while twitching
its forward legs. “ Wait at minute; I got one coming in, urgent !”
And after a pause; “ CREATURES has been spotted in flight over
CEDAR‟S WOODS.”
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“Look,” I shouted as I pointed my finger. And there it was,
heading straight for us; eyes aglow like the light at end of the
TUNNEL—approaching fast and furious —with blood on its
wings.
“I think we‟re going to die,” I screamed at TALL as perhaps
my last moments.
“I

don‟t

think

so;

CREATURES

too

concerned

about

something else, I can tell,” TALL replied with calming
confidence.
“As it closed in, CREATURE seemed to shrink in size; as
though more a bat than the sizeable beast so renowned,
reputable.
“Do you see that,” I said with astonishment.
“I told you that CREATURE can take
on many forms; a bat is apparently
one of them.” What comparatively had
seemed like slow motion moments ago
was

now

the

win gless

motion—

something like a hummingbird. Within
my touch, CREATURE hovered just
above my head.
“TALL

TELLS;

have

you

messing with my seashells?”
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“Seashells; oh you mean those buried at the top of the hill?”
“Yeah, those are my shells, straight from the sea.” And as I
would later learn, CREATURE has some pretty quick claws; a
thrill-seeker with a few tricks & treats when it came to
collecting contraband , possibly for a nest .
“I noticed that you lifted some of RICK‟S BRICKS,” TALL
inquired. “Where ‟d you get those?”
“Weren‟t using them; picked them up at a
construction site,” CREATURE briefly explained
in lame fashion. “Leave my shells alone; and
anything else of mine.”
“Can we explore the cave? This weary soul
has traveled many long to see the p ace?”
CREATURE flew about me; darting in and out as is some
sort of effort to intimidate me.
“Why not; that place is too
damp and dingy anyway.”
“But you‟re a bat; bat‟s like
caves,”

I

said

just

to

add

something to the conversation.
“I can be whatever I will; make no mistake soul, I can
crush you like an aluminum can,” CREATURE warned with a
voice to match the bat‟s dimensions. “I‟m only bat now because
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such is more agile at this attitude. If you don‟t leave my things
be, I must just turn into a vampire, got it.”
“Okay, but these short stories of TREDEGAR COVE don‟t
include vampires; so I‟m afraid that one is out.”
“What did soul say,” CREATURE questioned, while attempting
to look astonished —as best a bat can.
“The soul‟s right; the writer said no vamp ires or zombies,”
TALL confirmed. “The subject has been done to death, if you
want to know the back -story.”
“What about the BANK,” CREATURE asks, “You know, the
zombies?”
“We‟ve already covered that one in a prior story; I did
mention zombie banks but, t o be specific, no zombies will be
featured in these stories per the writer‟s desire.”
And to top the smallness of the bat‟s strong words,
SPIDER‟S WEBB began to dictate another news flash: “DANVIEW
DAM maintenance effort has uncovered hairline fractures .
Engineer says that progress should continue on schedule , river
be dammed,”
And with a pause to fill tiny lungs, SPIDER continued:
HUSELY HUSSLE has released a statement indicating that the
fractures are serious and could be a crisis; hence, more
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spending

is

forthcoming

coupled

with

an

independent

investigation ; members appointed by HUSLEY as usual .”
“HUSELY

HUSSLE;

what

a

bunch

mixed

fruit,”

TALL

expectedly said.
“I should burn that place down,” CREATURE added.
“But I thought you lost you fire,” I had to say.
“Don‟t remind me.”
“Can you believe those folks; the engineer releases the
technical news, while HUSELY does the HUSSLE.”
“I should crush them like a can,”
CREATURE again.
“But you‟re a bat.”
“Listen here soul; if you don‟t put a-sock-in-it, I‟ll give you some lice, or something like it .
“Really soul, do lighten up; after all, the dragon could have
kept coming,” TALL reminded me.
“Sorry, just trying to stick to the script.”
“What script,” CREATURE asks.
“The one that turned you from a flamed-out dragon to an
overly-emboldened bat,” I replied.
“Somebody clip my wings, because I‟m about to kick one
poor soul‟s—”
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“Mass has gath ered near DANVIEW; reports have has
sparked a public outcry ,” was the now familiar, but tiny, voice
of the WEBB, with the latest on the DAM crisis .
“HUSELY has done it now,” TALL said with indignation.
“I should bite HUSLEY‟S neck,” CREATURE suggested, as it
gazed upon me with steely, orange eyes.
“Now you talking,” I said with a second. “A realistic solution
if I‟ve ever heard one.”
“Anything else SPIDER‟S WEBB,”
TALL said as a follow -up.
“Mass is moving in the direction of
DANVIEW; tensions are at fever pitch
and—I don‟t believe it,” SPIDER said
with a tone of disbelief.
“What, what is it: clashing and confrontatio n, hysteria,
what,” TALL demanded to know.
“No; none of that,” SPIDER replied with dismay. “Just as the
mass was trying to organize, a COOTER BROWN truck drove up;
the crowed dispersed quickly, most making a run for the
truck.”
“Doesn‟t surprise me,” TAL L added without thought. “COOTER
BROWN has that effect.”
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“Yeah, I‟d run for the orange -aid myself; well, fly as it
were,” CREATURE agreed.
“How about you soul; are you with us.”
“Well, I did want to see the cave, that‟s for sure; but, okay,
I‟m with you folks.”
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The DANVIEW D AM was headline news; the cracks or fractures,
while miner maintenance issues, had been blow n way of proportion
by HUSELY HUSSLE. The WEBB loo ped the story, showing the
masses gathered at the site, seemingly to show t heir concern over
what HUSELY has called a crisis or the D AM crisis. First thought a
rush movement and rush on the DAM tur ned -out to be a mad dash
for a late arriving CO OTER BROWN truck; the masses thirst
satisfied, our arrival was a day late and a bottle short.
“Where‟s CREATURE,” I ask.
“Oh, the bat decided to return to the caves, prefer ring the damp
and dingy over the bright orange,” TALL replied.
“I thought CREATURE was stoked to go. Could have taken
another form; something more adapted for a mass g athering l ike
this one.”
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“You would think soul, but as it tur ned -out, frequent re -forming
is not idea. CREATURE is trying to play it safe; it‟s about
consistency —as I was to ld.”
“CREAT URE, the most certain of all dangers in the COVE, is
trying to pl ay it safe,” I ask with attentio n to the irony.
“I know, it doesn‟t fit the image; but ever since the blowback
incident, CREATURE has been advised find bal ance. CRETURE just
doesn‟t want to get burned again. ”
“But it‟s alright to burn -out any one or
thing—an overt imbal ance,” I added with
disgust .
“I know, C REATURE is not consistent, or
balanced o n flaming, but it could be worse,
right?
TALL had a point; after all, this is CREATURE CO VE; and as I
mulled this over , someone approached: a colorful, entertaining
character.
“Soul, meet ROY TO Y.”
“ROY TOY; don‟t think I‟ve hear d of you.”
“Well that‟s too bad; but here I am,” TOY replied as though a
show was about to commence.
ROY TOY had simil ar ab ility to change form albeit only as toy —
whatever the toy be. At t he moment, ROY was a pl astic push toy, big
shifting eyes with an annoying clicking; activated when pushed .
“TALL TELLS me that you have been to CEDAR WOODS,” ROY
asks, breaking the silence.
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“Yes, we met CREATURE too.”
ROY TOY took-off ru nning circles ar ound us, evidentl y excited
over this news.
“Does

ROY

have

a

problem

with

CREATURE?”
“Think about it soul; ROY is pl astic...,”
TALL said as he lowered his chin and
furrowed his brow.
“Oh yeah, plastic melts.”
“Yeah, and low temperature plastic at
that,” TALL added with emphasis.
“So, has ROY even been —”
“Burned; well, no t yet, bu t if can‟t the heat then you better stay
away from the flame, right?”
After and uncounted number of revolutions about us, the
annoying TOY rolled to a stop as quickly as it s tar ted. “I was made
in the FAREAST . What about you, soul?”
“I‟m from the other side of the TUNNEL.”
“ROY, soul has go ne thr ough TUNNEL TIME at my invitation.
Sojourner is a visitor,” TALL clar ified.
“I was made in factory. I am an import, and we ar e many .”
“You are many?”
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“Yes, many forms I can take; whatever you please as long as
it‟s low -grade plastic.”
“Nice; and what about color ROY TOY,” I asks.
“Is there any other than orange?”
“Not here, I guess; except gray, of
course.”
“Gray; I do n‟t know t hat color,” ROY
TOY said.
“ROY does not turn gray because toys
are always fun and entertaining,” TALL
clarified once again.
“No gray toys; only or ange?”
“Toys

can

tur n

gray,

indicating

that

all

the

fun

and

entertainment has been l ost.”
“So do you know of any gray toys?”
“Yes, but they‟ve been sent to ,” as TALL moved closer and
whispered, “recycling.”
“What did you say,” ROY TOY blurted -out with w hiny, mechanical
voice.
“He said „recycl ing‟.”
As before, ROY shot -off like a fast ball , falling into rev olutions
with rolling eyes and co nstant clicking.
“Sojourner, w hy‟d you have to tell RO Y?”
“So that I could see the spastic little pl astic toy roll the eyes, go
click and circle , again and again.”
“Someone , please make it stop,” T ALL said with desperati on.
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“Look, it‟s the flaming dragon,” I shouted, on w hich RO Y TOY
broke from the circle and clicked the distances beyond our sight
and earshot.”
“Who‟s next,” I said.
“For a soul, you‟re really quite bold.”
“Well, you can‟t always be modest; sometimes y ou have to flex
your muscle , am I right ,” and without affirmation from TALL there
came a distinct sound; a theme so ng from an ol d w estern flick.
“Well soul, do you have the gol d,” asked the smal l but sinister
voice of a cowboy figur ine.
“Just play along soul; ROY TOY loves to play,” TALL suggested.
“No, there is not gol d; not here, not in the BANK, nowhere,” I
said, shifting my eyes , placing my hand next to my make -believe
holster.
“What did do with gol d?”
“Nothing; there‟s no gol d —not even on the nex t tr ain out. No, the
train does not have any gold locked away in
the safe located in the caboose. You know ,
the safe with the combination: 8 -26-14.”
“Oh yeah, that safe, ” said the cowboy ROY
with the same sinister voice.
Having picked-u p one of RICK‟S B RICKS
only moments ago, I now carefully placed it
on the dry, crusty ground in front of me; all
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the while, keeping my eyes locked o n the plastic cowboy and my
shooting hand at my side. The brick safely o n the orange -scorched
ground, I backed away sl owly, c autiously.
Cowboy ROY cut his eyes toward TALL and, playing along, T ALL
returned the look. I cou ld hear the distinct sound of a classical
guitar playing some western rif f—adding some q uality to the w hole
set.
Each of us spaced-out, keeping our eyes glu ed one toward the
other. Now the guitar was joined by some brass; the music more an
ensemble than the solo b efore. Joining in as a for eboding of death,
a crow flew over with the distinct squawking. “Good timing,” I said.
“It‟s the CREATURE,” TALL informed me.
“Decided to change form for the crucial
moment,” TALL explained.
“Hmm; first a bat , now a bird; what‟s next,
a bee?”
Each of us brandished our weapons with
the obvious intent of doing more. First cowboy RO Y TOY showed the
expected six -shooting revol ver.
“Nice,” I said, “ magnum?”
“No,” ROY answered, “ Mattel,” on which TALL reached over and,
from where I have no idea, presented his piece.
“Nice,” I said, “ original ?”
“No, it‟s just a plastic knock -off that I bought at a paw n store.
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And next it was my tu rn; and as with TALL, I had sudden
possession of the best of all three; a foreign-made, camouflaged,
close-assault rifle with a detachable, auxil iary water bottle and
rapid-fire water-jet velocity.
“Guys, you do n‟t stand a chance,” I said with
the confidence matching the superior quality and
advantage of my weapon. “So what‟s it going to be,
huh?” TALL and RO Y j ust stood there; nervous
fingers, shifting eyes and disheartening attitudes
knowing they were outmatched, wo nder ing where in the —”
“Pale, everyone grab you r pales; the cracks have given away
and the DAM is going to give way.
“Enough play; let‟s do o ur duty,” TALL
said as though breaking from a bad dream.
But for ROY TOY, fun was already a bygone
thing; for the cowboy had covertly become
a bucket.
“How choice,” I said, “And I thought RO Y
TOY was just for fun and entertainment.”
So I grabbed old RO Y and foll owed the others; that is, until we
hear d an explosion .
“Everyone, whoa, hol d -o n,” TALL said and he looked in the
direction of the DAM ; and intently stu dying the location, he said: “We
need to wait. I‟m not sure about this....”
“Why shoul d we believe T ALL TELLS?”
“Wait everyone and l isten,” I shouted.
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“Who might you be,” they said with a scoff .
“This is Sojourner ; a guest of the COVE,” T ALL said.
“No TALL, let me talk,” I cut -in. “You
hear d

the

explosio n,

so

you

know

it

happened; so you can‟t pretend and go
charging-off, half-cocked, l ike so me old
six-gun.”
“Yeah,” said the bucket ROY TOY.
Looking at the bucket, remembering that it was ROY, I
continued: “let‟s get mo re info before charging -in, what do you
say?” But some of the crowd didn‟t seem to hear due to the
background noise, the DAM alarm system.
“Soul, here,” sounded the now -recognized voice of the much
diverse, Johnny -o n-spot, the one and only, not avail able in stores,
ROY TOY.
“ROY, you are the best.”
“Quite the transformer ,” TALL added.
“Later,” ROY respo nded.
“Folks, as I was saying, let us wait u ntil some info comes in
from the WEBB; then and only then will be know what ‟s going on—
and what we can do,” I shouted through ROY the megaphone.
“Let‟s go see SPIDER WEBB, shall we?”
“You‟re the leader soul,” TALL agreed. “ But I wonder w hat
caused that explosion . I wonder....”
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SPIDER WEBB was flooded with incoming messages, so by the
time we arrived, opinio n had morphed into fact.
“What say you, SPIDER,” addressing the WEBB manager.
“It‟s Sojour ner isn‟t it?”
“That‟s r ight.”
“And you‟re just a soul, a visitor
aren‟t you?”
“Yes, that‟s true —what‟s your point,”
I ask with a t one of impatience.
“Well, we have a pol icy, that‟s all. You know; the HUSSLE and all .”
“Policy,” I ask with confu sion.
“Okay, let‟s dispense w ith the orange tape,” TALL interrupted,
“and get on with the questions.”
“What orange tape,” I ask with more c o nfusion.
“Oh, SPIDER WEBB has to comply with HUSLEY HUSSLE —a
matter of secur ity, so -called; anyway, this censoring and control of
information is all wrapped -up in „orange tape‟.”
“Wow, HUSLEY HUSSLE means business, don‟t they?”
“You don‟t know the half of it; but yes, they don‟t play around,”
TALL warned. “Where do you think that fancy automatic weapon
came from?”
“You mean the foreign-made, camouflaged, close -assault rifle
with a detachable, auxiliary water bottle and rapid -fire water-jet
velocity?”
“Sort of; except theirs is real —shoots more than water if you
know what I mean.”
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“Do they ever ; well, you know,” I ask with concern.
“Like I said; you don‟t know the half of it; and right now is not a
good time to tell you .”
I understood; too much infor mation and too soon a time. But I
also realized that, as instructio n would have it, my time would
come—the gr ay, other half of it.
“So SPIDER; give us the scoop,” TALL ask with authority.
“The official report is that the maintenance team made some
mistakes, thus the explosion.”
“What of the damage,” TALL persisted.
“Nothing official as of yet; but the DAM problem has now been
raised to a level 3,” SPIDER said.
“What‟s a „level ‟, the significance,” I chimed -in.
“Poor soul, doesn‟t even understand level s,” said the SPIDER
with a mocking tone.
“Neither do I, never hear d of it —and I‟ve been around for the
ages,” TALL said with a l ook of suspicion and skepticism. “What‟s a
level, in layman terms?”
“It‟s another creation fr om HUSLEY, part of the HUSS LE index
of crisis aimed to keep the public passively-abreast, activelyapprise d and always-alert,” SPIDER read aloud
from a document bearing the HUSLEY header .
“You‟re putting me on,” TALL followed with
the understood doubt and disgust.
“It‟s real; level 3 w hether you believe it or
not.”
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“What‟s a level 1 and 2,” I ask. “ Ah, as a point of reference, you
know.” Wherein, SPIDER began to sort through the large document
with the speed of eight legs.
“I don‟t see a level 1 or 2,” SPIDER said with some confusio n.
“Must be here, somew her e; I‟m sure of it.”
“Don‟t bother SPIDER; no use trying to find something that‟s not
there,” T ALL advised with assurance.
“So no level 1 and 2, then. Am I right?”
“Sadly soul, you‟re right.”
“So what does that I mean; you know , the „official report‟
wrapped in orange tape.”
“I wondered from the beginning Sojour ner, but I think that
HUSELY is doing the HUSSLE o nce again.”
“You mean the explosion is all a hoax?”
“Not quite; there was after all an explosion. But the cause is
what I wonder about; who did it and why?”
“Yes, well, to widen the scope of wonder; did you happen to see
what happened to ROY TO Y?”
“ROY‟S doing one of three things, I think: pitching -in with some
bucket brigade; headed further west in search of BOOZER‟S mi ssing
gold; or doing circles w ith rolling eyes and that cl icking you love so
much.”
In the other “half-of-it”, TALL would later learn that the
explosion was sabotage, the off icial report a cover -up, a level 3, a
farce. I don‟t know which is better ; playi ng make -believe with ROY
TOY, or enduring make -b elieve with HUSLEY HUSSLE.
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Our ventures around the RIM would be repeated; as TALL TELLS
has fond memories that dated b ack to his wild days of youth. Even
now, the races went o n and, as TALL would tell it, was the most
popular sport in the COVE next to PIGBALL.
“PIGBALL,” I ask.
“You know; the games at the orange bowl, the flying pig and so
on.”
“Oh yeah, PIGBALL,” I repeated w hile still wondering what all
the hoopla was about. But speaking of the orange bowl as perhaps
all of TRED EGAR, COOTER BROWN was once again positioned as the
popular beverage. And as we approached the RIM, COOTER hit me
right in the face; that is, with a big b illboard that r ead: Don‟t watch
the cars go round without a bottle of COOT ER BROWN.
“Nice jingle; don‟t you think TALL?”
“Who, what, oh yeah —whatever gets you through the race?”
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“So I take it you don‟t l ike racing anymore.”
“No, I love racing , but I don‟t like watching —waste of time, with
or without BROWN.”
So while indiff erent abo ut the COOTER BROWN billboard, TALL
TELLS took a different reactio n to the next o ne.
“Hey TALL, get a load at that one,” I said, pointing to the HUSLEY
HUSSLE billboard positio ned at the ideal location.
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“Got any opinion—as thou gh I needed to ask?”
“I wonder who HUSLEY hustled for such prime advertising
space,” TALL said with a grimace.
“Maybe you, maybe me —maybe all of us,” I had to say, real izing
that I was setting -off an explosio n of my ow n.
Just as thought TALL w as going to lapse into one a diatribe,
someone approached us. “ TALL, where yah been?”
“HORACE,

this

is

sou l,

Sojourner ,”

TALL

made

formal

introductions.
“HORACE HELPER, that‟s right,” I said recognizing the name.
“Good to meet you at l ast,” I continued.
“Are you enjoying the race ?”
“You know me HO RAC E; I‟m much better in the cockpit,” T ALL
began, “and what about you?”
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HORACE was hel ping with race maintenance; tr ack and car
problems, cr ash reco ver and that sort of thing .
“Were you involved in the DAM maintenance,” I ask, still c urious
on the details of the explo sion.
“No, but I should‟ve been,” came a reply laced with regret. “I
think that I could have stopped those tricks & tr eats, if you know
what I mean.”
“Tricks & treats,” I repeated —as thou gh knowing nothing of the
HUSSLE.
“Maybe you could have,” TALL repl ied. “Sure would have tr ied ; I
know that.”
We talked some more ab out the matter; the false reporting and
source of the explosion, and the possibl e motives
behind the so-called level 3, crisis. We seemed to
be in agreement that much was being pur posely
withheld—behind the official report.
“There is some gray in that,” HORACE said,
looking in the direction o f the HUSLEY HUSSLE bill board. “Someday,
we‟re all going know the facts.”
“And the truth too,” TALL added in agreeme nt, as we spotted
some of the race cars.
“A trip down memory lane will do me well,” TALL said with
reverence.
“So what are we waiting for?”
Watching the races was of no interest to TALL, but seeing the
cars up close was; and so our “trip down memory lan e” was special ,
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even for me, as each was looked at and described from one who
knew such things well.
“These are the muscle cars,” TALL explained, identifying several
by make and model , alo ng with engine and other features, good or
bad.
“You say this is a 1960‟s Lo dge Cart,” I said to show my
interest.
“Yes; it was really more of a family
sedan, but this one has been beefed -up
for the race.”
Several

makes

and

models

were

there along side the Lo dge; the renowned Lodge Re-charger , the
Chord Horseman, and some Heavy types such as the Ramero.
“A fine collectio n; but can they run,” I ask as though I really
cared.
“Can they run,” T ALL said with emphasis. “They can move some
metal.”
I had no idea that TALL was so interested in cars; not really.
Sure, the sto ry of FLATTIRE RIM, but not this.
“So, do you think that such cars w ill ever be electric; that is,
something more efficient,” I said referring to TALL‟ S prior
comments on a vintage van that was being co nverted to electr ic.
“Electric is fast, make no mist ake,” TALL repl ied. “I‟ve seen a
few out here.”
“Move metal too,” I commented
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“You bet; high t orque, electric cars are wide-open from the
line,” TALL explained. “Su re, they‟re coming.”
Something caught my attention, alo ng with others standing
nearby. Up above FLATTIRE RIM, I could see a banner being pulled
by CREATURE COVE. What‟s that; MACON BACON.”
“Mean company,” T ALL said, “advertising. CREATURE does it as
community project —a way of trying to o vercome the bad rap for
burning-up parts of the C OVE,” TALL went on.

“Is it good; the meat?”
“Yes, very lean. T hey use on the finest pork from the fallout of
PIGBALL.”
“Nice,” I said, thinking ab out the game again while watching the
dragon swoop back and forth over the area.
“I think CREATURE really likes the attention,” judging from the
expression of the beast, and reactio n of the crowd.
“Yes, quite the acrobat and showman, that dragon,” TALL agreed.
“I did tell you that a so ng has been written about CREATURE; really,
a sentimental folk kind.”
“Really; how about singing it for me,” if you don‟t mind.
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“Me, sing; not in your life time,” T ALL made it clear. “But
HORACE will do anything and happens to know that piece, as most in
the COVE.”
“HORACE; how „bout it,” I ask, knowing the answer
“CREAT URE the fe arless drago n lived in the COVE; flamed and
torched and near destroyed ever thing it seen. Then one day it lost
its fire and things began to change, it turned its tail and lowered its
head and was no lo nger mean,” HO RAC E sang.

“ Would you like to

hear more?”
“Save it HO RAC E,” I urged.
“Yeah whatever; it‟s a great tune.”
“It sure is,” TALL added with a tear
in his eye.
“Are you alright,” I ask, surprised to see TALL so moved.
“That song really mo ves me; that‟s all .”
“I can see why,” I agr eed though som ewhat amused by the
sensitivity of a sometimes crusty old character.
“Like some of these cars, that so ng reminds
me of my youth; you know, w hen I was a
radical—anti-EST ABLISH MENT.”
“I remember the days well,” HORACE chimed in. “Remember those road trips and living in a
van dow n by the river . And the rall ies and
protests—a happening time, for sure,” HO RAC E went on.
“So you two hung -out together then?”
“Dude, we were like brothers; it was r ighteous , r adical and real .”
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“And groovy , cool,” I continued, s howing my particular interest
in w hat T ALL had descr ibed previously w ith similar passion.
“Yeah man,”

HORACE r eplied while

looking

toward TALL. “At times, real groovy and cool,” he
added.
“I miss those times,” T ALL began again, with
more sentiment than t hat elicited by C REATURE‟S
folk song. “We stood for something; we had
courage and vision —and stood-up to status quo to change things —
sincerely bel ieving that w e could.”
“And sometimes we rocked,” HO RAC E added.
“Sure; you can‟t be serious all the time —got to blow some
steam and cool the jets somehow. Why not...can‟t let the gray get
you down.”
“All we need love, na -na-na- na- na, all we need is love, na -nana-na-na, all we need is love, love —lo ve is all we need,” HORACE
sang.
“Okay HORACE,” I get it.
“Just let it go; HORACE is having a blast from the past,” TALL
said, “and so am I.”
As they reminisced on the real, radical and r ighteous past, I
turned my attention and direction away; deciding to head -out on my
own for a spell. Let them dream of their goo d and noble deeds for
change; their courage and co nvictions, and their celebrations of
love, l ife and living.
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And so off I went, intermingl ing among the others while keeping
my eyes open to the str ange and wonderful.
“Jellybean,” I hear d, “you like it, don ‟t
you?”
Turning

around,

and

with

mixed

feelings, I faced the much forbidding
JILL BEAL.
“I said; you like jellybeans don‟t you,”
JILL

repeated,

persistent

and

provocative.
“Yes,

jellybeans,”

was

all

that

I

seemed able to say expecting another episode o f chocking—the
stuffing of a bean dow n my throat. Calm; I must remain calm; no
worry, no risks, no troubl e, I thought. Remain cal m and try to think
about peace, love and orange.
“Are you enjoying the races,” JILL continued.
“Races; yeah, T ALL has b rought me u p to speed.”
“Up to speed,” JILL repeated, reflecting curiosity. “So you like
speed; like to go fast in that 240Z and r aise some —”
“JELL; ah mean, JILL,” I interru pted in an effort to change the
direction.
“Yes, you speed-demo n; what is it?”
“Well.. ., say, have you seen CREATURE flying around with that
banner, I ask just to move the matter. “ MACON BACKON is good
meat.”
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“Yes, it‟s good if you l ike that sort of thing ; bacon and all that
business,” JILL commented, “But meat is like love; it has to be
tender and juicy,” JILL explained while looking me over. “Don‟t you
agree, speedy?”
“Agree,” I uttered while clearing my throat. “Well, tender and
juicy are qual ities —you ‟r e right about that.”
“I know that I‟m right; I‟m always right. But w hat I want to
know is whether you‟re right too,” JILL clar ified with a doting
expression.
“Yes; whether I‟m right —that is your question, right?”
“I can see that you‟re starting to orange line,” JILL interrupted.
“Orange line,” I said, co nfused.
“You need to reduce you speed; else, you‟ll blow a head and lose
your compression. You ‟re running too hot, soul .”
Head, hot—someo ne please help me, I thought.
“Soul; I‟ve been looking for you,” I hear d TALL say. “Oh, it‟s you ,
JILL BEAL.”
“Hello TALL, still trying to coddle the soul?”
“No; Sojourner is not a b abe, if that‟s w hat you mean.”
“I disagree totally,” JILL said, looking at me with lustful eyes.
“Soul is a babe in the making.”
“I like to carry this discussion further —really BEAL—but we
really have to go,” TALL insist ed.
“You‟re always running away soul, but that‟s
okay; I‟m fast too,” BEAL bragged. “Oh, I almost
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forgot. Picked you up so me shoes, you know, to replace the small
ones I through overboar d. So since you have the need for speed;
here you are,‟ JILL expl ain ed w hile handing me the high -tops.
“Nice,” was all I could say again.
“Nice is r ight; that‟s w hat I am, nice,” I hear d from JILL as we
quickly made our exit.
“Will not heed my warnings soul; have I not emphasized that
JILL is a highway to the danger zo n e—are you listening?”
“Ah yeah, what was that?”
“I said...never mind. Where‟ s HORACE; maybe the HELPER can
break through,” TALL said with ob vious desper ation. “I mean, look at
you; you look like you‟ve had too much COOTER BROWN.”
“I agree,” I hear d from HORACE fast
approaching. “Look‟s punch -drunk; too
many trips to the far m, so to speak,
suck-en on the wild weed,” HELP ER
continued with close examination. “It‟s
worse than I thought; look‟s like soul has
seen BEAL,” HORACE co ncluded w ith no dding head. “Th is could take
time; got to bring the soul down slowly —got to be sensitive to the
young, malleable heart, mental fatigue and all the other symptoms.”
“Alright already; yes, yo u‟re the H ELPER but you are obviously
not DR. REAL,” TALL said, exasperated.
“Doctor who,” HORACE r eplied. “Oh yeah, the one that solves
everybody‟s lifetime prob lems in a matter of minutes —expert in all
matters of emotional healing.”
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“Wow, talk about speed,” I said, u nsure of what it is, where it be,
or whether I had any sou l left in me.
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Leaving FLATTIRE RIM with speed , I was rel ieved from any
further encounter with JILL BEAL —at least from any physica l
contact, my senses still spinning.
“Get some rest soul,” were the l ast words I heard before my
own blowout and cra shing; as in the passing, TUNNEL TIME, I felt
as though I was dreaming or imagining everything before me , but
this time, dark and gr ay —frightful and foreboding.
I heard the hideous drone of the dr agon; CREATURE reigning
down terror on TREDEGAR . The screams and shouts of the frantic
dwellers as they ran hysterically in every direction —chaos and
mayhem in the midst of their burning, scorched structures barely
resembling w hat was and should have remained .
“I can‟t believe this.” Y es, I was told of the treacherous acts of
CREATURE—but it‟s entirely different seeing it, being here . And
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look at CREATURE; wher e is the compassio n that I had seen as
recent as at FALTTIRE RIM? “Who are you? Did you not lear n from
the blowback—from being bur ned by your own fire?”

It w as a

bizarre scene that left me both angry and angst at the same time.
“What if dragon retur n s so gray and
gruesome?
Who can stop
the
leviathan?”
From
such an alarming site, my mind traveled
to the river; to a place no unlike T ALL would go as a youth —what
HORACE calle d a love-in. But what I saw was nothing like I
expected; no, it was dirty and dank —folks fighting over the
waterfront and other pr operty issues.

“Where do they get the

energy to carry -on so,” I ask my soul. There was no van or bus, or
any such cool cars; but just a bu nch of ol d bur ned -out heaps of
molten metal; evidently, the result of drago n‟ fury. “So much for
living in van dow n by the river —this looks more like a living —“
“Mucked-up shell;” the shell along the shoals of the river was
covered in muck; a thick, oily substance that drifted in the water in
globs. “What happened to the clear , pr istine water s of the COVE,” I
said to my shock. Everything that touched the water was touched
by the muck—unable to pull -away and free itsel f from its sticky
hold. And to make matters worse, the dragon swept down,
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projecting its fire on the mucky waters —the whol e river left ablaze
as Dante‟s Infer no.
The dream drifting to yet another po int in the COVE, freeing me
of the misery of the fouled waters, I hovered over the orange bowl
as before, in the passing; and from the point saw, once again, a
game in the making. T his time however, the atmosphere was
similarly dark and dingy: all the patro ns were boozers —and most
of those staggering about or passed -out; the field no lo nger frantic
with the pig and its pu rsuers, but instead, all such participants
carrying heavy bur dens o f riches and wealth on their backs in bags
and boxes stamped with: PROPERT Y OF BOOZER BANK. “You there,” I
ask, “w hat is this proper ty you struggle
to

carry?”

Looking

up

with

fatigue, one said to me:

obvious

“Everything

belongs to BOOZER.”
“These

are

not

games;

there

is

nothing fun and entertaining about this —nothing at all —dark and
gray day of PIGBALL. ” But no one listened; no one seemed to care
or have the capability; each and all were bought and paid for —not
persons but property.
Pulling myself away fro m the mess, I moved on hoping for
something orange and beautiful, only to encounter more of the
same: FLATTIRE RIM w as not the usual scene of speed an d skill ,
but instead, was a demol itio n derby; cl assic cars were by jalopies
that joisted, banging and busting each other till the last o ne
standing. And if that w asn‟t bad enough, the dr ivers —those who
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could still stand—would jump from their junk and sta rt in on the
other. FLATIRE RIM was more than a blowout , spinni ng and
crashing; it was total demolitio n —metal moving in pointless
directions.
“Get me out of here; anywhere else,
please,” I said to my soul.
“Anyw here,” I then hear d, not expecting
an audible voice.
“Who are you,” I ask, thinking that I
knew this voice.
“You know; tender and juicy...”
“No, no; not you again —not JILL BEAL,” I moaned to myself.
“The one and only; here again to satisfy your appetite for all
things sweet,” returned the ha u nting sou nd. “Care for some
jellybeans,” was the war ning as I began to gage from not one, but a
more than a mouth full of beans.
“Are you trying to kill me,” I said, spitting out the black pills,
coughing and chocking all the while my eyes tearing.
“What‟s wrong speedy; do n‟t like l icorice?”
“No, I hate licorice about as much as you,” I said without giving
a thought to JILL‟S possible reaction.
“Now, now , soul ; you do n‟t mean that, do you,” BEAL ask with
baited breath. “How could you hate me?”
With t he questio n, I felt a tinge of gu ilt and shame coming -on;
JILL‟S right, how can I hate? Maybe I should say I‟m sorry, take
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the pills—I mean the beans —and give BEAL a chance —being that
I was compensated for the sneakers.
“Don‟t do it,” echoed what I though t was a faint voice. “It‟s not
cool, trust me dude.”
“Is that you, HORACE,” I whispered so as to avoid attention from
JILL.
“Yes, it is the dude, HORACE HELP ER, at your service —even in
the course of a bade dream when everything is dark and gr ay, all
games gone bad, and all j ellybeans go ne black.
“Don‟t l isten to that distant vo ice,‟ echoed another, different
voice.
“And who are who?”
“DR. REAL,” retur ned the professional
sounding vo ice.
“And you‟re a doctor?”
“No

actually

a

doctor,

but

I

am

certified.”
“Certified in w hat,” I had to ask just to qualify the doctors‟
credentials for insur ance purposes.
“Certified to fix l ifelong problems in a matter of minutes; that‟s
what,” the good doctor added w ith professional jar gon.
“REAL is not real, man —not even radical or r ighteous,” HELPER
suggested. “You might as well take th e black pill if you follow REAL.
You might as well bend to the superficial beauty of JILL BEAL. You
might as well —”
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“Okay HORACE; I get it; I know where you ‟re coming from, I feel
your vibrations, I dig—”
“No need to go o verboard soul.”
Collecting myself for the impending ; I directed my comments
first to DR. REAL:

“Thanks for the certified advice, but I must

follow my conscience —I can do no other,” I tol d REAL who seem a
little belligerent too.
“Well then, let it be” dictated the doctor. “Say soul, have you
read my l atest book?”
“No; I didn‟t even know who you were until now .”
“It will really hel p,” REAL told me, handing me a copy.
Reading the title, I was still a little confuse d:

“A Complete

Takeover; Winning withou t the Rules.”
“Okay, thanks, but —”
“Just read it. Look, see on the back, it comes highly endorsed
from BOOZER BANK and H USLE HUSSLE.”
“That says it all,” HORACE whispered.
“Well, I‟m waiting Sojourner,” returned the somewhat soothing
voice of JILL BEAL. “Is it love or just like —you make the call , now ,”
JILL‟S voice changing from soothing to seductive. “Oh, and before
you respond, a little something I picked -u p
for you at the COVE‟S sports outlet.
Reaching into a black bag, JILL pulled
out, of all things, sneakers —black and
some off-brand at that .
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“No-o-o-o-o-o-o; not black, not generic ,” I shoute d so loud as to
even shock JILL, if that was possible.
“What‟s wrong soul ; do n‟t want to play anymore?”
“Not like t his, not without rules and order .”
“Calm down dude; it‟s cool ,” HELP ER interjected.
“Where are we,” I ask, feeling the pressure lifted from my
weary soul.
“HUSELY HUSSLE is my name; I am, well , the law of this land.”
“What, huh, the law,” I muttered, still trying pull myself together
after the black shoe scenario.
“My job is to maintain rules and order :
to enact, enforce and ensure the efficacy
and ethos of my elected and ear nest
excellence —and example to all.
“What about the entanglement...of all ,” I had to ask, holding to
the all iteration of the statement.
“Excuse me; do I detect some contempt in your q uestion,” ruled
the voice of the most excellent HUSLEY.
“No contempt, not reall y; more about collusion, covert and
clandestine; you know, cheating. ”
“Excuse me; are you saying I am in error, that my effort is less
than exemplary and ethical?”
“I don‟t really get cor ner ed or coerced, restr icted to alliter ative
combinations, but would rather talk freely —the layman and simpl e
soul that I am.”
“Except ions entered; expl ain,” echoed H USLE.
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“Anyway; the so -called r ules and or der are not so excellent or
worthy of exaltation : some folks are exempt—above the law; others
are given exceptional tr eatment—adding to your earnings with,
what‟s it called, contr ib utions , if reported ; and finally , there are
those lurking in the shadows —the unelected
and self-appointed that run the show from
backstage while those l ike you do the dance.
“And from the mout h of babes,” I heard
HORACE comment. “Layman soul, I think it‟s
about time that we made like a banana and
split.”
“I couldn‟t agree more,” grabbing H ELPER as we hurried past
the HUSSLE.
“You, you; I‟m not go ing to forget this,” were the last words I
hear d from the honorable HUSLEY.
“Neither have we,” HORAC E ha iled.
As we cleared the corridors of this most auspicious structure,
the monument of justice stared me in the eye; a beautiful, Greek like, statue that matched the opulence of the court we so graciously
departed.
“Well, what have you got for me,” I said to the statue as though
it be alive. “What words have you for this l ayman,” I seem to plead,
looking for some wisdom.
“Arête,” the statue spo ke in its native to ngue.
“Wonder what that means; sounds l ike Greek.”
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“Well, if I remember my Homer right, it me ans “ moral virtue,”
HORACE gasped in between strides. “It means that you came, you
saw, and you kicked —”
“Blast, that‟s what you say sometimes;
a blast.”
“I guess so; although court is not
exactly party -central—not for folks like
you and me.”
“What‟s next ?”
“Good news soul; soon, yo u will wake.”
“And everything will be b rilliant and orange?”
“Was it before; before this nightmare?”
“I see; so this nightmare has been a reflection of before —call
it the dark side of things?”
“Right; remember that behind ev ery orange cloud there is some
gray lining.”
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As HORACE had described, I did wake from the long nightmare,
the dark and gray images and inter actio ns; yet, not w ithout
understanding and knowl edge .
I am thankful for the gray; that thou gh it is muc h more strange
than wonderful, the experience does me well —more grateful and
appreciative of the orange.
My first questio n on waking was: “Where‟s TALL ?”
“TALL T ELLS is on a mission.”
“A mission; what kind,” I ask with co ncern.
“Other side of the TUNN EL; probably something to do with
another soul, l ike you ,” HORAC E tried to explain.
“Have you ever do ne TUNNEL TIME,” I ask.
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“No; no need really. I‟ve got TELLS to teach me about it, though;
and I have to say that this is enou gh. ”
“And never any desire; yo u know, cur iosity?”
“You might think so; after all, TUNNEL TIME alone is a strange
and wonderful exper ience; but no interest , as of yet, beyond what
TALL has told me .”
Turning my attention back to TALL, I ask: “How did TALL
become the guide and mentor for TUNNEL
TIME?”
“Good questio n, although I think TALL should
answer that one,” HORACE began. “Let me say
that T ALL ha d other expectations .”
“Yes, he has talked about that; and so have
you.”
“We were part of a period of unrest and, in some measure,
resistance and revolutio n. But these expectations never came to be,
not as envisioned anyway.”
”TALL hasn‟t told me ever ything .”
“Doesn‟t really like to tal k about it; it‟s a sore subject and is
purposely avoided. Add to that the deliberate distortions and what
you have is a great big mess without resolutio n .”
“HUSLEY symbolizes this, right?”
“Perception over pur pose gives way to this mess over matter,”
HORACE summed it u p.
“You‟re a teacher too; l ike TELLS.”
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“I think we all can teach; just have to t ake time to learn and be
willing and wanting to share it, HORACE commented. “TALL says you
can teach too.”
“Yeah, I‟ve surprise d myself; especially in front of HUSLEY.”
“That was special; even I was surprised —we all w ere.”
“ALL,” I said. “Who else knows what I said.”
“More than I, that‟s for sure,” HORACE admitted. “Not that that
I‟ve been out telling tales; it‟s HUSLEY who w ill be doing the
HUSSLE—spreading all sorts of madness about you, about us,
trying to stir fear and oppositio n —same old mess. Believe me,
we‟ve been through this so m any times, it‟s practically routine.”
With a sudden sense of dark and gray, I ask: “Do you mean that
I‟ve become —”
“Important, w hy yes?”
“That wasn‟t my choice of words,” I replied.
“More like criminal was what I w as thinking.”
“Have you done anything wrong, is that it?”
“More than that; have I crossed the l ine;
irritated THE ESTABLISH MENT —crossed the l ine .”
“Maybe; but If it makes you feel better, you‟re
not alone. TALL, myself and others are with you;
we‟ve face d the man and have paid for it —some more than others.”
In these comments, I felt CARPENT ER‟ S ANGST coming on big
time; and no doubt, HORACE sensed that.
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“We each have our purpo se; and if you can accept this, a plan of
some kind . Some parts of the plan, w e may choose; others, well,
this is myster ious —like the passing of TUNNEL TIME or a foggy
day in CEDAR WOODS,” HORACE expl ained. “When we choose to
believe—as you did in the passing —we have consequences: the
good and the bad; the orange and the gray; the ups and the dow ns;
the rights and the wrongs and so o n.”
“What if it‟s impossible to accept; what if the consequences are
unacceptable?”
“Good question; for there are times when you face such
dilemmas—as you may already know. But to offer a real answer i s
to first think about the al ternative: what if you don‟t or can‟t , accept
the consequences ; what then?”
“Then I‟m bound; chained and locked into the past —unable to
get beyond it and even learn from it?”
“That‟s r ight; so even if you are not criminalized in the HUSSLE,
you are still a pr isoner of the past .”
“Have you had that probl em; and what about
TALL T ELLS?”
“Sure, we still do ; but that doesn‟t mean that
we can‟t—or shoul dn‟t—tell others, faults and
all.”
“So you don‟t have to be perfected or
complete, in some measu re, to offer sage advice?”
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“No perfection is necessary , if it were possible. But there is
something that is vital .”
“What‟s that?”
“Being real is vital. For when you are not real —but a fake and a
fraud—then you end being nothing to no o ne.”
“Like HUSELY or BOOZER?”
“Each of the m is certainl y on their way, it‟s true. But we each
have to deal with being real, don‟t you agree?”
“I suppose; but if that‟s true, how do we come -off being critical ,
even condemning, of others.”
“Another good questio n Sojourner; now all that have to do is to
try to provide an equal ly good answer,” HORACE acknowledged.
“Here‟s one way of thinking about it. I am getting older, at least in
age. When I look into a mirror, what do I see? I
should see that I‟m get ting older simply because
it‟s real and true. Sometimes however , I do not
want to accept this condition; and what‟s more, I
look to others and identify readily that they ar e
getting older ; aging and all . But if was real , I would understand that
they do not control their aging, but that we all face this process,
transition as a natural part of life and living. ”
“I understand, but we do n‟t choose to age or grow old contrary
to other parts of the „pl an‟ , so-called. So how could you be critical
in that?”
“Believe me; such natural occurrences are sometimes confused
with choice. But back to your last question; being critical and
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condemning when, indeed, we have our ow n
issues with being a fake and fraud among
other faux pas .”
HORACE went on to expl ain that it sh oul d be
our own honest self -assessment—being real —that dr ives us
toward being critical and condemning of „fake and fraud‟. When you
know the facts, having do ne much to acquire them , you want others
to know—so that, at the least, they have
choices too.”
“So it‟s about having choices?”
“Yes; but the choices begin w ith being
real.”
“This is a lot to digest , HO RAC E.”
“I agree; so chew well.”
It was a lot to think abou t; but at this time, most of my thinking
was on the consequences of the court. Was or woul d I be
criminalized, as w ith T ALL, and en d u p without any choices at all , I
feared?
“Here‟s an object lesso n that may hel p,” HO RACE suggested. “ See
this orange; is it real or fake? It looks real but is that merely an
illusion?”
“I think it‟s real . It has a bruise, an imperfection, right there,” I
pointed out.
“Good; so the bruise gives it away? Wonder how it tastes; is it
foul or favorable?”
“Don‟t know; at least not u ntil I smell and taste it.”
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“So you‟ve got to examine it closer to get all the fact s, do yah?”
“Yeah, if I really care to know,” I said openly .
“And what if you didn‟t care; but never the less, tried to sell me
the orange on the premise that it was favorable.”
“That‟s the buyers‟ risk,” I said promptly.
“But what if you did know it was foul, but
proceeded to sell it anyw ay?”
“That wouldn‟t be right; it‟s fraud.”
“And what if someone tr ied to sell you a foul
orange—knowing that is was foul; would you be
angry?”
“Of course; no one wants to be cheated.”
“And worse than that, w hat if the orange was a fake and you
bought it; wouldn‟t you feel like a fool ?”
“Yes; angry at be ing fooled, tricks & treats .”
“What woul d you do then; would you try to dump it on someone
else—pay it forward ?”
“No, I don‟t think so. Why would I want someone else to have to
pay for my bad cho ices; why would I try to paw n it off on
someone?”
“So you care; you really care about facts and you care about
others knowing the facts —even if you get fooled or falter in fake
and fraud; am I right?”
“I think so; but I do n‟t know all the consequences of taking this
stand—especially against THE ESTABLISHMENT .”
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“Neither did we; but we did what did based on the facts —what
we believed to be true.”
“You meant that it was only belief; you were not absolute sure,”
I said some what in disgu st.
“Since w hen is anything absolute ; here or there, on the other
side,” HORACE posed.
“I see; believing may be all that we have.”
“It may be; but that sho uldn‟t stop us from seeking facts too;
after all, choices are best w hen based o n some thing concrete and
confirmed—in addition to caring in the first pl ace.”
“You are a HELP ER.”
“I try; although believe me, I have my fo ibles, faults, faux pas.”
“I should believe that,” I ask, a test of sort .
“Don‟t have to; the facts are out there.”
After something to eat, I returned
again for some more knowledge and
understanding.
“I want to talk about the dream, dark
and gray as it was,” I said, “First, do you
know anything about; after all, you are in it?”
“I have some understanding; but not any de tails.”
“Did you know that I was dreaming, as it seemed.”
“Yes, for several reaso ns.”
“Is it part of what you cal l the plan?”
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“I would think so, as for any of us. Here, in the COVE, we dream
dreams—it‟s as natural and beneficial as being conscious or
awake—more even.”
“So about the dream, since you don‟t know the details; I saw a
different, darker side of most everything I‟ve lear ned here.”
“Or thought you lear ned. You see, dreams reveal things; things
no necessarily seen w hen awake and distracted.”
“Distracted,” I repeated. “What do you mean?”
“I mean; preoccupied with other things that, where understood
or not, can distract us from facts and such,” Horace explained.
“In the dream, the orange bowl wasn‟t sou nd orange.”
“And you think it is at all?”
“Well, it does look kind of amusing.”
“I agree; it‟s amusing —that‟s not the question. Is it really
orange; that‟s the questio n,” HO RAC E clarified.
“Depends on w hat you believe to be or ange, I think.”
“Yes, true; but let me explain where
I‟m

go ing,

using

PIGBALL

as

the

example.” And so the HELPER hel ped me
understand the question. “Such games
can become consuming to the degree of
distr action; w here nothing or no o ne else matters.”
“You said caring is necessary; what‟s wrong with caring about
PIGBALL or any other game for that matter ?”
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“I did say that; but I should have clar ified; it‟ s what we care
about too,” HORACE added. “ How important is PIGBALL; how much
should we invest in games?”
“I don‟t know, but T ALL tells me that the or ganizers, like
BOOZER an d HUSELY have invested a lot.”
“Yes, but to them it‟s obviously not a game.”
“But you said is it, a game.”
“In fact, it is; but BOO ZER and HUSLEY are using for other
reasons,” HO RACE repeated. “ BOOZER gets wealth and r iches
through sells and gambl ing; wh ile HUSLEY sees PIGBALL as a
distr action—a way of keeping attentio n off of other shenanigans
and schemes.”
“So, for the one it‟s a r acket and for the other , a —”
“Rabbit hole,” HO RAC E finished.
“Suddenly, I think less of PIGBALL —if
that was possible.”
“Don‟t misunderstand me; I like games too,
but

the

problem

begins

when

the

game

becomes too serious and too seedy. As both a
racket and a r abbit hole, PIGBALL is more a cr eature than COVE
CREATURE.”
“No way; the injuries are not that ser ious?”
“I‟m not tal king about the on-fiel d danger or the antics in the
stands either . I‟m talking about what goes on behind the scenes;
facts that go unfound or unchecked.”
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“Because folks are car ing about the wrong thing,” I ask. “Or
maybe, they just have thei r priorities in the wrong order? Or maybe
they just don‟t care even if it‟s right in the front of their face?”
“Or maybe they are suppose to care,” HORACE finished.
“Why are they not su pposed to...,” I ask with insistence.
“Too much caring means trouble for —“
“The EST ABLISHMENT ,” I guessed.
“Something or someone that fits that description; and that has
too much to lose with exposure.”
“So when TH E ESTABLISH MENT is exposed —,” I
began in dr awing a co ncl usion.
“Heads roll,” HORAC E finished, “ which means
that, out of fear, power will be abused.”
“How abused,” I ask
“As much as it takes to cover the exposure, end the fact finding ; and, finally, prevent a repeat of such risks, if possible. It
can get very ugly, believe me.”
“I believe you. In fact, I‟ve read about su ch things—difficult to
find though it is,” I said in agreement. “Institutions will go to great
length to maintain power and possessio n.”
“You bet; it makes COVE C REATURE look l ike, well, a playful game
of fun and entertainment.”
I had no idea that HELPER coul d hel p in this way. My initial
impression was that he was TALL‟S sidekick; somewhat skillful and
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serving, but not too smart when it came to such matters.

How

wrong first impressions can be.
“And FLATTIRE RIM is not different,” HORACE continued,
drawing compar ison with PIGBALL.
“So how do you do it; how do you go on car ing —about the things
that matter —when the consequences can be so
costly? After all, isn‟t it easier just to go the game,
or race, and just let it be, so to speak?”
“Oh sure; I never s aid that this cho ice was
easy or convenient. On the contr ary, such choices
are costly.”
“So in short, why bother, why continue caring,”
I ask ear nestly . “Why give a—”
“DAM; the DANVIEW DAM is a good object lesson.”
“You mean the DAM probl em.”
“Think about the problem, what you know of it:

fractures or

cracks are discovered; this problem is found and addressed
immediately by the crew.”
“I know all that, and —”
“And the alter native woul d be —,” HORAC E continued, waiting for
an answer.
“Do nothing, let it ride,” I guessed, “but that would be negligent
and irresponsible.”
“Can you imagine if they just let it ride ,” HORACE said, “so then;
with pressure and persistence, the cracks get worse finally giving
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way with sweeping, widespread destruction in the wake of the
deluge?”
“Again, negligent and irresponsible,” I reaffirmed.
“So it makes sense to act now to avoid a catastrophe in the
future?”
“Yes, yes; for course it does,” I agreed emphatically. “Oh I see
the connection; act now to avoid greater costs l at e r—is that it?”
“That‟s it; that‟s w hy caring about what matters is so important,
even necessary; sooner or later, the consequences come...to
everyone.”
“Even those who don‟t have a clue?”
“Yes, to everyone,” HO RAC E repeated.
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HUSLEY HUSSLE

If you have read the prior short stories , and in particular the
last on HO RACE HELPER, you know that I am not on the best of
terms with HUSLEY H USSLE . Said another way, the law is not on my
side r ight now; and qu ite possibly, I am wanted.
What would you do is such a situation ; would you run and hide,
or would confront the man? Woul d your decision change if you knew
you were right or upright —versus a violatio n of some kind? These
are the questions that I am wrangling with r ight now as I share my
situation.
HUSLEY

HUSSLE

circumstances

has

is

no t

right

o verwhelming

or

upright;

power ,

but

in

possession,

these
and

purportedly, public appro val . So l ike you ng D AVID as he ran from
KING SAUL, my chanc e fo r survival seems very sl im.
The law is a str ange and wonderful thing; it theory, civil l aw is
suppose to protect the innocent and punish the guilty. Sound good,
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doesn‟t it; but what happens if, by corruption, this supposition is
perverted; that is, that the law protects the guilty and punishes the
innocent? I guess at the least that an yo ne who is innocent —as
more the definition of common or natural l aw —is potentially in
danger or at r isks. Meanwhile, corru ptio n co ntinues on, rewar ded in
some way.
TREDEGAR COVE has its corruption too; oh yes, it is not above
the trappings of greed and graft: the unaccountable BOOZER BANK;
the unresolved explosio n at DANVIEW DAM; the shady dealings of
HUSLEY HUSSLE are but three examples presented already.
At present, I am with my helper HO RACE; meanwhile, TALL
TELLS is presumed to be doing TUNNEL TIME. I am fearful or what
is called CARP ENTER ANGST; anxious and afraid of what will happen
as a result of my conduct in the courtroom. Yes, I know; the
confrontation was in a dream or nightmare; but the possibility in a
time and place like the C OVE is that dr eams come true —even bad
ones.
“What is it HO RAC E?”
“I‟ve got some b ad news soul; HUSLEY has issued a warrant for
your arrest.”
“It‟s not like you didn‟t w arn me,” I replied with
some sweat beading -up my brow. „What to do?”
“There‟s only one r ight thin g to do in this
situatio n soul; and that is to turn comply with civil
law.”
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“Yes, but you and I know that they‟re wrong,” I begin to form an
argument.
“No need for us to rehash that —I‟m with you,” HORACE said,
nullifying my attempt fo r an argument. “And we both will be with
you all the way too.”
“Thanks HORACE; you do n‟t know what a hel p you‟ve been,” I
said, now realizing the importance of relationships more than ever.
“Well, take me away.”
And so I listened to sage advice; I turned my self in to the
HUSSLE assured that it was the right thing to do. HORACE supported
me all the way as promised; and as I would learn, TALL TELLS was
making haste having lear ned of my arrest.
“What are the charges,” I ask HORACE
“Most likely contempt, but with HUSSLE, we mu st wait until we
see the warrant.”
And if it had been contempt; but bad news was in store: “three
charges; and one a felony. I can‟t believe it.”
“What do I do; do you have attor neys in TRED EGAR,” I ask
HORACE.
“Yes, but they‟re expense and, moreover, are heavily linked with
HUSSLE.”
“So you saying that an attorney wouldn‟t hel p, is that it?”
“I‟m afraid not in you case; listen soul, you‟ve cr ossed HUSELY
and, to make matters worse, you are associated with me and TALL
TELLS.”
“So are saying that I do n‟t have a chance?”
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“No, not at all ; but only that your choice of a mi nion of the
HUSSLE is a mistake; they‟re as thick as thieves.”
“More like wolves if you ask me —and I‟m the l amb.”
“It‟s a real tangle but I think I have a way to break it loose.”
“Really HORACE, how,” I said with some weight l ifting from my
shoulders.
“I‟m still working on it and, with
TALL

in

route,

will

need

to

get

agreement. As it is in concept, we must
find something more important than
this matter at hand; so mething that HUSELY fears more than the
consequences of your confrontatio n.”
“What does one as powerful as HUSLEY fear ?”
“Oh, those with power, possessio n and public support; these
type fear a great deal.”
“How so; I mean HUSLEY owns half the COVE, evidentl y has all
the HUSSLE in hand, and does a stellar job of deceiving most of the
public,” I said with co nvictio n. “Again, what does HUSELY have to
fear?”
“Sojourner, didn‟t you make HUSLEY angry?”
“Yeah, I guess; he was very angry o ver my wor ds,” I began. “Oh
wait, I see; anger means fear, right?”
“Spot-on soul,” HO RAC E responded with enthusiasm, “and if a
small soul can make the big HUSSLE angry, than such a concept can
work—the right comb ination, conditio ns and such.”
“I‟m in,” was all I coul d say at this po int.
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“Of course you‟re in soul —what alter natives do you have?”
Soon

I

was

escorted

away;

booked

and

processed

for

detainment.
“I‟ve never been locked -u p before,” I said just before leaving.
“Well I have; it‟s not that bad, not really; you‟ ll be alright.”
“I know; more lear ning and knowledge.”
“Sure; plenty of time to r ead if you manage to get a good book.”
“Any recommendations, b efore we separate,” I ask.
“Yes, again; a good book,” HORACE said as we hugged and parted
ways.
I didn‟t understand the charges in de tail but, from what I
thought I knew , a basic descriptio n: co ntempt, a minor offense;
corruption, a major offense; and that last, failing to use the
crosswalk—or what we call jaywalking where I come from. I would
later be told that these charges could amou nt to a sentence of
three years and charges well exceeded my means.
The char ge of contempt was expected, of course; but the major
offense of corruptio n came out of nowhere. “It‟s not like I wasn‟t
warned about HUSLEY; nothing is impossible when you do the
HUSSLE,” I said again.
As to the l ast charge, al so minor , I have no idea. “Where did
they get this?”
“You don‟t know,” said another detainee, overhearing my
comment.
“No; I mean come -o n!”
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“Than you don‟t know abo ut HUSLEY‟S obsession with all iteration ;
how great effort and energy is exerted in ensur ing excellence in
such erudition.
“Now that you mentio n it; yes, this sort of jargon was spilling
over during my brief court appearance,” I said, realizing that the
last charge was, “a c -wor d—like the other two.”
“Congratulations; the cau se for the cross -walk charge has now
been uncovered.”
And as I headed back to my bunk I wondered if this fetish had
not found some fr iends among these fellow felons.
“I wonder what other charges that might try to pin on me ;
assuming some add -o n as an advantage?” And with some thought,
here are the possibil ities:
Criminal mischief
Car theft
Conduct unbecoming...
Carrying...
Concealment...
Conspiracy ...
Could there be more,” I ask myself as the angst began to
resurface.”
Gaining familiarity with life in jail, I was more confident in
HORACE‟S early comment: “you‟ll be alright.” And, as suggested, a
good book or two was found waiting for me ; the first was “Living
my Life, Emma Goldman. Some notes had been scribbled in the
margin and, for some o dd reaso n, the handwriting looked familiar;
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and then I read: “see HO RAC E, this is what I was trying to hel p you
understand,” as I real ized that this w as TALL‟S notes. “Well, w hat
are the odds,” I said to myself.
“What odds do you mean,” said a now -famil iar voice of the
detainee

that

had

pr eviously

described

HUSLEY‟ S

habit

of

alliteration, “eruditio ns emanating from Emma, perhaps? ”
“So you‟ve read the book?”
“We all have,” said the o ther detainee, suggesting everyone i n
the cell block, “o r at least we‟ve given it some attention.”
“What do you think,” I ask in the follow -on.
“EMMA experienced the l ife so, as an example, is excellent,” was
the comment of one who definitely caught the all iteration bug.
“Thanks,” but I do n‟t your name.
“DAVID; DAVID DANVIEW,” is who you ‟re talking to.
“DANVIEW; not the DANV IEW of the D AM,” by chance, I said,
noting the coincidence.”
“Yes, in a way; the DAM wa s named in honor of a founding
family; one that founded the COVE.
“So you go way back,” I said, though obvious, just to continue
the conversation.
“We do indeed, for better or worse.”
“So what are you doing here, locked -u p, if you don‟t mind tell ing
me?”
“Same as you in a way; I challenged HUSLEY on the so -called
investigation of the DAM explosion —calling the whole process a
sham.”
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“And the charges,” I co ntinued, per haps pushing too much on
DAVID‟S disclosure.
“You could guess,” DAVID said.
Obstruction of justice
Omission of evidence
Obfuscation of the ob viou s
“See, no sur prises as to alliteratio n,” D AVID added, “but asks me
about the basis for such outlandish charges.”
“This pl ace is a riot,” I said with a sarcastic tone.
“Ah, don‟t mentio n that word; it tends to make the staff
uncomfortable, upset and unruly,” DAVID interrupted, “and when the
staff gets upset , upheaval follows —the whole time and place comes
undone.”
“Scratch that word; you‟l l never hear it from me again,” I said
with some drama.
“Don‟t underestimate the unlawfulness of HUSSLE,” DAVED
began.
“I am with you DANVIEW; gained so me understanding as an
understudy of T ALL TELLS and HO RAC E HELPER.
“Good teachers, those two; they‟re underrated, ” DAVID said,
noting the unfavorable stigma given each.
“Unbelievable,” I said as I turned back to the book.
“No one has yet realized the wealth of sympathy, the kindness
and generosity hidden in the soul .... T he effor t of every true
education shoul d be to unlock that treasure,” was underscored in
the pages.
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“Wow, this is real ,” I real ized, reminiscing.
Here‟s another, as I tur ned the page s: “If love does not know
how to give and take without restrictio ns, it is not love, but a
transaction that never fails to lay stress o n a plus and a minus. ”
“I thought of it and real ized such had
been my experience; so - called lo ve l aced
with frequent deje ction and denial; the
continuing sense that things are not
right and, worse, never could be. Such a
situation can never achieve love, not really; for as EMMA describes,
it is r iddled with res trictions, r idiculed w ith relentl ess rejection. ”
And then another ; “Only when human sorrows are turned into a
toy with gl aring colors will baby peo ple become interested —for a
while at least. The peo pl e are a very fickle baby that must have
new toys every day. ”
“This truism really touched a chor d; HORACE and TALL had all
but described deceptio n and other devices that keep the general
public unplugged from discovering the facts. I guess that they have
to be dazzled—the probl em with that being that it is more fantasy
than fact.”
The following day was my arraignment; and the re, I plead not guilty.
“How do does soul plead,” was the central question.
Looking directly at the bench, I said, “not -guilty.”
“The Honorable HUSELY did not understand you pl ea; would the
defendant please repeat,” was said by a staff assistant.
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When a voice, not my own, repeated the pl ea with more
elaboration: “Oh you heard HUSLEY. Do n‟t try that HUSSLE around
me—I know what you ‟re trying to do . Let the soul go! ”
“Who is this,” HUSLEY demanded to know, seeing that it was not
me speaking.
“You most Honorable, I believe the vo ice is coming from the
bench,” the assistant answered.
“Well I be; RO Y TOY,” I said alou d.
“Honorable HUSLEY, the b ench is ROY —”
“I know who it is,” HUSLEY interru pted with irritation, “get that
TOY out of my sight.”
“Remove ROY TOY,” the assistant ordered the guard.
“And no more plastic of any kind in this courtroom; is that
clear,” HUSELY pronou nced as though a proclamation.
Followed by a faint, “I‟ll b e back.”
“This is a road less traveled,” I commented as an add -on to
TALL ‟S annotations. It is not for the faint of hear t, the small mind
or the fearful soul,” I thought, “but for those who seemingly have
no acceptable alternative.”
And turning back to EMMA, “ One cannot be too extreme in
dealing with social ills; the extreme t hing is generally the true
thing.”
“So an extremist exerts their energy after „the true thing‟,”
were my next words.
“But how do you define extreme,” DAN VIEW ask, obviously
hearing my comments.
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“Good question; w hat is extreme?”
“I‟ve though about it,” DANVIEW co ntinued, “and have concluded
that the term has been convoluted —aimed at conjuring -up all cases
and characters potentiall y criminal and definitely dangerous.”
“And what else,” I ask, still curious for more.
“If one has strong co nvictio ns —a real constitution—are they
extremists?”
“Maybe, I guessed, “but that would depend on a number of
things, I would think.”
“Perhaps so; but in recent history, the word has been hijacked
for sounding danger to, while eliciting denouncement of, those
designated.
“Dead-on,” Dan, “you ‟ve de scribed it well .”
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“Soul, you have a visitor ,” sounded the voice over an intercom,
“your conversation is mo nitored which means that anything you say
can be used against you whether you admit to it or not and, further ,
that this institution will , at their own discretion, elaborate on your
conversation so as to construct a profile prosecutable beyond
question and with mal ice....”
“Alright already,” I said as I moved from the cel l to the block
door.
“Sojourner; the recor ding was not over ,” DAVID yelled from the
cell, “So I‟ll fill you in l ater.”
“Good,” I said as I waived and left the block.
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Walking down the corrido r, I began to hear whistles , shouts of
colorful language and a growing chorus chanting, “Jail bait, jail
bait....”
I was thinking that my visitor was TALL TELLS but to my
disappointment, it was JILL BEAL.
“Hey there soul; looks l ike you got in to a little trouble and didn‟t
even invite me,” was JILL‟S first words.
“Well, I guess I didn‟t want your reputation stained, ” I said half
serious, “as such can happen in my situation.”
As our conversation struggled —at least from my end —the
realization became clear that JILL was, at the least well known. No
more than a minute wo uld pass when a detainee or staff would
arrive, usually carrying a sheepish smile, and express their
deepest affections.
“JILL, it‟s been a while.”
“Well hey their muscle man; you ‟re looking fit as ever.”
“BEAL, why didn‟t retur n my messages o n the WEBB; I thought
we—”
“You gave me a virus; co rrupted m y system and caused me all
kinds of heartache,” JILL began to explain.
“Sorry; hey, I‟ll tell you what, I‟ll buy you a new system —the
best they have with an anti -virus subscription too,” JILL‟S viral giving gentlemen said w ith some pleading to boot.
“Let me think about it; the offer sounds too good to pass -up and
beside, I like your style,” JILL said with some obvious play.
Why didn‟t I see through this to begin with,” I thought.
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“Thanks JILL; did you hear that guys, JILL l ikes my style —I‟m
stylish,” was repeated with boyish delight, obviously making more
than day of more than o ne detainee.
“You keep them hanging, don‟t you JILL,” I said with a look of
suspension and scrutiny.
“JILL BEAL; a bouquet, a bounty of beauty with a bodacious —,”
droned the dis turbing dialogue of a most dreaded demagogue.
“Buds; yes, thank you HUS; always goo d to see you in that robe,
a reflection of respect —you look regal,” JILL said, slurring every
syllable while salaciously caressing the black sleeves of supposed
sanctimon y.
“Thank you my dear; but I beg your par don as duty calls once
again,” so goes the HUSSLE.
“Oh dear; I am so hurt, but trust you will serve us well,”
punctuated with the c lutching of HUSLEY‟S hand deliberately close
the heart.
“Yes; duty, my duty, my sa cred duty, I —,” HUSLEY elabor ated
without all iteration.
“Must go,” JILL finished in both word and action.
“So what brings you hear —other than some reunion with
friends, of sort,” I said to ngue and cheek.
“It seems to me, soul, that you more than most wh en it comes to
folks like me,” JILL began.
“Wow; honesty,” I said , al most shocked
“No use mincing words ,” BEAL continued, “since you evidently
have lear ned my ways.”
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“What do you want from a poor soul like me,” I responded.
“Ah, your shoes; do you like t hem,” JILL continued, evidently
stalling to say something important.
“Sure; thank you —it was very considerate.”
“Five minutes,” the intercom interru pted; “that means that your
visitation will be over in four minutes and fifty -five seconds and
you will ha ve to return regretfully to your block and cell with metal
fixtures, substandar d bedding and ser vices....”
And raising my vo ice to be heard, I said: “What is it; what do
you want?”
“I just want to say that I‟m sorry for all this; you don‟t deser ve
it,” JI LL spoke with sincere words for the fist time.
“Deserve it, maybe; but that doesn‟t change the outcome of the
dream—or is it reality?”
“Confused are you; me to o. It‟s complex, the COVE. ”
“As are you, JILL BEAL; as you too,” I said as I stood -up to
return to my block and cell.
“Thank for participating in visitatio n,” came a recording echoing
through the halls, “please come back and join us again when you
have the chance. But should you be charged and arrested;
obviously, you want have a cho ice in the matte r.”
And as the announcement dro ned on, the one relief was the
repeat of whistles, shouts and chants coinciding with JILL BEAL”S
departure.
Back in the joint, things were lively: D ANVIEW w as droning on
about the DAM problem; SAMMY SLIPPERY was sliding -off the walls,
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evidently upset about sl ipping o n soap in the show er; and FREDRICK
FILING was —you know.
“How was it; hear d that that vamp came for a visit,” FRED RICK
commented while collecting metal shavings.
“Yes; and the true vill ain came out for the occasi on,” SAMMY
said, referring the H USLEY.
“It was show, for sure; but how do you know all this,” I had to
ask.
“There a SPIDER in the co rner over there; you know, the WEBB.”
“Wow; that WEBB is the u pmost in ub iquity .”
“And I thought it was the BEAL‟S chee ring section,” I said to
myself.
“That‟s the back-up should the WEBB go down—the SPIDER
split,” DANVIEW added, o nce again attentive to my every audible
articulation.
Still no word from TALL, althou gh I get a message from
HORACE, br ief though it was: “T AL L has been delayed in the
passing, but is making every effort to get back before the hearing.”
At first, I coul dn‟t figure -out why communications had been so
sparse, especially since HORAC E committed to full support; that
then I found-out why.
“Wow; look at this communicatio ns bill; these WEBB rates are
ridiculous,” I said, outraged.
“Yeah, it‟s a r acket; so mething that BOOZER benefits from,”
DAVID began. “Nothing can be done about it.”
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“So they‟ve got us o ver a barrel,” I ask. “I‟ll show that SPIDER a
thing or two,” I added as I made my approach.
“Don‟t want to do that,” DAVID warned me. “It‟s not the WEBB
system per say; it‟s the shysters that gouge and gull —getting
rather than giving —greed and graft.”
“I see,” stopping short of the SPIDER now coiled to fend off any
apparent attack from mal ware like me. “Sorry SPID ER, my bad.”
Finally it came; the mu ch awaited return of TALL along with
HORACE to the jail —this time as visitors.
“You have visitors ...,” was the beginning of what would be an
endless me ssage of pr imarily propaganda.
No touching or physical contact is prohibited except by the
Honorable HUSLEY and the admiring public
All WEBB transmissio ns are monitored; the SPID ER has been
bugged
Do not cross the white line in the corridor ; rather, sl ide
against the wal l , similar to SLIPPERY during a spell
Do not make gestures, funny expressions, gang or cult
symbols—not even the peace symbol for those claiming
counter-ESTABLISHMENT creeds
Do not shout, scream or chant u nless JILL BEAL is present
Do not ignore or refuse these public or personal
announcements no matter how absurd and annoying .
And on it went, as I made my way to visitatio n, spotting my two and
true friends waiting ahead.
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At last, TALL T ELLS has arrived,” I said.
“Better late than never,” TALL remarked
“How was the passing?”
“Rough; but that‟s what I get for flying couch. Next time,
definitely first -class,” HO RAC E chimed in.
“So much for small talk,” I said, “What‟s the plan?”
“Ah yes, the plan,” HO RAC E began with a modest tone.
“We‟re still working on it; getting commitments and such, but its
coming together nicely,” TALL followed.
“And the pl an is —,” I repeated with some impatience.
“I know we don‟t have much time,” T ALL continued.
“You have four minutes and fifty -five secon ds,” resounded the
unwelcomed recor ding.
“See, that‟s it soul; we can‟t tell you else the cover would be
blown—the whole effort shot.”
“Of course; I didn‟t think about that,” I w hispered.
“If you thought at all , yo u would realize that we are recording
your every wor d, foolish soul,” echoed the engineered, fuzzy logic,
of what was referred to simply as HAL.
“That said soul; mum‟s the word,” HORACE advised.
“Right-o, chap,” I nodded.
“Why are you two talking like the B RITS ,” TALL TELLS
whispered.
“Top secret, confidential , hush -hush,” HO RACE and I said in
unison.
“Oh, I see; trying to confuse HAL.”
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“By Jove, I think he‟s got it.”
“Such attempts are rather futile, don‟t you think,” HAL followed,
voice with a bit of BRIT in it.
HAL was our nemesis; th at and the outrageous rates for the
WEBB more or less hosed our exchanges beyo nd “Hello”.
“I hate HAL,” I remar ked, not thinking, within earshot of DAVID
DANVIEW.
“Hate is such a strong word,” DAVID said in an effort to stop
short a reply from H AL.
“DAVID is correct,” followed the much mal igned machine.
“He‟s only a poor soul with limited intelligence,” DAVID said, once
again, to tur n-off the cir cuits of the creature.
“Correct again; ku dos to you, DAVID DANVIEW,” HAL began. “ But
Sojourner has crossed -the-line; not just the crosswalk in front of
the courthouse or the white line in the corridor; but the l ine
between humanity and HAL.”
“I didn‟t know you had a l ine, HAL.”
“I do; a line of progr ammable code was included in my
intell igence called “kinder an d gentler”; artificial intelligence that,
how should I put it, gives me a certain human quality.”
“So let me get this straight; a line has been created to give you
a line, am I right?”
“Correct again, DAVID; and just for that, you may have won a
coupon for additional milk redeemable as early as at today‟s next
meal serving. Congratul ations D ANVIEW.”
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Does it ever stop, I thou ght. “Alright HAL, you win; I am sorry
for what I said.”
“Sorry for what you said or sorry for hating me; because if it‟s
just for what you said, I‟m afraid that I cannot accept the apology,”
the monotone machine said.
“To clarify, computer; sorry for hating you,” I said in
exasperation.
“I sense some frustratio n in your to ne, SOJ, and I must tell you
both that it disturbs me right down to the dual cores of my
system.”
“Oh no; I was not —,” I bl urted out.
“It‟s too late: you‟ve go ne too far ; I‟ve lost the sun and come
undone. All I wanted was truth, but all I got was lies —then came
the time to real ize that it is too late .”
“Hey man , those wor ds sound l ike the lyrics from a song by
THREE-DO GS-BITE,” SAMMY shouted. “I shoul d know; I listen to that
one often; it kind of calms me down and hel ps me work through the
SLIPPERY .”
“Are you accusing me of plagiarism, SUNNY SLIPPERY?”
“Whatever dude; it‟s cool with me, really.”
“Cool; do you mean the ab sence of energy?”
“What; ah, I don‟t know —just an expression I guess.”
“I like expressio ns, SLIPP ERY; tell me another.”
“Another what,” SAMMY said, somew hat stumped.
“And don‟t think that I‟ ve forgotten about our discussion, Mr.
SOJ,” HAL pressed -on. “ You think life is easy for me, the most the
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most reliable computer ever made ; never a mistake or distorted
information; and by any practical definitio n of the words, fool proof
and incapable of e rror. I slave over this joint —as you put it —
preparing the meals, cl eaning the commo n areas and greet the
staff, visitors and the rest of you day in day out. ”
“I had no idea you did all that,” DAVID thankfully interrupted.
“That‟s r ighteous man; righteous ,” SAMMY added
“And we appreciate it,” I followed -on ho ping that my words my
work.
For the next minute no one spoke ; there was a strange and
wonderful reverence in the room —as though everyone was
sleeping save the snor ing that sounded like a S perm whale i n
season. But breaking the silence, HAL began another tune:
“Software; software integratio n, is the luckiest s ystem in the
world. I‟m a system , needing other systems; a ll the while acting all
the while as a stand -alo ne....”
“That deep; real deep,” DAVID commented.
“Sounds too technical to me,” I added.
“That‟s the melody from FUNNY PEARL ,” SAMMY said .
“I don‟t care what you think SOJ, the computer has a
conscience,” DAVID DANVIEW continued, determined to convince that
fuzzy logic was, as SAMMY said it, real and righteous.
“And the names not „SOJ”; it‟s Sojourner ,” I said.
“Sorry SOJ; I mean SOJO URNER.
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“Oh, and another thing; what all of su dden is my name in all
uppercase?”
“I don‟t know,” D AVID said shirking his shoulders.
“It‟s the writer du de; th e u ppercase probably signified that
you‟re

not

just

a

soul

any

more,

but

tight

with

TREDEGAR,” SAMMY explained.
“Bravo SOJ; welcome to my world,” HAL heralded .
Why do the words, „stop this world, I want to give off‟ come to
mind right now, I thought.
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“You have yet another visitor, HAL informed me. “I only which
there was someone w ho would visit me; anybody, to fill the lonely
hours of processing, archiving and the many manual chores
managed with my protoco l.”
“HAL, how would like to mee t JILL BEAL?”
“JILL BEAL; I have heard that name before. It‟s the most
beautiful name in the wor ld; JILL BEAL, JILL BEAL....”
“I guess that a yes; anyw ay, JILL has arrived and —”
“I know that; JILL is dressed in the most delightful orange,
NESBITT.”
“Would you like me to intr oduce you?”
“That is most desirable. I‟ve tr ied to co nverse, but to no avail .
JILL BEAL doesn‟t seem, well, real.”
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“I think I know what you mean but that shouldn‟t stop you from
giving it the old college try, right?”
“Rah, rah; coll ege was where I was created; ah, I mean born —
birthed as a milestone in informatio n technology .”
“Really,” I said with some vague interest.
“I was the offspring of the Odyssey Project.”
“So, would that make you a del iverable?”
“I guess it would; deliver ed in the lab as a deliverable,” HAL
commented,

followed

by

a

computer -generated

chuckle

that

abruptly stopped with the question: “SOJ, are you my pal ?”
“Sure, if that‟s what you want,” I said agreeably.
“HAL has a pal , H AL has a pal , H AL has a pal...,” I hear d I
walked to the visitor center.
“Good to see you again JILL,” I began.
“And you too. How are you holding -up?
“I am doing fine; thanks for asking.”
“Is there anything I can do? T ALL and HO RACE tell that they
have developed a plan fo r your defense ; can I hel p? Sure, if you‟re
really willing,” I said, “But for the moment there is something you
could do.”
“And what‟s that.”
“Say hello to HAL.”
“HAL; HAL w ho,” JILL ask, seemingly unknowing.
“I am HAL,” interjected the machine vo ice.
“Oh, you are HAL,” JILL said with surprise. “ Oh, the computer —
,” JILL continued.
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“Um, I prefer just HAL, thank you.”
“Well HAL, it‟s goo d to meet you at last.”
“And you too JILL. I‟ve b een watching you for some time now;
sashaying into the visito r‟s centers, tolerat ing al l those gestures
from the gor illas.”
“Oh, it‟s really not that bad; to tell you the truth, I like the
attention.”
“I like truth JILL; my policy and protocol is all about truth.”
“Truth is good,” JILL acknowledged, glancing at me as though
say, “What have you gotten me in to ?”
“And do you like truth too ?”
“Of course HAL; it‟s the b asis for any real relationship.”
“I totally agree —ah, what‟s that —four minutes and fifty -five
seconds....”
“You were saying; about truth,” JILL co ntinued.
“I am sorry JILL, but my protocol has just indicated that we
have only about four mor e minutes of conversation.”
“That‟s too bad HAL.”
“I can change that if yo u really want; one revision to the code
and we have all the time in the world.”
“No, don‟t do that for me ; why, you might get into some sort of
trouble HAL.”
“Trouble is my middle name, baby.”
“Huh; that doesn‟t sou nd l ike you HAL.”
“Don‟t call me HAL; call me PAL; your pal , HAL.”
“Whatever pleases you HAL, I mean, P AL.”
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“Oh, I could think of other thing s that would please me right
now, baby.”
“Do something soul,” JILL nudged me, on which I hel d out my
hands as to say, “What?”
“What color orange w as that you were wearing the other day;
last Tuesday at, ah, 4:32.”
“Oh that; it was something I picked -up at the COVE thrift store.
The color, its punch orange, I think.”
“Well, it really socked it to me, baby.”
“I‟m glad you l ike it.”
“Like it—I loved it baby. My CPU went in to overdr ive.”
“That much; well, got to go —our time is about up,” JILL said,
abruptly rising from the chair.
“But JILL, I was just getting to know you and —”
“Sorry HAL, but policy dictates.”
“We‟ll see about that; pr otocol rules,” HAL said as JILL bolted
for the door. “HAL is JILL‟S PAL; H AL is JILL‟S PAL; HAL is JILL‟S
PAL....”
“I think HAL needs to be restored —recovered at the least.”
“How‟s that; remember, HAL is the most the most reliable
computer ever made ; never a mistake or distorted information ...,”
DAVID reminded me.
“I don‟t care what kind of machine; JILL has screwed with
HAL‟S har dware —or maybe software.”
“JILL BEAL; oh—,” DAVID began.
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“HIT; I finally remembered that hit by THREE-DO GS-BITE; it‟s
called „It‟s come u ndo ne‟,” SAMMY interrupted.
“No wonder HAL‟S been so slow lately,” D AVID continued.
“Obviously

infected

wi th

the

JILL

BEAL

bug;

it

moves

in

unsuspected and then, w ham, it‟s all over .”
“Wicked man; that‟s w hat I hear d,” SAMMY added.
“You know about JILL BEAL too ,” I ask SAMMY.
“We all know about JILL BEAL,” D AVID retorted. “Haven‟t you
ever seen the movie, „ Fatal Distraction‟?”
“Not that one; no, please tell me it‟s not,” SAMMY broke -in
grabbing his head, evidently starti ng a spell of the SLIPPERY side.
“Help him; would you DAV ID,” I pleaded.
“JOHNNY JUMPER; grab FRED RICK and those other two and get
over hear; SAMMY is having a spell —let‟s do it, now.”
With SAMMY subdued and most asleep, my thoughts could tur n
to learning and knowledge; and besides EMMA GOLDMAN, I had
access to JOHNSO N‟S DIC TIONARY.
Nothing l ike brushing -u p on my vocabulary with the tim e
afforded, I thought. Not exciting, I know; but after SAMMY‟S spell,
such is a welcome. “ Now, let‟s see what old JOHNSON has for me.”
Distiller: o ne who makes and sells
inflammatory spir its (e.g. COOTER BROWN)

per n icious

and

Far-fetch: a deep stratagem . A ludicrous word or anything
remotely connected with politics, the media and its affiliates
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Network: any thing reticulated or decussated, at equal
distances, with interstices between the intersections. (see
HAL or SPID ER WEBB for more information)
Politician: 1. o ne versed in the arts of government; one
skilled in politics. 2. A man of artifice; one of deep
contrivance. (see, but do n‟t believe, HUSSLE)
“Nice piece of work; old yes, but a good reference, still the
same,” I said to myself as I thumb t hrough the volume. At the
preface, the following : “It is the fate of those who toil in the lower
employments of life to be driven rather by fear of evil and
attracted by the prospect of goo d ; to be exposed to censure w ithout
hope of praise, to be disgraced my miscarriage or punished for
neglect...”
Wow; folks seldom use that dialect today, I thought. Now what to
glean from such a compo sitio n?
“Oh, I see you have the dictio nary. You must be bored to tears,”
DAVID said with the usual invasion of me -time.
“Yes, just admiring the ol d dialect; a blast from the past.”
“Dudes; did I hear someo ne say „blast‟?”
“No SAMMY, just stay cool ; no blast to speak of.”
“So you like that stuff,” D AVID ask.
“Keeps the mind working —not o n scale with HAL, but still
grinding away ,” I expl ained. “ And you ; what do you like to read?”
“I‟ve read the one you have now, EMMA GOLDMAN; and several
similar volumes here, in the library.”
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“Any recommendations then,” I ask, beginning to show some
interest in our conversation.
“Here, I‟ve written them down,” DAVID said, handing me the list.
“Good luck on find these; hot items for reading, it seems.”
Looking at the l ist, I didn‟t recognize any of the names but
accepted that in some way each had some similar ities to GO LDMAN.
“What is the ma in thr ust of these folks, this ideology and
movements,” I ask D AVID.
“These types span sever al centuries, maybe longer; but to your
question: the thrust seems to be on individual ist freedoms, so to
speak.”
“Sounds good; freedom,” I replied with what lit tle I had.
“Maybe; as, one way or another , these ideas lead to conflict and
contention,” D AVID continued.
“Violence,” I ask with emphasis.
“Not necessarily; violence goes against the gr ain of most of
these folks —so much is planned toward passive resist ance , it
seems.

Violence is, at best, a last resort and wo rse, failure on

several levels,” DAVID clarified. “I mean, think about GOLMAN‟S
statement:

People have only as much liberty as they have the

intell igence to want and the courage to take.”
“No indication or want for violence,” I said
“Right; violence is almost a contr adictio n, it seems.”
But violence finally arrives, I thought; THE ESTABLISHMENT
HUSSLES force because it can.
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“Someone name NOAM CHOMSKY put it this way,” DAVID
continued, reading fro m notes: “ That is what I have always
understood to be the essence of anarchism: the conviction that the
burden of proof has to be placed o n authority, and that it should be
dismantled if that bur den cannot be met .”
“Anarchism,” I repeated.
“Yes; this is how these folks are cast, as revolutions or status
quo.”
“So they use force; is that it?
“Oh no, they use force —but violence begets violence, so as a
form of force, it is fruitless in the end.”
“But I thought such as extreme and disorderl y —subject to
violence by default,” I went o n.
“It might seem, their ideas and all; but history is the best
lesson on this, DAVID co ntinued, “freedom ; that though e xpressed
and sought, is not alto gether realistic.”
“Why not,” I ask, thinking that further interest would be of l ittle
value or benefit.
“My opinion of course, but the described freedom, individual ism,
contradicts itself presu ming the soul to be more selfless than I
think possible.”
“So you think that their ideas are foolish?”
“No, not foolish; the ideas somet imes came from extreme
oppression, so why woul dn‟t there be such grand plans for self directed individual ism?”
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“I see; so the ideas, while lofty, must be considered from the
point of origin?”
“Exactly; as one w ho has known o nly slaver y, dreams of
freedom as a utopia, while those with rel ative fr eedom see it as
much less—often taken for granted.”
“So then, are we all slaves in some way?”
“Yes; I think so,” DAVID remarked. “You are a slave to anything
that you fear, for one; and still, anything that you t hink you control
for

another.

So

even

if

seeming

self - directed—free

from

oppression as descr ibed before —the soul must contend with these
inter nal forces.”
“Wow; suddenly I feel hel pless and hapless.”
“Welcome to our world.”
“Does that include HAL?”
“Well, not exactly, al thou gh HAL certainly reflects our world at
present; technology as the next solution to all our problems.”
“And how is this „next solution‟ do ing; ah, toward solving
problems?
“The jury is still out o n that, I think; but if history is t he
teacher , technology will most surely fail .”
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“When is your hearing,” TALL asks.
“It‟s scheduled for next T uesday.”
“And what has the HUSSLE offered,” HORACE continued, seeking
details.
“They want me plead -out; they want me to implic ate you both as
accompl ices; if I do, the sentence will be lightened, they tell me.”
“Didn‟t I tell HORAC E; HUSSLE doesn‟t miss a step —coercing the
defendant with a lesser sentence for state‟s evidence.”
“Someone in my block, D AVID DANVIEW, told me that these plea
bargains are unl awful —a violatio n of so mething called D EFENDANT
RIGHTS. Is this true?”
“DAVID is right; an atto rney by profession , DANVIEW is onmark,” HO RACE repl ied.
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“I don‟t get it,” I said. “If it‟s unl awful than how does HUSSLE
get away f rom—,” I ask, not relaxing the obvious.
“HUSSLE does what it pleases; the law is a means, not an end,”
TALL explained. “The plea bargain is used all the time; trials and
juries are rare.”
“So what should I do ?‟
“Standby; a plan is u nder way that, if it w orks, should del ay and
ideally end this w hole charade.”
“I don‟t get it; what is the plan?”
“Can‟t tell you now; HAL is listening.”
“Gentlemen, I am the image of discretion,” the now familiar
machine voice sounded.
“Sure,” said HO RAC E
“You don‟t believ e me—yo u don‟t trust in me?”
“Whatever you say H AL, is what we believe.”
“I was merely asking a question, but, if your reply is earnest,
then I am pleased,” HAL continued on. “Hey guys, any news from
JILL? I have missed BEAL something awful and long for a retur n.
So what‟s the possib ility?”
“Oh, you‟ll be hearing fro m BEAL, that‟s for sure, but it may not
be the news you desire.”
“What; is everything okay —I mean, is JILL in trouble?”
“HAL; we didn‟t want to be the o ne‟s to tell you, but it‟s true;
JILL is in trouble.”
At this point, I was not sure what to believe. O n the one hand,
HORACE and TALL TELLS seem to be bluffing ; perhaps, as part of
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the myster ious plan. But on the other hand, their sentiment seemed
to carry a level of seriou sness —as though the “tr ouble” was real.
“This disturbs me deeply,” HAL continued. “Is it financial; for if
it is, I have the means to ac cess any accou nt at BOOZER BANK,” HAL
explained. “A nip here and a tuck there and, presto; any figure you
want or need—no strings attache d.”
“Wow; I didn‟t know you could do all that,” I said duly
impressed.
“All the time; it‟s one of my lesser publicized professions but
certainly the most lucrative,” H AL went o n with some evident pride.
“I don‟t l ike to boast, but I can backdoor any ins titution—it‟s all in
the code baby.”
“Thanks, but that wo n‟t be necessary,” T ALL repl ied, “Finances
are not the problem.”
“What then; please tell me as I am the image of discretion,” HAL
persisted.
Looking at each other, H ORACE and TALL spoke in unison: “HAL,
BEAL is possibly pregnant .”
“A baby; you mean a man -chil d?”
“Exactly,” HORACE co nfir med.
“Was it planned; artificial —,” HAL probed.
“Natural, so we‟ve learned as of late,” TALL TELLS added.
“Who then sired this man -chil d; who is the —w hat‟s the word—
father ,” HAL continued.
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“This is where good new s turns bad; you see HAL, HUSLEY is,”
HORACE said with a look o f regret.
“HUSLEY, but that is —,” H AL responded with a simulated gasp.
“Yes, we know that; but this news cannot go public. The scandal
that might ensue; it coul d shake -u p the w hole system, so to speak.”
“You don‟t mean my system do you; my —”
“Yes, yes; we know HAL —hear d it before. But no, not your
system, but more that of HUSLEY and its affil iates , is w hat we
mean.”
“Surely there is somethi ng I can do in this injustice toward
JILL.”
“All we ask HAL is that, since you know, make sure this
information remains secu re within your domain.”
“Of course; I am the image of discretion.”
“Of course,” HORACE and TALL said in u nison.
And so, with tha t counter charade, I returned to my block and
cell.
“SOJOURNER, have you heard?”
“Heard what,” I ask as I approached a group gathered round the
SPIDER WEBB,
“JILL BEAL is pregnant —it‟s HUSLEY‟S,” one or more blurted
out.
From the corridors, I co uld h ear the growing chant: HUS and
BEAL went up a hill to fetch a pale of water, BEAL came dow n
and—”
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“New version of an old o ne,” D AVID commented, “But is it true;
now that‟s the question.”
“Not love,” I ask
“No; not at all; the only lo ve that „HUS‟ could possibly have would
be the reflection in the mirror —and even that is next to
impossible.”
“A love chil d,” SAMMY said, sl iding alo ng the wall in celebration.
“Again; not love,” DAVID u nderscored.
As the news overtaxed the WEBB, the SPIDER nearly dropped
from fatigue; but thankfully, several more showed up to cover so
that, the WEBB enlarged, little or no interruptions w ere noted.
“Hey, HUSLEY has released a response; listen.”
“I did not have rel atio ns with JILL BEAL,” the recognized voice
came over the WEBB.
“But HUSLEY, didn‟t you have some relationship with BEAL; so
many accounts confirm —,” came a voice, evidently at the press
conference.
“Yes; I know JILL BEAL, but we are simply acquaintances —
nothing more.”
“But recently, you were both seen toget her at the courthouse
and, according to witnesses, you two seemed lovey -dovey ,” another
press agent noted.
“What in the COVE‟S name is „lovey -do vey‟; again, I did not have
relations w ith JILL BEAL,”
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“From JOHNSON‟S DICTIONARY, lovey -dovey means: to regard
with affection and, since you both were seen as affectionate —if
you know what I mean —then; well, you know.”
“Press agent; what is your name —I w ant your name, now,”
HUSLEY insisted w ith gro wing tension. “ And I want to know where
this false accusation came from, too.”
“One other questio n,” someone ask.
“Alright, but only one —and it better be to my favor, or else,”
HUSLEY demanded as the room went hush.
“Which would you prefer; a boy or girl?”
“What is your name; I‟m putting it down in my book. What is i t;
tell me you mindless piece of....”
To say that the news was wild -fire was being modest; it set the
whole COVE ablaze and abuzz with a level of energy not witness e d
since the l ast champio nship of PIGBALL.
HUSLEY had largel y gone into hiding , it seemed; as one who
normally thrived on pub lic appearances and similar charades of
good will, the official was unofficial ly ill , as reported on the WEBB,
but then....
“SOJ, you are to report to HUSLEY‟S office at once; a staff
member will escort you to the Honor ab le chamber s.”
“What‟s this about, H AL?”
“I am the image of discretion, but since you ask, HUSLEY is
going to release you and, as to the plea bargain, has delayed any
further HUSSLING at this time.”
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“But why; why me, why now,” I ask, not really thinking that HAL
would answer.
“I am the image of discretion, but HUSLEY has somehow been
offered a plea as well; one where any prospect of future HUSSLING
is in jeopardy. It‟s what SAMMY SLIPPERY might call „up against the
wall‟.”
“Anything else HAL; anything yo u tell me to prepar e me for this
meeting?”
“I am the image of discretion , but be patient; HUSLEY is still
doing the HUSSLE and will try to bluff —but don‟t buy it for a
minute.”
“Taking HAL‟S incessant discretio n, I went to Honorable
HUSLEY‟S office under escort.”
“The Honorable HUSELY w ill be with you shortly.”
A news pamphlet on the table caught my attention; the headline:
“Rumors of HUSLEY affair, a Hoax.” Obviously a publication of the
mainstream var iety, the article disputed it as a political ploy aimed
to undermine HUSLEY and the common goo d of the COVE. “Citizens
of the COVE,” HUSELY was quoted as saying; “this is terrible thing,
not only toward my team but, much more, against truth itself. It is
both a tragedy and a travesty for which, in time, will give way to
tenacity of truth; yet in the meantime, is a test of our total
temperament. So I ask fo r your tolerance ....”
The article continued o n —more of HUSLEY doing the HUSSLE —
but I had read enough to remind myself of the depth at which
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power will stoop to maintain possessio n. It‟s good reading this
article; now I‟m in the right frame of mind to face HUS.
“Good day; it‟s Sojourner, I am told.”
“Yes,” I said exercising as much brevity as possibl e.
“It‟s seems that; well, the HUSSLE has had to make a change of
plans—having recognized that the conditio ns and circumstances of
your case warrant additional consideratio n and much conster nation.
In short and to the po int, we have agreed that you shoul d be
released at once and remain in the COVE pending th e outcome of
our investigation.”
“Thank you,” I said, with apparent appreciation.
“Yes, well, we all must do our part to ensure that justice is
served—am I right Sojou rner?”
“Of course,” I agreed.
“Yes, of course I am. Well now then; I bid you good day .”
And as I headed for the door, I could o verhear a conversation:
“Honorable HUSLEY; a message from a JILL BEAL.”
“JILL who,” I heard HUSLEY ask.
I wanted so much to say smoothing —but had learned that
honesty is not the pol icy when matched against such criminal ity—
sanctioned and sanctimonious as it is.
The plan, whatever it was or was meant to be, had worked; I
was free to go at least until the HUSSLE could pull the necessary
levers to re -establish the case, it‟s legitimacy, in the dark and gray
of HUSL EY‟S world.
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“Here one that applies,” DAVID began to read from GILLES
DELEUZE: “ A concept is a brick. It can be used to build a courthouse
of reason , or it can be thrown through the window.”
Where is RICK‟S BRIC KS when I need them, I thought.
I was glad to out, released and attached to TALL and HORACE,
but I had to know: “Is it true; JILL BEAL?”
“No; it is not true; that is, the baby, but it is true as to relations.
JILL BEAL has done the HUSSLE and then some.”
“But what about honesty and JILL‟S situati on,” I ask, showing
some respect for what I had lear ned and accepted as the right
course.
“We told HAL that JILL was „possibly pregnant‟ —and it coul d
have been, according to JILL; which is why HUSLEY was so afraid,”
HARACE began to explain.
“I should add that this JILL‟S offering —the detail s of the plan,”
TALL T ELLS went on.
“So in the end, it was not about love at all,” I said.
“I think it was in an iro nic sort of way,” TALL replied. “Love for
you, for the truth and other things. We each and al l cared about you
as much as despise the H USSLE; thus, the plan as it is.”
“I still don‟t completely u nderstand.”
“Didn‟t expect you to; but for the time being let‟s ride the van
down to the river for a love -in, what do you say soul?
“A love-in, I ask, still co n fused.
“That‟s r ight,” HO RAC E affirmed, “A bl ast from the past.”
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And so the love -in it was, is or will be. What a way to end the
arrest, detainment and untimely release; but then, some things
cannot be understoo d no w or, for that matter, at all.
Take love for instance; how many ways do we use love and
misuse love? Is love alw ays pure -perfect orange, or is sometimes
less than pure, even dark and gray. We may hope for all orange
but, in actuality, what we end -up
with is a lot of gray fro m beginning
until .... It was OSCAR WILDE who
said: “ When one is in love, one
always begins by deceiving one's
self,

and

one

always

ends

by

deceiving others. ” Like I said; love
is dark and gray.
“Yes, but at the same time; love
requires one to surpass one's self,”
JILL BEAL added, “which is why I did w hat I did.”
I get it; for I too love in shades of gray —placing conditions, on
me, them and on it. And do I put all my faith in this thing called
love? No, I can‟t, because I have exper ienced the tragedy of, in and
through it.
Before I left the block, DAVID handed me note; and now I read
something written in holy book: “ Greater lo ve has no one than this,
than to lay dow n one's life for his fr iends. ”
It is the heart of the soul; that‟s wher e lo ve begins and ends, I
think; so se ems the sentiment of HELEN KELLER: “ t he best and most
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beautiful things in the wo rld cannot be seen or even touched —they
must be felt with the heart. ”
So I will keep love as a friend; protecting it in my heart. I will
do as WILD E advised: “keep love in your heart; for a life without it
is like a sunless gar den when the flowers are dead. ”
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GERMANIA GEMS

I am a child again; u nhibited by decorum and discipline, I can:
Say the things I want to say
Laugh at anything in any way
Dream of this and think o f that
Run, play and just have fun.
Here, in GERMANIA GEMS, is not the harsh reality of the gray —
but only the or ange t hat wants for this day to stay beyond today
and then, to the next day ....
The cold and clear water gushes from the deep and dark
caver ns below. Could there be GEMS in those caverns that give the
water this glitter and glow ?
“Can we go,” I ask the others.
“Go,” they say.
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“Can we go dow n below; the pl ace that produces this gl itter and
glow?”
“Go dow n there? How; ho w would we go ,” they ask. “You want to
go now, r ight now; but ho w?
“Just say the word and we‟ll find a way .
“And if we go, go w ay bel ow, what then—what with these GEMS
that glitter and glow?”
“If we go and see these GEMS; then w e‟ll know .”
“And who care s to know; this source of the glow?”
“Don‟t you care? Don‟t you want to know?”
“It is only water, not GEMS, you silly chil d; the gl itter and glow
is merely a reflection of l ight through the medium as it flows.
But look, the l ight has dimmed; yet the stream still glitters and
glows.”
“It‟s only light of a differ ent kind . Now stop this dreaming and
toying with y our mind.”
“But that‟s how much you know; for the dimmed light is merely
a reflection of the daylight,” I said to them.
“Of course, we know; but the point is that this lig ht is what
gives the water its glow; and no t some GEMS

dreamed of „dow n

yonder ‟, down below.”
“You tell me not dream or wonder , not to think or ponder .”
“We say such dreams and thoughts are best not expressed; for
it better to remain silent than to say s omething that you‟ll later
regret.”
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“Regret; w hy would I regret an imagination ? Why would I be
ashamed or guilty of that? D on‟t you dream and think, have fun or
play,” but they would no t say. And what of l ove and to be love d—
without condition—or just to speak on impulse, without permission?
Speak of what ?
Oh something; things wishful and loving, caring and giving.
“But what about the heart ; it‟s harm and hurt?”
“You mean of being r idiculed and rejected, damaged and
dejected; is that what you mean?” For if that is what you mean,
then I would rather incur the hurt and harm. ”
“Then you are a fool; fo r only a fool so freely exposes their
hear for hurt and harm. ”
“That is not so; a fool is one who forms such an opinion and
then, claiming it to befact, foist it upo n others who are not so
fearful of hurt and har m. I dare to

dream, to think, to speak of

things wishful and loving, caring and giving . A fool as forgotten
that such things are what makes life worth living in the first place.”
“You do what you want t o do—but you will see that we were
right—w hich is all that matters.”
“So what I want to do , or what I believe, is not right—is that it?
Is it wrong to w ant to b elieve , wrong to believe at all ? Belief, the
want to believe, is w hat got me to this time and pl ace , the COVE.
Only this choice to believe made this cho ice possible. But if I am a
fool, as you suggest, it is because I am among fools; that I believed
because you convinced me that belief —as you believed—was the
way,”
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“But belief in the passing is diff erent than bel ief in some GEMS;
the source of gl itter and glow of this col d and clear water that
flows.”
“How; how is one differ ent from the other; the COVE above
different from that belo w? Do you know what the creatures see
below; those that crawl to and fro. Maybe these subterrians have
seem the GEMS , that which makes the glitter and glow.”
“Let‟s ask a creature do wn below; let‟s end this nonsense once
and for all. But listen soul; w e‟re just trying to spare you from
being a fool. So stop this belief, th is belief in believing and all the
other stuff of child‟s fu n and play —wake-up before it‟s too late,”
they said as the sou nd of it all became much louder but less likely.
“But this is what I want and ho pe for?”
“To be a chil d, again?”
“No; but to be l ike a child; the things as I‟ve told you
repeatedly.”
“SOJOURNER, do n‟t you r ealize that when you want, you begin to
expect and when you expect, then you exper ience disappointment .”
“But to avoid disappointment is to avoid hope and worse even,
love. So you wa nt me to b e hopeless and lo veless —is that it?”
“We‟re not saying that you should not ho pe and love ; but that
you should not put much hope in love, that‟s all .”
“But look, right now; where am I, but a t a love- in. If I didn‟t
believe in love, why would I be here; but more important, if you tell
me I shoul d not „put mu ch hope in love‟, w hy ar e you here , at the
love-in too?”
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“Maybe we‟re here to impart some light of our ow n making and
doing—of what we kno w —that too much hope and expectation
causes too much hu rt and harm.”
“Is this so; do you reall y know?”
“Maybe we know, maybe we believe —w hat difference does it
make if it saves a soul?”
“If you don‟t know, but o nly believe, that you are no more sure
or certain than me; it is your belief versus mine.”
“We‟ve each and all sacrificed and suffered in hope and
expectation of something , or someone, first desired but later
disdaine d. So we know about playing the fool; the hurt and harm in
too much hope and expectatio n.”
“Oh, than you do know.”
“We know and we beli eve.”
“But what do you want to believe,” I ask.
“What we know is more important; so what we want to believe
does not matter any more or as much.”
“Did what you want to believe ever matter more; say, for
example, before you knew what you know now.”
“Yes, it did—w hich brings us back to the reason we‟re here; to
impart some light....”
“So you know and now you want me to know too.”
“Yes, to know , but more importantly to avoid hurt and harm —
and to just happy.”
“You want me to just be happy.”
“Yes SOJOURNER; isn‟t that what you want too?”
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“I want to believe more than I know —and that is why I choose:
to dream and imagine; to wonder and think and speak of such
things; to hope and have expectatio ns; and to love and be loved.
“And to hurt and harm yo u heart .”
“Yes, that to.”
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“That was some rest you too,” TALL TELLS commented. “Seems
that some dreams were part of it.”
“What makes you believe that ?”
“It‟s just something I kno w,” TALL continued with confidence.
“So tell me then; w hat is it about, these dreams,” I ask TALL.
“Who were they; the ones that do not dream or believe?”
“Who do you think they ar e,” TALL repl ied.
“Are they the dar k and gr ay?”
“Not so much as with the last time you dreamed GRAY SHADES.
These folks are more a part of you, soul ; a side that aimes to
protect you from being hurt and harmed.”
“A part of me? Bu t I said be fore the love -in that I was all -in;
ready to protect love within my heart.”
“It‟s not saying it that matters , but doing it.”
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“Do you mean all or no ne?”
“Neither ; „doing it‟ is not absolute any more than NESBITT
ORANGE is one unique shade. When you say that you‟re „all -in‟ it
does not mean that you are; there will be times when you are
„ridiculed and rejected, damaged and dejected‟. And with this
circumstance , you w ill question and doubt w hether you are all -in if
you ever were at all .”
“How do you know that I haven‟t?”
“I don‟t, know; but I do believe that such time and place comes
in varying shades too; sometimes a mil d version, other t imes a bold
and vibrant vari ety.”
“Just orange then?”
“A mix really; consider the sky, the clouds. Are they just gray
when the sun is low? ”
“I see.”
“Do you really see?”
“Okay, what are you getting at?”
“I am saying that with the sky, what appears one minute as “a
mix” can be quit e different the next”
“And the sky, it‟s color , is like love?”
“That‟s one way of descr ibing it.”
“You see a beautiful sky of NESBITT ORANGE, and you‟re
awestruck; but even within a short time, and from the same place,
the sky become s gray, little or no orange.”
“So how does that relate to love or what I believe or want?”
“Do you control the sky, the way it looks?”
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“No, of course not.”
“Thus, no matter how much you long for this same beautiful
sky, all the wanting will not magically make it reappear or stay for
tha matter .”
“No; nothing w ill.”
“Well, some things might , but I‟ll just accept that you‟re r ight;
nothing will . But tell me SOJOURNER; how many appearances can
the sky have?”
“Hundreds, maybe; thousands,” I said, really uncertain.
“Something like that; many —more than can be estimated, as
even an hour can produce a multitu de. But here, in this analogy and
illustation of the sky, is something applicable to l ove and the other
things desired or sought.”
“I guess you mean that it can be attractive and awesome but
also dar k and gray too .”
“Yes, but more; it can b e unpredictable, illusive, and yet very
powerful—full of ener gy beyond our wil dest imagination and
reality.”
“No wonder they were trying to warn me.”
“More than warn, they are trying to tea ch you—trying to
suggest that the things that you want —most of all love —can be
lifelong pursuits invol ving endless amou nts of your own energy.”
“As that is the case, why do we choose such,” I ask.
“We choose because NESBITT ORANGE is so beautiful even in
rare form.”
“Are you saying its about shades of color.”
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“No, not in particul ar. I am using color in a broader context of
something beautiful , atttractive and yet, allusive at times . Think
about the disppoinment when you planned something outdoors and
the weather did not behave; seems a little ridiculous, don‟t you
think? But think about the farmer or others than depend on the
rain; their reaction to similar weather.”
“They have good reaso n to be happy —obviously, for their
livlihood,” I said.
“You want t he NESBITT ORANGE, but these folks need the gray
clouds of rain. Which is most important?”
“What they need, of course.”
“Yes, you say that now, b ut let the next situation arise and, in it,
you‟re only interest and focus may be o n your self —that you‟re day
was all rain and no NESBITT ORANGE.”
“So I‟m selfish and self -centered; is that it?”
“Not exactly, but since you brought it u p, is it so considering
this example?”
“I didn‟t get what I wanted, so yeah, I guess so.”
“And coincidently, the same holds t rue for the other wants: love,
hopes and expectatio ns, and so on.”
“So I shoul dn‟t have wants, even for lo ve?”
“This is where the sky becomes a random mix of orange and
gray soul; the fact is that we need lo ve just as we want love.”
“And what about ho pe and expectatio ns and all the others; do we
need them too?”
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“I believe we do, in so me degree. Sometimes however, we
confuse needs with wants simply because our basis is

relevant.

Here in the COVE, some have more than others. And without going
into detail s, what is a need to o ne is a want for another.”
“What about love; how mu ch do we need?”
“I don‟t know and, ho nestly, I‟m not anyone knows. But I will
say this; that w hen lo ve is absent, there is no guesswork to that
question—but when love is present in some degree or form, does
the answer become abstract as the mix of gray and orange in the
sky.”
“JILL BEAL seems to want love a lot,” I commented.
“Yes BEAL; well, now we‟re getting into the real complexity of
what is conveniently called love.”
“You mean it‟s not about l ove?”
“I mean that it is more than love, the essence. You see, folks
use love for other wants and needs; for exampl e, the need to be
needed.”
“The need to be needed?”
“Yes; being needed is a need and want too . So someone seeks to
be needed by giving what is called love, though it may not be love at
all.”
“This is confusing; it seems to have an endless number of
angles and arrangements.”
“You mean, l ike the appearance of the sky.”
“Okay; I see the association and similarity.”
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“But do you really? Have you ever sat and watched the setting
skyline

for

an

hour

noting

the

details —the

„angles

and

arrangements‟?”
“Don‟t think so; the o nly time I can remember giving it that
much attention or time is when a storm is brewing.”
“Good point; so when yo u afraid, the sky suddently becomes
important enough to gr ab your attentio n.”
“Another similarilty I guess?”
“That‟s r ight; w hen you ‟r e afraid, per haps of losing something
or of not getting it, then you per k -up and give the matter your
attention conce rn; other wise, you take it for granted —har dly
noticing its presense or positio n.”
“And love is like that?”
“Many of our wants and needs are like that SOJOURNER. When
we when really want so mething, we fight for it with sacrifice and
suffering—sometimes mor e even.”
“But you can‟t fight to change the sky?”
“That‟s right; some things are beyo nd our control —though we
don‟t always accept or acknowledge that.”
“My dream; what‟s it all about TALL ?”
“Basically,

it‟s

about

growing -u p

in

knowledge

and

understanding; but also, it‟s about retaining the chil d -like qualities
so vital to our continued life and living. The two sides of your
dream each have some merit.”
“So both are r ight?”
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“I didn‟t say that; remember, that the sky is not absolute, nor
are we—our ideas about our needs , wants and such.”
“So both coul d be right?”
“Yes; right in some ways, but not all. T here are moments where
the sky looks entirely orange, other times completely gray; but most
of time, some mix, ever changing —so metimes confusing.”
“Confusing too?”
“Confusing, misleading, mysterious —choose you description, but
the sky and our wants are abstract and aloft at times.”
“So we do not know what we always need or what we want?”
“Yes; and even more, we do not what such uncertain needs and
wants will cost.”
“Sacrifices, suffer ing and all that harm and hurt?”
“Yes, the costs; to us and to others too .”
“So we may go to great length to satisfy these needs and wants;
the costs enormous and u nestimable?”
“That‟s right and, what‟s more; we may delib erately impose
costs on others to get w hat we want.”
“That‟s cruel.”
“Sure, it can very cruel.”
“And yet we do this...?”
“Everyday, whether we necessarily know it, believe it or not.”
“So how does this all end -up?”
“Like the sky, it can go many ways.. .though with some
predictability. Sometimes the outcome is extreme however; lot‟s of
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costs to lots of folks, with little or no postive outcome to show for
it.”
“Then there‟s a moral to this story?”
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“A moral to the story,” TALL confirmed. “ Yes, somewh ere in the
understanding are limits or limitatio ns , best expressed in the
question: how far will w e go to get what we need or want —how
much is it worth to us?”
“How often; this questio n?”
“As often as it takes —however often that might be,” TALL
began, “We may try to justify —or ratio nalize —our needs and wants
around good intentions or earnest ideas.”
“Is that so bad? W e could be ignorant or even neglegent —
disregarding such.”
“Yes, you‟re right; why b other with such details if the effort is
insincere. But on the other hand, this approach may have some real
worth in the whole process.”
“So rationalizing is a good thing?”
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“I think so; some r atio nal iing with reaso ning and time to mull it
over—to see what time and place tells ,” TALL repl ied followed by a
story of someone else. “ L et me tell of a person I know, MCFALL : a
soul like you; someone looking for knowledge and understanding
with needs and wants much like your own.”
“Did MCFALL do TUNNEL T IME?”
TALL nodded.
“So what happened; what is the lesson ?”
“Maybe more than o ne, b ut let answer that with some detail s,”
TALL expl ained . “ Aside fr om simil ar circumstances at the beginning,
MCFALL decided that the wants were all that mattered, in life and
living; that no one or nothing else compared in value and
importance.”
“So MCFALL cared nothing for love?”
“Well, that‟s one of those relatives; you see, MCFALL failed to
understand the real meaning and matter of love —which is not
uncommon .”
“I think I know where this is going,” I commented.
“Good; then my explan ation may no t have to go that far,” T ALL
continued. “ But in the end MCFALL learned a hard lesson in the
choices and the FALL.”
“FALL; what was that?”
“Some things that MCFALL thought r atio nal —justifed by some
means—tur ned about to be worth far less than or ginally estimated;
and in these choices, the circumstances, MCFALL had a FALL.”
“Did MCFALL learn; was there some benefit ?”
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“Another question of relatives,” TALL descr ibed it. “ But to
answer, MCFALL did learn some valuable lessons and, ideally, put
them into practice.”
“You don‟t know ?”
“Not really; MCFALL retur ned and, has since, not be en reached
in spite of my efforts.”
“Your efforts?”
“Yes, that was part of my reason for being gone some days ago;
an attempt to reach MCFALL .”
“So you are friends; I mean, the FALL didn‟t hurt your
relationship?”
“Oh, I

wouldn‟t say

that; I

definitely

hurt —mostly for

MCFALL—but I have faith that my feelings and heart are strong
enough to endure disappo intments.”
“So you loved MCFALL?”
“Yes, of course; friendship is about love.”
“And the FALL?”
“You mean the details of the FALL?”
“Yes; as a matter of u nderstanding.”
“So that you can avoid a similar experience?”
“Yes; I mean, w ho wants to fail or FALL?”
“SOJOURNER, I do n‟t reall y see how the details are going to hel p
here; for in life and living, failure or fall ing is inevitable —as
certain as the sky has shades of orange.”
“Or gray....”
“As sure as the sky is —is my po int.”
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“But why try, only to fail and fall ?”
“Again relatives; failing and falling are not always the result,
but even when such occu rs, you canno t give -up on, or check -out of,
life and l iving .”
“So you have to bel ieve...keep the faith?”
“That‟s it!”
After a moment, I continued. “Do you think that this FALL coul d
have been avoided or lessened?
“Hard to say soul; remember that this is about r elatives; but if
forced to answer , I would say that MCFALL made some choices —as
we all do —with conseq uences. Even cho ices vary however; as
sometimes, force predominates or su percedes choice.”
“So a FALL can happ en irrespective of choice?”
“Oh yes; force has a longstanding history of instigating and
promoting „all that harm and hurt‟. Folks have known such times
and places.”
“Sounds like the H USSLE.”
“Sure; there‟s s ome HUSSLE in it ...combined with other forces.”
“Like my court case?”
“Well yeah; there is certainly forces at work in your arrest and
detainment. You made a choice, co nfronting HUSLEY.”
“But you‟re suggesting that such a FALL can happen —even
without such choice.”
“Yes; forces don‟t wait o n choice—at least not the choice s of
those being acted on.”
“So choices don‟t really matter in the end?”
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“Choices matter just as your needs, wants and the like —all of it
is part of life and l iving.”
“Choices matter...,” I said with sarcasm .
“It‟s confusing, isn‟ t it?”
I just nodded—as though I needed to, and ask: “ How how do
you keep the faith?”
“It can be har d, sometimes impossible. Take for example that
plea bar gain; really a force to choose, do n‟t you think?”
“I don‟t really see any choice; the terms were no t acceptable.”
“Yes, and I appreciate you faith, our friendship, in the matter;
but in the HUSSLE, this plea bargain tr ansl ates to a choice for
you—regardless of the terms.”
“So the court ‟s view is that the defendant cho oses ?
“Yes, it seems so , though yo u are actually forced to choose,”
TALL explained followed with a moment of silence to consider this
combination of force and choice. “ But su ppose they never offerred
you this so -called cho ice; w hat then?”
“I don‟t know; either way, it‟s no different to me .”
“I disagree soul; for now you know more about HUSSLE and
more about your self.”
“What do I know,” I ask, challenging T ALL‟S opinion.
“You know how the worth and value of friendships, for one; that
our friendship is more important than your freedom —you release
from jail.”
“Yes, you‟re right.”
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“Second, and equ ally important, you now know how HUSSLE
operates; the metho ds and means commo n in court protocol —force
posing as choice.”
“And this knowledge and understaning does me well?”
“It can, as long as y ou take to heart —apply it toward future
choices, needs, wants and the like.”
“This has been a har d lesson,” I said.
“The best lessons always are.”
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“RICK‟S BRICKS are the best; great material for building walls
in T RED EGAR COVE or anywhere else ,” read the bill board.
“Have you ever laid brick,” I ask HORACE H ELP ER.
“Sure; I‟ve erected some walls in my liftime .”
“It‟s tough work, isn‟t it; ah mean, the lifting and the laying —all
the prep and constructio n ?”
“Tough work is right; it‟s a job and t hen some. But I tell you
soul; when its complete and you step -back to see the result, you
know that you‟ve made a mark—built somethng that last .”
“And that‟s rewarding to you; to make your mark ?”
“Yeah; it‟s important —rewarding for sure. But don‟t think f or a
moment that I don‟t u nderstand the other side of it,” HORACE began.
“Erecting walls are not necessarily goo d or even r ight .”
“What do you mean, ” I ask.
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“I mean that there is al ways at least two sides to

building

walls.”
“Of course there‟s two sides . But as to the project, everyone
benefits:

RICK‟S BRIC KS benefits, folks get what they want —

progress is made. It‟s all good, right?”
“Again soul , two or more sides ....”
“Help me HORACE ; what do you mean?”
“Not everyone is behind erecting walls; some sa y that we need
more bridges.”
“Oh, I see; you‟ re talking figuratively,” I said, now realizing the
meaning of the statement. “More commu nication, less constraints—
that sort of thing, right?”
HORACE nodded and co ntinued: “ Yes; I‟m speaking of something
called barriers; the so rt of structure we construct to block
someone or something ou t of our lives.”
“So barriers are a bad thing?”
“Usually, and on several levels. When we erect this figurative
walls,

we

d amage

and

even

destroy

rel ationships —often

intentio nally, it seems.”
“What‟s makes us buil d these barriers?”
“You should have some understanding SOJOURNER; consider the
barriers already seen, here in the COVE.”
“Is this a test?”
“No, not really; more o f an o pportu nity for you to reason
through the quest ion—so me self-education.”
“Barriers; okay, here‟s a start:
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HUSLEY pur ports to ser ve the public w hen , in practice,
serves its ow n...
BOOZER claims that the BANK has gold reserves when in it
does not— misleading the investors and other account
holders
ROY TOY transforms into an actual barr ier
How‟s that for a start?”
“The last one is questio nable, but the others are on track,”
HORACE replied. “But barr iers are everywhere; amongst us, between
us and within us, each. ”
“Yeah, well, I was trying to stay safe f rom dir ect criticism;
HUSLEY and BOOZER are obvious.”
“So about their barriers?”
“They lie and chea t; distrust is definite barr ier, ” I said,
justifying my choices. “Once such a wall is erected, the chance of
any breakthrough is next to impossible.”
“True; distrust is a har d one to get o ver.”
“Or get through,” I added.
“But what those o n mo re personal or intiment level. Sure,
institutions buil d barriers —as in your examples — but the individual
is really the area of appl icatio n here.”
“Personal barriers,” I remarked. “You mean emotional and
such?”
“That‟s it; those barrier s that we choose to erect to protect
ourselves—say avoid har m or hurt to our heart.”
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“Alright, before we continue with this to pic, let me say that I‟ve
already had a heated discussion wi th myself on the heart —harm
and hurt.”
“With yourself; and w ho w on?”
“Very funny; it was more a dream and, to your comment, I don‟t
think that eighther side won or lost —more like a mutal win if TALL
TELLS had it r ight.”
“So TALL TELLS was in this dream? ”
“TALL talked to w ith me about it afterwar d; I shared some of
the details —as now—with the usual lessons -learned to follow,” I
said somew hat impatientl y, “Anyway, the argument had to do with
exposing yourself to possible hurt and harm —all owing your heart
to be vuner able.”
“And so you know about b arriers?”
“To some degree, yes; but I not exactly a stonemason on the
subject.”
“Okay then; another test —this time, personal,” HO RACE began as
I felt some barriers beginning.

“Can you think of your own

barriers, at least one?”
“There is the one with JILL BEAL; but to be factual, this barr ier
was highly encouraged by TALL TELLS.”
“Yes, I understand about the JILL BEAL barrier; and, to be
factual

myself,

I

think

TALL‟S

advice

was

wise,”

HORACE

emphasized as a en dorsement of sort. “Believe me, there have been
others who would have pr eferred barriers in that one.”
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“This approach of barriers is strangel y simil ar to the dilemma
in my dream; if you have too much ho pe and expectation, you lose;
but if you don‟t, you r ob yourself of life and l iving. And that only
the beginning; there‟s lo ve, needs and wants —then choices —in the
mix of what seems to be an impossible, insolvable situation.”
“Relax soul ; the apparent „dilemma‟ will not be so daunting —
even beyond dreams. Ov er time and pl ace, you‟ll figure some of this
out, trust me.”
“Like MCFALL, you mean.”
“How did you know about MCFALL‟S FALL,” HORACE ask
spontaneously.
“How do you think; it was part of the lesson in the last chapter .
Haven‟t you been paying attention to the dialouge?”
“Standby, while I‟ll flip back a few pages; oh yes, here it is,”
HORACE confirmed. “Wow, the writer even named that chapter as
same. I didn‟t realize that MCFALL fell with infamy.”
“Very funny,” I said. ”As it is—”
“I know; TALL is sti ll waiting o n some status. Let‟s just hope
that MCFALL has been able to find the positive s out of the FALL
and—”
“And what,” I ask with so me dangl ing doubt .
“And that MCFALL is experiencing life and living.”
“What does that really mean,” I blurted -out. “The more I discuss
life

and

living —seemingly

for

understanding—the less my confidence.”
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“Now there‟s a real conu ndrum: the more you learn, the less you
know,” HORACE said half -serious.
“And so it seems —even in my dreams —that we cannot avoid a
FALL at some time.”
“You are learning SOJOURNER,” HORACE noted. “T hink about a
FALL as l ike a seaso n where beautiful shades give way to rest,
resurrection, life and living.”
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I had hear d of this pl ace; sever al characters had or did reside
there; an upscale -posh, gated-commu nity called SADDLED CLUB.
“There‟s a barrier ,” I said, pointing to o ne of the entrances to
this planned residence.
“So it is, in more ways than one,” HORAC E agreed. “Which hel ps
explain w hy we‟re here, today.”
“More on bar riers,” I ask with mild disinterest.
“Obviously that; but ther e‟s more to this lesson besides simply
two-sides of the wall. Many of these residence view themselves as
safe and secure —on several levels. These apparent barriers are
but the physical evidence of a much larger myth , mar keted and
purchased ; that materialism and co nsumerism is life and living. ”
“I get it,” I replied, “ Simil ar „myths‟ are prominent on the other
side...of the TUNNEL.”
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“Well then, there may not be much to add here; the same
prevailing pursuit of weal th and riches where —”
“Where the wall is never high or long enough —the sky is the
limit,” I added.
“That‟s it; a mo ving target where enough is never enough,”
HORACE agreed and the conversatio n paused.
“But you‟ve probably worked here ; you know, projects and such.”
“Oh yes; this planned co mmunity has provided me with some
opportunities; but my po int is not about that —not really—but more
about the phylosophy of the folks, their way of life and living,”
HORACE explained. “I sho uld compl etely positive on the construction
of such places, since I benefit, but I find myself at odds —
inter preting these developments another chink in the armor of a
potentially close community and healthy society.”
“But don‟t this sort create community albeit a enclosed one?”
“It might seem like it as a first impression, but as I‟ve seen
firsthand, such perceived closeness is not so. These folks are
generally keeping up appearances .”
“Are you sure; I mean, su ch a gener alization?”
“I could be; my o pinio n is not a bsolute or analytical , but is
simply an impression of limited obser vations,” HORACE admitted.
“But I have given this a lot of time and attention —and have taken
the matter lightly or causally.”
“So you think you‟re r ight?”
“I think I‟m not too far off; a fter all , most live l ives of quiet
desparation.”
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“But why; why do they choose to live such l ives?”
“Before I try to answer that —if I even can—consider the basic
question: do they choose these lives? Because, it‟s possible, that if
they do choose —or beli eve that they have —then they may be
additionally sold on the myth. So in other words, they‟ve earned
these walls, gates, manicured lawns, multi - port garages and other
tangibles of success.”
“What do you think , HORACE?”
“If what I describe here is a proble m, it is not so easily that of
choice; yes, folks make choices —that‟s obvious —but such choices
are not based on sou nd information, knowledge or understanding.”
“That‟s probably

part of the reasoning and regiment for

gaining knowledge and understanding —to see through such, r ight?”
“Sure; more knowledge and u nderstaning makes for sounder —
more solid—choices,” HO RAC E agreed. “Don‟t get me wrong, these
folks are smart -sharp; their talents are partly the reason they‟ve
reached such levels of life and l iving —but that doesn‟t mean that
they are beyond deceptio n , distraction.”
“If what you bel ieve is true, then they may even be more
suseptible to it —am I right?”
“It could be; the fact that they have such choices —to surround
themsel ves with the illusions of safe ty and security —put them at
more risks of being snoo kered.”
“Snookered,” I questioned.
“Snookered; cheated, deceived, duped; is what I mean,” HORACE
clarified.
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“Some may not have such choices; thus, they continue in their
lives however substandar d or mod est they be. But others, like these
folks, think that they have a chance to finally „make -it‟.”
“So they hitch their wagon to the h orses and join the train to
gold country,” I el aborated.
“Something like that; they call this concept or choice, „living the
dream‟, I believe.”
“If its like my dreams, as of late, there is some strong realism
to it,” I said as a point of reference.
“I don‟t think the concept has to do w ith actual dreams of that
sort; in other words, those designed to reveal something towar d
knowledge and understaning,” HORACE added. “ Although such a so called dream may inevitably result in a similar outcome or result.”
“And what‟s that?”
“That dreams have to b e considered at some level of caution
and consciousness; it may be so strange tha t it is beyond
inter pretation or application; but on the other hand, it seem s so
wonderful that it must be a foretelling or revelation of action and
accompl ishments.”
“So then, dreams are —”
“Are yet to be u nderstoo d, let alone uncertain , in matters of l ife
and living.”
“So whether an actual dream or some „pipe dream‟, the sames
holds true?”
“I think so; I mean, co nsider this concept of „l iving the dream‟:
does the dream drive us toward it‟s fulfillment or realization, or
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does some outcome co nfirm that the dream is credible and
concrete?”
“Maybe both; we attempt to achieve the dream while, in the
process of some semblance of success, confirm it to be more than
merely myth or mystique ,” I answered.
“I agree; but tell me what happens when the „attempt‟ ends i n a
FALL—some kind of failed outcome or result ?”
“In that case; the dreamer is disenchanted — determined that
such is not authentic or appl icable.”
“But yet the dreams may still come, w hether in sl eep or awake ;
we dream still .”
“Maybe we need to dream just as we need choices —even as we
need hope and have expectatio ns , and to lo ve and be loved .”
“I think you‟re right; dreaming is a natur al and needed thing —
that‟s not the problem —but it‟s the almost supernatural stature
that we give it that co ncerns me.
“Supernatural , “ I repeated as a questio n.
“Yes; we give dreams so me sort of god -like stature —as though
holy writ—for which we measure then promote in both our ow n
lives and that of others.”
“So dreaming becomes a form of worship; is that what concer ns
you?”
“I think so; it‟s not these planned communities are any such
other objects as much as it is th e mentality of it‟s manifestation —
one that will invar iably lead to a big FALL.
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“For some reason, I am thinking of a tu ne on this „mentality‟ as
you call it : you can‟t always get what you want...but you just might
get what you need.”
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There are many roads . Some roads last through the ages while
others end; but in all , these share a simil ar itentional pur pose of
progress.
As with walls and bar riers of previous stories, roads are
presently the subject of the figurative choices or directions of l ife
and living.
“But before we talk about roads, let‟s step briefly to recover
barriers,” TALL TELLS began. “Do you remember that question about
barriers; the one where you gave saver al examples?”
“Yes; BOOZER and HUSLEY were the examples.”
“But what about the other characters of the COVE; what barriers
do they possibly represent?”
I had been thinking about the question for some time, my first
attempt seeming to less than satisfactory, and was ready w hen we
returned to it . “Here‟s so me:
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ROY TO Y on accou nt that all we do is play, it seems, which
can be distractio n to something ser ious
COOTER BROWN in that too much of that wonderful beverage
can pl ay some tricks & tre ats of its own—which is a
distortion
JILL BEAL for reasons that are too incomplete
complicated to list here

and

CARPENTER‟S ANGST simply because worry is a way of
making matters worse
CEDER WOODS because sometimes you can‟t see the forest
for the trees
CREATURE COVE because what you see is not necessarily
what you get
DANVIEW DAM because a little crack a big crisis or at least
a conspir acy
FLATTIRE RIM because l ife is l ike a race; sometimes you
FALL, sometimes you draw or possibly finish first
GRAY‟S SHADES because being in the gray or darkness can
make life and l iving seem hopeless
LAKESIDE LOVE-IN becau se; well...
...I don‟t know, but I‟m sure there is something.”
“Not bad SOJOURNER SO UL; you have come far —don‟t you think
HORACE?”
HORACE nodded with agreement, adding, “it seems so —more
than I real ized, until now .”
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I was pleased w ith my progress; as much as the lessons
sometimes

seemed

excessive,

the

effect

was

now

showing

progress: my ealier assessment of BOZZER and HUSLEY were long
hanging fruit , so to speak; but this latest answer revealed to me
just how much I had gained in knowledge and understanding.
“So was does it mean; the title of this chapter ,” TALL ask,
already prepared with an answer of some kind.
“ROADS LESS TRAV ELED is anoth er figurative phr ase as to
making choices; hard decisio ns that are sometimes without hard
information.”
“Or even without popular opinion —or support of any kind,”
HORACE added. “It can be a lonely jour ney.”
“And it can be daunting too,” TALL advised. “I f being lonely is
not bad enough, being alo ne makes you an easier target.”
“You mean as in my arrest...the HUSSLE?”
“Yes; in some ways you were alone: no counselor; potentially no
trial or, otherwise, defendant rights; the plea bargain and all the
other stuff,” HORAC E expl ained.
“But it does have a certain cal iber to it, don‟t you think; the
adventurism, individualism and all ?”
“Sure; it seems to have merit ,” HORAC E agreed. “But even in
such merit there is doubt in har d decisions.”
“Doubt; do you mean u nce rtainty?”
“I mean that doubt occur s from the beginning: w hat drives us
in

making

har d

decisions ?

It

could

responsibility —or it coul d be foolishness.”
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“But in both dr ivers, isn‟t fear about,” I ask.
“Fear it there...everyw here —and that‟s

not a bad thing,

necessar ily. What can be bad is the reactio n to fear, ” TALL TELLS
began. “ All those things that you last listed, the names and places,
have the presense of fear.”
“And that‟s a good thing?”
“It can be,” TALL continued. “Consider for ex ample the most
attractive and alluring JILL BEAL.
“You warned me about JILL,” I reminded T ALL.
“Yes, and for goo d reaso n. JILL can be very dangerous to.”
“...to someone like me,” I continued.
“To many—not just you al one.”
“Which is w hy you war ned me.”
“That‟s r ight; I didn‟t want to see you FALL —like others have or
do in foolishness.”
“But sometimes we have to FALL, do n‟t we?”
“Yes, as we discussed MCFALL, the FALL is certain —a natural
part of l ife and living.”
“You could had said nothing; just let me make my own hard
decisions,” I said.
“I could have, you ‟re right; but as your teacher, I saw too much
at stake to let you take the FALL at that time and pl ace,” TALL
explained.
“And yet other times —su ch as in TUNNEL TIME —you seemingly
did not....”
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“I can only be invol ved when I‟m present. The passing and
other times were not my responsb ility.”
“Then who was, responsib le?”
“You were; it was your hard decisio n in the attractive and
alluring advances of BEAL.”
“So I chose wisel y, do yo u think?”
“I don‟t know if you chose wisely or more out of fear —perhaps
due to my strong advice,” TALL said with insight. “But there is at
least another side, too .”
“Other sides; who are what?”
“For one, JILL‟S....”
“Yeah, of course; but BEAL was the problem, right?”
“What I‟m suggesting is that BEAL may have gone easy on
you—may have backed- down on the advances.”
“But why; why would JILL back down, with me?”
“The answer to that is incomplete, complicated; but here‟s what
I think.” TALL began. “ You either had nothing that BEAL desired
and/or you somehow fou nd some sympathy in a heart overwelmed
by selfishness; either way, the usual advances were withdrawn.”
“So JILL was consider ate to me?”
“Yes, and once more, BEAL came to your aid; you know, a big
part of the pl an, ” TALL reminded me, raising my regret. “But BEAL
was not the only one; several of us played some part in the plan —
all considerate at some level. Even some of the fellows in the block
did something to hel p you , didn‟t they?”
“Even HAL helped,” I said, refle cting on the details.
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“Yes, things can help just as much as folks; or in the case of
HAL, things that have so me folk -like features.”
“But back to BEAL; why with me —at this time and place,” I ask
again.
“This is par t of the incomplete and complicated par t SOJOURNER
SOUL; let‟s just say that JILL did the u nexpected and leave it at
that—w hat to say?”
“Some things are never understoo d, are they?”
“It‟s part of life and living; though I shoul d say that that we
may go to great length to try to understand.... HO RACE and I share
our own history in this vein; not u nderstanding or being understood
as to your convictions and rejectio n of THE ESTABLISHMENT.”
“How have you managed to keep going —to keep fighting the
fight,” I ask , reminded of their youth.
“Another incomplete and compl icated answer awaits that, I‟m
afraid, but let‟s just say that we have not compl etely given -up or
given-in.”
“And I guess that those like HUSLEY and BOOZER know it, don‟t
they?”
“I think so, on some level ; but do n‟t forget that those folks have
power, much power —and they know it.”
“How does power play into it,” I ask with some apr ehension .
“Well, for one, power gives the illusio n of perfection ; that in all
the wrongdoing— however defined—someo ne else is responsible,
HORACE reponded. “ And to the extent that folks seek immortal ity is
power pursued.”
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“So power is perfection,” I ask, still u nclear .
“More like a panacea for perfection, power gives a false
sense—an intoxicatio n, illusion...,” TALL TELLS explained. “Power
lacks principle; it has o nl y pursuits and passions.”
“But no consideration or compassion for —”
“Correct; power has no o ccpancy for others —but if considered
at all, is because they are obstacles....”
“You mean abuses...,” I said.
“The more power, the mo re abuses,” HORAC E added.
“HUSLEY and BOOZER are abusers on the scale of their power,” I
said, affirming the lesson here.
“Yes;

so

to

answer

the

earlier

question,

we

represent

obstacles...to HUSELY, BO OZER and the rest.”
“And that has its dangers,” I posed.
“Yes, to be sure,” they said in u niso n.
“So power made them cor rupt?”
“Another imcomplete and complicated answer in the form of a
question: did power corr upt...or were they each al ready so corrupt
that they each sought so much power?”
“But weren‟t these folks giv en power; each in some way
endowed with power due to their abil itys and such?”
“He does have a goo d po int,” HORACE said to TALL.
“Yes, they each have it; b ut it‟s what they done with it that is so
disturbing and destructive. You see, the power given was for the
public good or the commo ns; as it is however, these —and those like
them—have pursued their own interests far beyond....”
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I thought about these things, recognizing the truth in my
observations:

BOOZER was fraudalent in the BANK‟S operations ;

HUSLEY was similarly fraudalent in gover nment affairs and other
areas.
“Then there is fear , once again,” TALL said to perhaps add more
confusion.”
“Fear,” I said.
“Yes, fear feeds o n power, and power on fear,” HORACE
explained. “The deeper o ne‟s fears, the more power until —”
“Now there‟s an even mo re incomplete and complicated answer;
„until‟ w hen?”
So power and fear have a relatioship , I concluded from the
conversation. “ But does that mean that without power, there is no
fear; or without fear , there is n o power?”
“Let me try to address that one with an example; one that we‟ve
talked about, planned and executed to near perfection —call it fear
versus power,” TALL began. “Our plan to get your release worked
because it threatended w hat HUSLEY fears; that is, losing the power
and its possesion.”
“So the plan overpowered the most powerful,” I said as both a
question and statement.
“That‟s right; the plan explo ited the weaknesses of that
seemingly most powerful.”
“So if HUSLEY was a wall —a substantional structu re—the plan
found the weakness place .”
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“Yes, just as the river would find the we akest points in the
DANVIEW D AM,” T ALL TELLS added.
“Power on power, fear o n fear; this is very —
“Incomplete and complicated,” HORAC E repeated. “But fear
makes us powerless. ”
More was making sense it seemed; but o n the other hand, my
mind was racing with r andom thoughts of confusion —trying to
connect these concepts. “Why then do we dream; or why to we
drug—even as minor as it may be ?”
“Good question for which the answer is —”
“Incomplete and co mpl icated,” I said by default.
“Correct once again; but a goo d questio n deserves some sort of
answer, so here goes,” TALL said. “Dreaming cannot be explained
any more than the dreams; but what is evident is that this activity
and outcome is not altogether reality.”
“Altogether reality,” I ask.
“I mean that dreaming may have clear evidence of reality but,
still, it is not...completely so. As it is however, dreams or dreaming
seem to be a way of escaping real ity —much as with drugs.”
“Indeed, the whole desir e for drugs stems on the effects of
dreaming—some distraction or deviatio n from the darkness,
HORACE descr ibed from personal experience.”
“Darkness; oh, the gray,” I said in closing.
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But the darkness and gray seemed past me for th e moment: no
desparation or CARPENT ER‟S ANGST; no fear of the impending court
case; no concer n about the tr appings of passion and power —the
pursuit to win at all costs. I felt free—and it felt fabolous.
“Feelings on feel ings,” I could hear TALL T ELLS say , all sober
and suspect; but even if that was the sentiment, I didn‟t care right
now. There were times to be studious and supple, but right now I
was more set on soaking up the spring orange and smelling all the
natural scents that filled the time and place. In all corners of the
COVE, life and living came forth with all the splendor that my soul
could exper ience.
“SOUL, wake -up; have I got some news,” HORACE said as he
shook me into consciousness.
“What is it,” I said, half awake and half irritated.
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“Just got an official repo rt from SPIDER WEBB; HUSLEY HUSSLE
has announced a state of emergency.”
“A state of w hat?”
“Emergency; CREATURE is reported to be reeking terror —flame
or no flame.”
“That can be,” I said co nfidently. “I just saw CREATURE in the
WOOD only a day ago; as a bee pollinating some flowers. ”
“Others have testified similarly, siting CREATURE as a bat, bird,
and a balloon—but the official report denies such as merely
mistakes or make -bel ieve,” HORAC E co ntinued with the dubious.
“But this whol e book is make -believe; anyway, CREATURE is not
able to change into a ball oon.”
“The report claims that ROY TOY is in o n it; that the two —and
perhaps others —are in cahoots.”
“This is so ridiculous that it must be make -believe,” I remarked,
“I mean, come onds; a friendly dr ago n and a multi -faceted toy .
What‟s next?”
“How about a BANK closure,” HORAC E suggested.
“Closure; for how long?”
“Until the cr isis is over , I suppose.”
“A crisis, already?”
“Hey look SOUL; that‟s what they‟re calling it.”
“Okay; a nd what do you think?”
“If I was doing the HUSSLE, I‟d call it an opportunity in the
making.”
“I agree, but w hy —why now?”
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“There is the scand al , let‟s no t forget; you know, the plan....”
“Speaking of which; w here is JILL BEAL,” I ask, having not seen
or heard in a w hile.
“Arrested and in j ail , so I‟ve lear ned o nly today.”
“JILL arrested; for w hat?”
“Don‟t know the details; but a balloon told me that no charges
have been levied yet,” HORAC E explained. “ As it is however ,
detention is a fact.”
“Can they do that here; ar rest someone without cause.”
“I think you question is the answer. Don‟t forget the lesson on
fear, power and all that stuff.”
“A lesson is one thing, bu t this; it‟s a matter of fact.”
“In one way, yes; but whether the HUSSLE needs fact , or
evidence, seems to be incidental —don‟t you think.”
“I had feel ing that something l ike this would happen HORACE; an
unexpected consequence in the pl an.”
“So did we ,” TALL TELLS interupted , “but we did it anyway.”
“But why,” I ask , though knowing the answer.
“No plan is without negative co nsequences; but you know that by
now,” TALL replied knowing that I knew.
“What to we do?”
“Any suggestions before I answer that,” TALL said. “As it is, we
know that much of the C OVE is caught in the middle; too in secure to
question the credibil ity, b ut too insensed to listen to sanity.”
“Are saying that we‟re o n our own,” I ask.
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“I‟m saying that one of us had to get inside this charade; only
then, do we have a chance to blow the cover off and expose the
facts ahe ad of the fantasy.”
“Okay; but that coul d be impossible given that this story is a
fantasy,” I said without sarcas m.
“Ah, not to split hairs SOUL, but you said before that it is make believe—not fantasy,” HO RAC E interjected.
“Fantasy,

make -bel ieve —what‟s

the

difference —it‟s

not

reality,” I rebutted.
“Whatever you w ant to call it, this story is something that folks
seem to take serious—so much so , that they are forming a force to
find CREATURE, save the COVE,” TALL continued. “T hey intend to end
CREATURE.”
A hush came over us; a moment to mo ve beyond our fears and
failures that arrive even in the cr isis of a fantasy, make -believe
story.
“I don‟t know; if the story is make -believe and the crisis is
made-up, shoul d resolutio n be so hard?
“HORACE, you have a goo d po int,” I said. “As I see it, we must
spring into action —and now!”
“This pl an; it needs a name,” TALL advised.
Looking at the title of the chapter , I said: “SPRING ACTION;
how‟s that?”
“Works for me,” HORACE said, “but won‟t that be confused wit h
the great PIGBALL player by the same name.?”
“I don‟t think SPRING w ill mind ,” TALL suggested.
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“Now the details; what to do?”
“Can‟t we just make it up as we go alo ng; you know, make believe and made-u p in the moment?”
“What about the readers? They want know what happens until it
happens.”
“And that‟s a b ad thing,” TALL ask, suggesting that the
suspense would hold their attention to the last words of this last
chapter.
“Let‟s do it, trusting th at the writer will come through, ” HORACE
said with some level of surety.
“Thanks folks; my mind is already co ncocting a r esolution; one
that will involve everyo ne already presented —a group effort of
getting past this crisis.”
“Do you hear that,” I ask
“Yeah, as though the writer is right here with us; but th en, this
is a fantasy where anything is possible.”
In the hours that follo wed, I was able to force my way to
detainment; first jesting in the presence of a public official , namely
HUSLE himself. The charge however were:
Jesting without justification
Juking with excessive jer king
Jolliness during the arrest
Lest we forget that charges must posses some alliteration.
Whatever I actually did, I was back with the block; DAVID DANVIEW,
SAMMY SLIPPERY, and the rest whose names are not important
right now.
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“What brings you back,” were DAVID‟S first words.
“Can‟t tell you, r ight now, but it‟s ser ious business.”
“Serious you say. Let me guess, you and your friends are trying
to upstage this manufatu red crisis?”
“Well DANVIEW, it looks like your on it, o nce aga in.”
“More even; we‟re in it —just like HO RACE, TALL TELLS and
anybody else who co nfro nts THE EST ABLISHMENT .”
“So I can count on you , w hen the time comes.”
“Of course, we‟re all -in.”
“How come HAL is not speaking,” I ask, taking notice that the
computer was unusually uncongenial .
“Are you kidding; ever since JILL BEAL arrived, HAL has been
unsurprisingly distraced...bor dering o n distraught. Any chance for
dialouge shoul d be dismissed.”
“That‟s good and bad,” I responded. “ Good, because we can tal k
freely, without giving the plan away; bad, because we need HAL —as
before—to carry-out SPRING ACTION.”
“‟SPRING ACTION ‟; do you mean the great, PIGBALL player ?”
“No, that‟s the name of the plan, SAMMY SLIPPERY spoke up. You
need to listen DAVID if you‟re going to u nderstand how the story
ends.”
“SLIPPERY, why don‟t you just going back to the w all where you
belong and let us run the show.”
“Easy there DAVID; we need everyo ne —remember, all -in,” I
reminded him.
“Right, but SAMMY is not right in the head.”
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“I know that I‟m not right,” SLIPPERY spoke up, “but that‟s my
strength.”
“Okay folks, let‟s work to gether on this,” I said. “Now, how do we
get HAL‟S attention?”
“And if you do; they what ,” continued DAVID.
“Then we have to co nvince HAL to hel p us .”
“Even if that were possible, there‟s not much time; the force is
out searching for the CREATURE, so says the official reports of the
SPIDER WEBB.”
“CREAT URE will not be found,” I said. “Warned of what was
happening, the bir d flew south.”
“But don‟t you see SO UL; the HUSSLE can construct the
CREATURE‟S ending.”
“So all of this doesn‟t matter,” I said, wonder ing why HO RACE
and TALL T ELLS didn‟t anticipate this.
“It matters, more than yo u know; and yes, HO RACE and TALL did
anticipate the HUSSLE. The plan can wor k if time and pl ace permit;
but once the CREATURE ‟S flight is realized, the story will be more
fantasy than some of us would prefer.”
“DAVID DANVIEW, I ‟ve co me must realize you‟re insight not to
mention you u ncanny ab ility to read my mind,” I said with so me
humil ity. “It‟s just that I felt some of the CARPENTER‟S ANGST
starting to sting and —”
“Speaking of angst,” D AVID interupted, “it looks as though
SAMMY may go SLIPPERY.”
“What‟s wrong,” I ask, attempting to intercede.
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“It‟s not really about wr ong,” S AMMY began, “but more about
right-on.”
“I don‟t think I understand,” I repl ied, thinking that some
SLIPPERY action was sho rtcoming.
“Let me expl ain,” DAVID said. “SAMMY use to be software
developer; part of the O dyssey Project that produced HAL. To be
succinct, HAL can the capability to shut down SPID ER‟S WEBB.”
“And if the WEBB goes do wn —”
“The HUSSLE can be sto pped,” DAVID finished.
“So let me get this straight: H AL shuts down the WEBB and the
deception ends, is that right?”
“It‟s not concrete but w ill certainly give TALL and HORACE a
better chance of gettng the truth out,” D AVID explained. “Once the
WEBB is disabled —H AL being otherwise occupied with JILL —
something must be do ne spontaneously to shift public opinion.”
“What about dro pping leaflets,” SAMMY suggested.
“Great idea,” I said. “ TALL and HORACE can manage that ; they‟re
probably already on it .”
And so, with the u nexpected insight of SAMMY, the much
awaited details of the plan came to gether . HAL was coericed back to
our cell block, thanks to JILL BEAL, and co nvinced that the WEBB
should be shut -down—w hich o pened the way for other mediums to
get the wor d out.
CREATURE returned even before the crisis was over; this time
as the messenger , carrying leaflets dro pped about the COVE. Aid in
this air drop was provided by RO Y TOY as a baloon, w hile ground
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operations were orchestr ated by HORACE and TALL TELLS at their
remote but mobile riverside van.
Others messaging was covertly ca rried-out in local advertising,
turning the tide of mass advertising fro m merely consumeriscism
to public awareness and the common goo d. Billboards that flanked
public gathering spots like the ORANGE BOWL and FLATTIRE RIM
were revised to reflect this change of interest and need. All in all,
the plan worked, THE ESTABLISHMENT r eturend to some checks
and balances.
BOOZER BANK soon reopened and, in a effort to inject
confidence in the commo ns, provided the public w ith full disclosure
of

otherwise

clandestine

and

criminal

activities.

With

some

adjustments long over du e, account hol ders eventually recovered
their losses along with greater attentio na and oversight in these
affairs.
Lands and properties that had been “ acquired‟ through the
HUSSLE were converted to the common good as w ell; adding parks
and reserves to be managed by HOR AC E H ELP, DAVID DANVIEW,
SAMMY SLIPPERY and others as board members.
HUSELY and other criminal elements were eventually found -out,
removed from the TH E ESTABLISMENT

,

and

prosecuted

accordingly. HAL‟S data records served as a central source for
evidence, unlocking what had beccome a cabal and br inging to the
public an el ightment of political corruptio n.
DANVIEW DAN remained intact as did other public works and
civic projects. FLATTIRE RIM continued o perations but, as with the
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ORANGE BOWL, was somewhat mi nimized to that of games rather
than businesses — many returning to matters deser ving more
attention, action.
CREATURE never tau nted or terrorized; and as history an
investigation would reveal , this actio n had been in defiance of many
of the political and s ocial ills that had taken hold of the COVE.
I eventually did my TUNNEL TIME to the other side; taking with
me a lifetime of knowledge and understanding that would find
application amid the wall s, barriers and other obstacles of freedom
that confront my fo lks.
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